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THE PUBLIC SCHOOL ARITHMETIC

MEASUREMENT

i64^r^1 '"°^ *'™' "' ' ^ ^^°^««' 3 quarts, 7 poundsHJhree th.gs are named. For example, ii sTches'

5 [nifs.^"''"'"''
"""'^' °^ *° ^« -«^--d. -n.ely.

(6) The unit used in measuring, namely, one inch.
(0 The number obtained by counting how many times

tboTt^hi:h"'^^
'- ^'^ ---- --^. -e^:

Number comes from measuring some quantity by a unit
The unit used is not always the same. It may be on«pound, one foot, one dollar, one dozen, one ten Jut itl^-ways a part of the quantity measured.

' "

EXERCISE 1

the •Jr'heS \t'hll"?? r J"'"'"™" "^ tte peck,

thousand. '
*''° '"«"' the twelve, the hundred" the

whattx do-jjs'^^ttrcK:i"f v™' """ > """'•
are there in a gallon ?

* '^ ''°'' ""'"^ fl"»rt8

man. Pint, are theret a'^.'^u'dTnttua??? ' "^^

wsm^wr^r cr?F3^H.:i!^p?SCT3^Mfi<':^^rr»i?gc7»iE^^



2 The Public School Abithmetio

i.®'i^!Ll*^ ?® ^^^^^ °^ yo"'' pencil as unit. measuvB

bhckS.''
'""' ''''' '' *'^ *^^°^^^'« table. 0? tie

? 7. Measure a piece of paper three inches long. Use this
as unit and find a quantity of six units. How many
two-inch units would there be ? How many one-inch units ?

8. Name the number and the unit in each of these:
7 Mnts, 24 couples, 8 twos, 4 ten-dollar bills, 6 groups of

9. By measuring, find how many ounces is one pound •

how many pounds in 32 ounces. What unit do you use in
each case ?

10. Measure a peck, using as unit a pint, a gallon, a quart.
11. Measure one yard, using as unit one inch, one foot.

12. Measure these two lines

:

(a).

(6) .

13. Measure the long line, using the short one as unit.

14. If the short line stands for 3 feet, for what will the
long one stand ?

15. Use objects and measure 12 of them by taking 4 of
them as unit

; 30 of them by taking 6 as unit

NOT.xTION AND NUMERATION

The expression of numbers by symbols is called notation.

The reading of numbers which have been expressed in
figures is called numeration.

EXERCISE 2

1. What name do you give to 10 tens ?

2. How many naughts are used in writing one thousand
in figures? Where are the naughts written? In what
place from the right is tlie one put ?

?s. J'vsmn£ZTfi'^-:s^j&^^''fArm^fPsrmis^



Dotation aito Nfmebatiow

thLZt" '° '^'^^ ^''^^ ^^^^^'^^d
J five thousand; nine

^r^'-^^'^^eZrlS^^ZT'; ?- --^ naughts
the right is the 1 nut ? m«f ^ ^ }"" ""^^^ P^a^e from
three ciphers or naughts ? *

''^^'^^'' *^^ ^^^ ^'^^ the

2o'thoT:^^d;%oCa'n?' *^°"^^'^^'- ^-^^ thousand;

toLf:Tt re7n ^fifchran'dr-^^ '' ''' ^'^'^ 0^ 1^

thoL^nTlU^'rtLLtr^^^^^ •• ^-rteen
eight thousandCfif Sen se^^^^^^^

two.

twenty-one thousand ^'hundred and fo^^^^^^^^^and eight thousand and ei^hfppn T ^^f\^^^^ hundred
seven hundred and ninety-nine fi^; t, !f^^.'^x^ *^°"«a°d
four. ^ °^°®' two hundred thousand and

thl =! 'ill '

^'°P'^ '°'''*'^ °° their fingers or digitsthes« symbols are called digits.
« » "^ aigiis,

Each of the first 9 digits has a value of its own while th.cipher, or naught, or zero (0) has no value It'iTt ?
used to :ceep the other digits in theirVo^r plat

^'''''

To make easier the reading of a large number written in

65437 is written 65,437.
P«"oa. liius.

What mark is used to separate the periods?

EXERCISE 3

1. Divide the fnllnwm"
824567, 100042C, 3900457?

into periods: 6274, 92075,

r-^VM!HR7«?5 ^^:^tsnm»^s^e!i%Fiim ^



The Public School Aeithmetic

i

tn

u

L ^A^.i^ ^^** P^*°® ^s occupied by the c ? by the 5?
by the 4 ?

The digit in the first place, from the right, is 6 units
or 6 ones

;
the digit in the second place is 5 tens ; and the

figure in the third place is 4 hundreds.

In 893,345,617 the first period from the right is called
units

;
the second period, thousands ; the third, millions.

This is shown in the following table

:

Periods Third Second First

Names of groups Millions Thousands Units

Numbers to be read

893
495
327
463

345
673
705
020

617
480
070
005

3. What is the general name for the three digits in the
first period ? m the second period ? in the third period ?

4 Divide the number 543212789 into periods, and then
read it. Read the second period from the right giving it
Its name. Read the first. Read the third.

5. Express the following numbers in figures: nine hun-

•n- ^"i/^".!!
thousand six hundred and eighty, eighty

million fifty thousand seven hundred and nine, forty thou-
sand and ten, three hundred and three thousand five hun-
dred and twenty-eight, two hundred and three million
seven hundred thousand and eighty-seven.

6. How many thousands in 46825 ? in 289704 ?

qJncSo"^-^"^V ^t *^^ "«^^* *"'i read the nulnber
3640992, digit by digit.

,„lo?r"'Qi°Jo*^°'lL^P^ in 565? How many hundreds
in 436 ? in 815 ? m 8852 ? What is left in each case ?

9. In 4444444 which of the 4's has the greatest value ?Mow many times as great in value is the second 4 compared

EiRazuK^



Notation and Numeration 6

ttp'lhfr55''fl^
the third with the second? the fourth withthe third ? the seventh with the fifth ? What is the value of

The value of a period or of a figure depends upon the
piaee it occupies. Each has, therefore, a local value

6i%^\rJt°dii^' '^™ °' ^^ "^ '°

diil; ?l%'t *?"
*'?'l'*„°„'"?'^'' J""' «>» "n^ka from the

leSt ? '
' '

'''"" ^> ^' 8
' ^»* is «»

13 Arrange the following numbers in order, the largest

3ot6of6"20t47f '

''' ^° °"-- ''' '''' '''' ^^^^ t
14. What is the largest whole number which can beexpressed by two figures ? What is the smallest ?

fiiriLMhUmalleVr"' """'" ^^""^^ ^^ *'^-

t»,i?w!^''!i\*"^*J®.*^'"^®"^^^« numbers in which one ofthe two left-hand digits is 7 and the other 3.

figJLrfand'troLrr ''^^ °' *'^ *^^ "^^^-'^-^^

,1

!! 18. Divide into periods, and then write in words thefollowing: 300001, 50000, 20480, 234888.
°'^^' ^^^

19. How many units are there in 12 tens ? in 3 tens ?

teS'? fn°Too7?e'ns'r'"''
''' ''"^ ''' ^' '''''' ^^ ''^

21. How many thousands in 54 hundreds ? in 340 tens ?

ROMAN NOTATION

What name is given to the symbols 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 6, 7.
8, 9, ?
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U

There are other symbols which are sometimes used
These are the capital letters I, V, X, L, C. D, M, and they
are called Roman numerals.

Note : The sign = means eqruil or equals.

Their values are: 1=1, V=5, X=10, L=50, C=100
D=500, M=1000. '

Now, to express the units' digit of any number the
numerals I, V, and X are used, thus :1=I 2=n3= Tn
4= IV.5= V.6= VI,7= VII.8 = Vlil,9= lx. '

To express the tens' digit of any number the numerals
A, L, and C are used, thus : 10= X, 20= XX 30 = XXX
nn^S' ^^^^' 60= LX. 70= LXX. 80= LXXX;"0— XC.

To express the hundreds' digit of any number the
numerals C, D, and M are used, thus: 100= C 200= CC
300= CCC, 400= CD, 500= D, 600= DC, 700= DCc'
800= DCCC. 900= CM.

'

To express the thousands' digit of any number M is
used, thus: 1000= M, 2000 = MM, 3000= MMM.
From this it may be seen that when I is placed b^<yre V

or X its value is subtracted from the value of the V or
the X. Thus ly = one less than 5, or 4 is one b^ore 5.
So also 9 IS one before 10, XL is ten before 50, XC is .enWore 100. CD Is 100 b^ore 500. and CM is 100 b^ore

Also, when I, or X, or C, or M is repeated its value is
repeated. Thus LXXX= 50 and 10 and 10 and 10.

How often may these numerals be repeated ?

To express 389 in Roman numerals we have 300= CCC
80— LXXX, and 9= IX, and thus 389= CCCLXXXIx'& 2542= MMDXLII.

^i^aaaia.

^^m^^^m



Addition 7

exercise 4

1. Read the followinsr and write them in Arabic numerals

««^U^"*® ^^ Roman numerals
: 18, 24, 36, 48, 49 54 58

66, 69, 74, 79. 86, 89, 94, 96, 99, 119, 133 134 139 187

V/CXIX, XXXVIII, MMMI, XVI DCCCXCIX rniv
MMCMXCK. XXIV, CXVI, DCxLl. cS '

*

4 Write in Roman numerals the number of the year inw *
/^"o'^ing events took place : Queen Victoriabegan to reign; George V began to reign; you were bora.

5. Have you ever seen 4 written lUI ? where ?

ADDITION

The sign +, called plus, is used to indicate that the
numbersj)etween which it is placed are to be added. Thus

«7 32
means ' 27 and 5 equals 32," and 34 = 29 + 5

means 34 equals 29 and 5."

What kind of numbers can be added? 5 dollars and
8 dollars can be added and the sum will be 13 dollars
8 days and 9 peas cannot be added, because the sum
would be neither days nor peas.

Only like numbers, that is, numbers having the same
name, can be added.

The numbers to be added are called addends and the
number got from their addition is called their sum
The sum must have the same name or denomination as
the addends.
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oral exercise

the moment your eye rest! ^^Z^'^^^rTt^^^^^^^
1+1=
4+1=
5+2=
7+1=
5+5=
6+5=
7+5=
9+4=
9+6=

2+1=
3+3=
6+1=
5+4=
6+4=
7+4=
8+4=
7+7=
8+8=

"flats'' uZ *r' '/ r"""^^
"'''''" '' ^^on. Thefacts underlined should receive special attention

the^e'-'for^nr'' "i'f
" "'^°' '"^^ ^« ^^^-^^ fromtnese. for instance, that 8 and 7 make 15 •

also thaf 7taken away from 15 leaves 8 ; and that 15 1:3^8 ts 7
When 9 is added to another number in what easy waymay the sum be remembered ?

^
AH these facts should be thoroughly mastered.

ORAL EXERCISE

at o!Then a?t ttn it 2 Tnd ^^t^ «f«.
beginning first

in each case is Seat^r than loS
°" ""^ '' ''' """^ *^« '^^

and soT\t^- !;

^'^' ^'''^'''^^ "°^^'- hundreds,and so on. This is done in the following

:

^., .. j,jj^^, - .j,^,, -•* iTTTjaiap-



Addition 9

(1) 3754 (2) 20234 (3) 275 acres

f862 683 146 «'

1^57 4965 27 ««

68 —
In Example 1, what digits represent tens ? hundreds ?

ten\trds ?''
"''' '"""^ "^"""^ *'°^°^«^ -^^^^

EXERCISE 5

1. Add 3465, 3279, 6534, 5131, 4268
2. Add 5732, 6721, 346P, 4269, 6535
3. Add 2768, 5329, 4605, 475, 16
4. Add 4671, 272, 45, 7, 625.
5. Add 375, 506, 258, 327, 580, 647, 846
6. Add 436, 47, 449, 498, 736, 274, 888
7. Add 625, 494, 742, 673, 574, 654, 638
8. Add 564, 683, 684, 502, 376, 726, 877
9. Find the sum of the eight sums of the eight Questions.
NOTE: Addition is usually checked or proved by adding thecolumns from the top down.

aaaing ine

nnT^flJ°'^°'"*^"*'^°^
accuracy should never be forgottenOne figure wrong in one out of ten problems is aSre*

iS of nZ.r ^ from impertectly formed figures, and thelack of neatness and of proper arrangement

EXERCISE 6

851 Mn^ "!f°
bought a sleigh for $142, a carriage for$1^0,^and a pair of horses for $476. What was the cost

2 A lady paid $192 for a piano, $342 for furniture «$1fi7for hnen, and $46 for silver. What did she ply for all?
3. A man owns four houses ; the first is wnrfh <^d7 (\kc\

What is the value of them all?
"" vt^A^.
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loAi,r?.**
length of fencing will be needed to inclose »

Md 197 feet"
*''® ^^ ^®**' ^^® '***' ^^ '««*»

«i72/ '^!f ^"^ii* ^''^ ^*''' ^'^^ *°<* ^y «> <Jo5°« lost
51724. What did his farm cost him at first ?

32^4^LSJ1 ?T Ju"^
''^ * ^'^^^^* ^'^i" contained

S:r o^^u^ f**?',
*^® °®** ^'^o cars 30,649 pounds

1\.; «
"*

^*^M*'^ ?" ^*"' 26.427 pounds each Howmany pounds of freight were there in the nine cars ?
7 The first of five numbers is 6,239, the second isgreater than the first by 373, the third is equal to the sumof the first and second and the fourth is equal to the sumof the second and third. Find the sum of the four

numbers.

-ofki^^" ?''?T' v*™®^ '^°°®^' *°<* Robert Robinson to-gether went into business. Mr. Brown invested $7,937^ Jones $3 987 more than Mr. Brown, and Mr. Robinson
$687 more than both. What was the total capital put
int a the. business?

9. On the first day of July, 1907, there were in the

Wo/ 1^'^- 26'409 horses
;

in Grey, 31.751 ; in Hali-
burton, 1^29; m the District of Rainy River, 991; in

^nrJct"" ^''^'''^'
^fo'oj?

York. 25.417; in Well ng-

M^iaaiest'x, 35.075. How many horses were there in allthese counties and districts ?

wi^'oT^?!?^"®
of horses in these counties and districtswas as follows: Bruce, $3,221,898; Grey, $3,841,871-

Hahburton $204,474; Rainy River, $128,^0 Thunde;Bay, $79,520; York. $3,380,461; Wdlington. M^ll-
te70n^^'?^f

^
'

.?*^*°°' $1,120,899; Middlesex
$4,068,700. What was their total value ?

11. In 1906, the value of cheese made in the County of^ndas was $1.189311 ; in Dufferin, the value wS
F^i ilfn'S'''^'^^i?^^J

in Frontenac. $1,123,030; in

tllilii'-^lr'? i"*"*'"^' $1,153,494; in Leeds,

lanl itfip'ni"
^"'^°^.^ and Nipissing, $4,365; in Wel^

^RfiQ w?'/'' ^.?°^^' $1,412,574; and in Lincoln,
i«>8,669. What was the total value of the cheese ?
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Whkat

1903..

1904..

1905 ..

1906...

1907...

Acres Bushels

Oats Barlkt

Acres Bushels

913^6
830.485

986,329

959,032

820,678

21.893,470

12,631,726

21,516,588

22,108,774

2,638,665

2,654,936

2,668,416

2,716.711

18.019.142 2.932.509

109.874,053

102,173,443

105.536.572

108,341,455

709,839

772,434

772.633

,
756,163

83,524,301 766,891

Acres Bushels

24.378.817

24.567,825

24.265.394

25.253,011

21,718,332

^""^

^Zeyelr^T
""""' "^^'^ ''^'** ^""°« t^«

^*^
^hl^T^ *^' *°?^ ^°»°"^* of wheat Onbushels) grown during the same time^

(c; How many acres of oats were there ?

; ? ^7 "^°^ ^"^^^^ °^ «a<^ ^ere there ?
(e) What was the acreage (the whole numberof acres) under barley ?

"umoer

^^^
^batley?

*^' *°**^ ^^^^^ ^"^ b"«b«I«) o^

Sc^o'ols'l^orrtdul^^^^^^^^^

hundred and ninetv-five fn ,f
^^'^^rttree thousand four

hundred and fifteen in ZZT\''''K'^. *^°"«^°^ *^^ee
fortv-two Wnw •

^"|ages, twenty-six thousand and

EXERCISE 7

Bav?thi?°'''''^r ^°*'°'^'^ ^°^ ™Pid drill work. Ton fJ
""" "''^ ^° '"P^^"^ y°" "^^y l^ave a slip of Uer

^te o^thSr' ^'-
"^^'^^ ^' ^^^^ ««^ o^ add'ends iLdwrite on that paper tne sums as you find them.
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Add the following, proving all the

(1) 124483 (2) 69869
438432
179136
158912
173188
98251
27341
41273

(4) 241400
162393
332823
620923

3188448
1952034
412375
208607

(7) 424853
434017
573200
893786
654321
123456
279560
932634
567890
789460
327490

22401
61830
50675
76953
18263
62483
21276

(5) 15755
22328
44151
85564

335653
267405
134207
29632

(8) 40936
419216
70206
87216
65563
52647
71038
76987
64883
65109

111778

NOTE: If columns are
long, business men often
^ite on a separate slip
or paper, the partial
sums, as here shown, so
as «o more easily check
mistakes.

results

:

(3) 316499
202991
412279
773703

3524102
2452542
73192

147628

(6) 221295
226821
498496
507254
493263
257770
201619
578298

(9) 12665
114760
24079
27338
17380
15037
28446
36461
12270
20438
29918

2357
3467
9987
1707

17518
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In this example, what is the 15, that is, what Is its
name ? What is the 23 ? the 19 ? the 28 ?

KXERCISE 8 (REVIEW)

..hn^'^^
the sum Of seventeen, five hundred and sixtj-seven thousand and eight, four thousand and eighteen

.lv.n fh^'"^ T^ forty-two. five million six hundrfd andseven thouf^nd and fifty-six, thirty-six million and forty-
nine, nine hundred thousand and ten.

2 Draw a line nine inches long, and another nine and auair inches long.

3. The area or surface, of England is 50,535 squaremiles; of Scotland, 29,167 square miles; and of Wales

three
p"**"^'* °'' ""^"^ "^""^'^ °^""^ ^''^ '° ^^

4. (a) Find the k <th of your school-room. What is
its width .

(b) By addition, find how many pecks are in 4 bushels •

the number of days in 5 years ; the number of
minutes in 6 hours.

5. In the year 1910, the area of the different provinces

?S^ onn
"''^^ ""^

^^"^f^""
""^ ^^ ^«"ows

: British Columbia,d83,300 square miles; Manitoba, 73,956 square miles'New Brunswick, 28,200 square miles ; Nova Scotia, 20 600

S,?w "".^t'^.?^"'^
^^^^'^ ^^^*"'^' 2.000 square miles;

yuebec, 347,350 square miles ; Ontario, 222,000 square
miles

;
all the other provinces and districts, leaving

Franklin out, two million five hundred and twenty-nine
thousand one hundred and forty square miles. What was
the area of the whole of Canada ?

4
^'

rt*^
™*°^ ^"^'^^^ '° ^ ^®®* ^ ^°^ ™*°y P^"*s ^"

4Jo ^ ^^^ I'P"?^* ^ ^°^® ^°^ ^275 and a carriage for
5Pd42. He sold the horse at a gain of $123 and the carriage
at a gam of $65. For how much did he sell both horeeand carnage ?

8. I bought 3 town lots. The first cost me $325, the
second $15 more than the first, and the third as much as
both the others. What was the cost of all the lots ?

2
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CANADIAN MONEY
The sign $ stands for the word dollars. The letter c

stands for cents. Thus 17c. is read 17 cents.

When dollars and cents are written together, the cents
are separated from the dollars by a full stop (•).

llius $42 and 58c. is written $42-58.

When the number of cents is less than 10, a cipher must
occupy the first place at the right of the full stop which
separates the dollars from the cents. Thus $8 and 4c
is written $8-04. Why ?

In arranging such numbers for adding, dollars must be
placed under dollars, and cents under cents, so that the
separating periods or full stops stand under each other
thus

:

'

(1) $376.84 (2) $3497-03 (3) $ 53-70
4309 69-50 78610
70640 240-84 g.Jg

EXERCISE 9

foSgreSr' '"' ''' ^'^ ""'"^^^^ - -«^ «' the

1. $4-75, $3083-09, $72-50, $9-32, $384
2. $93-48, $406-30, $807, $5709-80
3. $500, $93-05, $36405, $47-09.

4. Express in figures, the following and then find theirsum: nine hundred and six dollars and seventy fivecents, three hundred and twelve dollars and nine centseighty-four cents, seven cents, three cents.
'

5. A furniture dealer sold a bed-room set for $125-86-

Lh Howi?\*f.?' ""^^ ' rocking-chairs for $5 ?5each. How much did he get for all ?

drfss^2 40 fn!?'7^^'"*^ fi^^ ^'' * '^'^^^J' '^25-50 for a

£t shew i74or,ll ^"« ^^-^^ ^"'' °t^«^ ^^ticles, findsuiat sue has $14-2S left. How much had she at first ?



SUBTRACTIOW Jg

cJ: ^^^!t^A\?' ^^"^l
^°'' ^^""^ thousand two hundred and

Rixty-^ight dollars and ninety cents; furniture for sevenhundred and ninety dollars and seven cents ; carpeting forthree hundred and eighty dollars and sixty cents; andmade repairs on the house which cost three hundred andseven dollars and four cents. How much did the whole

EXERCISE 10

of iQoq^"ili'j«'if;r''h™°''"''' ^y' i" «>«i' monthof 1909, then find the whole number of days in the year

any'ofrethr* "^ ^ "'"--^ -'""^' °' day, ,r„„

dayfin^^iTtKir/ay m^X?" '" '''' ' «" ™"^

4 How many months have each 31 days ? How rmm,days in all these months ?
now many

flvepo"7s?™°'
""""'^ "' "'^" '" »i>'PO'-'is? in

8po*unKndT;»n°"e°sT
'" ' """'' ""' « """^^ ' -

and'll'?rhe"7ir9t;i'al''d'lt:he's? "'' ' '" ^ '"'

7dotlaSTndT/entef " " """^^ "" «« «-'»' '»

9. How many months in 8 years ?

10. How many school-days in 7 weeks ? in 9 weeks ?

,
11. How many work-Jays are there in 6 weeks?

SUBTRACTION
ORAL EXERCISE

1. If an article is bought for 11 cents n.n,i ok /,i»«4.- v

SV^HttoSlh^'T "? ™=''"^-«^ ''''^^^^^^^^
oacK / How does the store-keeper count it ?
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2. How much will you have to add to 9 to make 16?
to 25 to make 34 ? to 20 to make 80 ? to 30 to make 75 ?
to 16 to make 30 ? to 3000 to make 8000 ?

The number which, added to ono number, makes another
is called the difference between them. That is, the
difference between 38 and 20 is 18, because 18 must be
added to 20 to make 38.

3. What is the difference between 25 and lY ? between
90 and 60 ? between 35 and 18 ? between 9000 and 5000 ?
between 1500 and 700 ? 15000 and 9000 ? 45 and 38 ?

FIRi .'. METHOD

(a) To find the difference between 879 and 625 :

???

625

879

879
625

???

879
625

254

In the first arrangement what digit must be above the 5
so that the 9 in the units' column will be got by adding ?
What above the 2 to give 7 by adding ? What above 6 to
give 8 ? The second arrangement with the smaller number
below the Hrger is the usual way of writing the numbers

;

and the third shows the same thing with the difference below
the line.

(6) To find the difference between 623 and 487

:

??? 623 623
487 487 487
623 ??? 136

In the first arrangement what digit must be above the 7
so that 3 would be the digit in the units' column after adding ?
What above the 8 to get 2 in the tens' column when the
addition is continued? What above 4 to get 6 in the
hundreds' column ?

Proceed thus
: 7 and 6 make 13 ; 1 and 8 make 9 and 8

make 12 ; 1 aud 4 make 5 and 1 make 6.



Subtraction
17

ir«v^5®^°'*®;-*^®/®°°°^ arrangement shows the commonway of wntmg down the numbers, and the third^S,ow«the difference written under the line.
^

AK^^}ir^ <^ifference between 765 and 324- OfiTfi an^

me^Z^'-
^"^^^^° "*« <3uestions in Exercises 11 and 12 by this

Finding the difference between two numbers or finding

As -r is the sign for addition, so a dash - ig thesign for subtraction. This sign - is called the minussign. Minus really means less, so that 25-17 means
25 less 17 or 25 lessened by 17.

ORAL EXERCISE

1. Looking at the book, name the remainders •

OR r\ ^_25—9
76—8
24—9
68—9
31—3
62—7
42—3
60—3
82—8
71—4

33—8
37—8
34—9
56—7
41—3
42—9
54—7
65—9
76—8
95—6

45—6
48—9
44—9
43—5
51—3
40—4
71—8
64—6
28—9
85—7

53—9
32—9
54—9
27—9
61—3
63-8
65—7
87—9
65—6
71—4

«f ^"a? ^ T^ fi^t at 100, then at 101, then at 102 ihar.at 103, count backward by twos by threS h.f}^5 .

so on up to the nines. ^ ^' ^^ ^^^^^ a°d

NOTE: This should be practised Hnf=l h ^ », ,
hesitation.

pracusea UDLi it caa be done without
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SECOND MBTHOD

From 8765 take 6314. Which of these numbers is the
subtrahend ? Which is the minuend ? Which should be
placed under the other ? At which side should you begin
to subtract ?

8765
6314

2451

Explanation : Four units from 5 units leaves 1 unitpen 1 ten from 6 tens leaves 5 tens. Then 3 hundred
from 7 hundred leaves 4 hundred. Next 6 thousand from
8 thousand leaves 2 thousand. The remainder, therefore
IS 2 thousands, 4 hundreds, 5 tens, and 1 unit, or 2,451, '

How may the correctness of any work in subtraction be
proved ?

EXERCISE 11

1. Subtract 53 from 89; 45 from 786; 52 from 674-

Sf^'LTo?'?' 2^^ from 792; 627 from 798; 532 from
764; 5,431 from 6,982.

2. Find the difference between 7,629 and 4,518 : 6 821
and 7,824 ; 8,542 and 6,131 ; 8,972 and 6,281.

3. The subtrahend is 613,208, the minuend 725 419
What is the remainder ?

'

4. In each of the following find the remainder :

Minuend 965,420, subtrahend 342,100.
Subtrahend 723,150, minuend 854,267
Subtrahend 438,320, minuend 549,830.

In taking 3798 from 8356 this difficulty is met • 8 units
cannot be taken from 6 units, 9 tens from 5 tens, nor
7 hundreds from 3 hundreds. What is to be done ?

(a) In the number 8356, if 1 ten be taken from the 5
tens and added to the « units, making 16 units, will the
value of the whole number be changed ? If 1 hundred be
taken from the 3 hundred and added to the 4 tens that
remam, how many tens shall we have ? Now if one of
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the 8 thousands be added to the 2 hundreds whichremain how many hundreds shall we have ? mat wehave been doing is taking 1 from some i^rof the

Sv'o?.?^ ^^^^^'^ equivalent, or its equal, toTomeotWdmt of the mmuend, and this will not change the value of

-1- d hundreds + 5 tens + 6 units. As changed it ha<ibecome 7 housands + 12 hundreds + 14 tens + 16 unitsThere w.ll now be no difficulty in subtracting 3798 or3 thousands + 7 hundreds +.9 tens + 8 units from^56
(6; Subtract 2347 from 10000.

S looorL^f.*"^'"-//""^ ^- Take 1000 from-^ lOOOO and there will remain 9000. Next, add
fKn r. u ^^^}^^^ J^e have taken to the hundreds inthe number and we have 10 hundred. Next take 1hundred from this 10 hundred and 9 hundred wUl remainmZ VJTi''^ \% '^% *^°^ ^'^ '^' number we have
if tin ^. ' *\^'°^ ^ ^^" ^^°°^ *bese 10 tens and addim?It to the units we have 9 tens and 10 units.

The minuend was, at first -{nnnn n u
become 9000 + 900+90 + 10 From fJ oo^.-r"*'''
200iT 4- qnn -I- 4n_i-^-^, *^°°^ ^bis 2347 oriSUiJU -t- dOO + 40 + 7 is to be taken, which will Ip*™ «
remainder of 7000 + 600 + 50 + 3 or 7653

Usually this is arranged thus

:

10000
2347

7653

EXERCISE 12

Subtract, explain in full, and prove :

(1) 120 (2) 353 (3) 8306
°9 168 7029

(5) 3245
1679

(6) 2001
1009

(7) 7000
G006

(4) 9000
8023

(8) 6111
4789
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f

Subtract and prove

:

(9) 35642 (10) 87544 (11) 90070 (12) 8164
12456 64358 13256 3275

ORAL WORK

(13) 90543001 (14) 6398580044
76392132 1296548980

(15) 75000807063
52983878156

Note
: In Questions 13. 14. and 15. name each fl» irc in the

remainder. Thus m Questiou 13 you should say 9. 6, 8, 0, 5, 1, 4. 1.

Other exercises similar to the foregoing should be done.

EXERCISE 13

Check all your work and give the name or denomination of each
answer.

1. What must be added to $12765 to make $143-92?
to $735-75 to make $926-50 ? to $246-50 to make $432-75 ">

to $696-75 to make $823-45 ?

2. A gentleman received $65,874. He then paid
$28,598 for building and furnishing a house. How much
had he left ?

3. A lady bought goods amounting to two dollars and
thirty-four cents. She gave a five-dollar bill in payment.
What change should she receive ?

4. The polar diameter of the earth is 41,707,620 feet
and the equatorial diameter is 41,847,426 feet. Find the
diiference.

5. How many more inches are there in 16 feet than there
art> in 9 feet ?

6. A house was sold for $2,387, or for $98 more than a
farm. What was the selling price of the farm ?

7. The sum of two numbers is 162,043. One of them is
-98,765. What is the other ?

8. How many more quarts are there in 27 gallons than
there are in 19 gallons ?

Note
: Prove, by subtraction, the accuracy of e answers you

iret for Questions 9 to 13, and 18, 18 and 21.

i.
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9. South Amenca has an area, or surface, of 8,887 794square miles. North America has an area of 9 349 741square miles. Which is the larger? How much is itgreater m area than the other ? What is meant by area ?

nf 7^^(r^«^?<5^'^°°' Sf .P"""^
"^ Wellington had an army

fi ^??' R f"l'*"'!--i,
^^ ^^''! ^^'^^^ ^^'^ ^^"t'«h infantry,

6,8 < 7 British artillery, and 3.3,413 foreign allies The

weTettTe P""'"'
^"^''^ ''''""''• ""^ '"''^"^ '^'^^^y

11. A is worth $6,215, B is worth $876 less than A andC IS worth $2,343 more than A and B together How

woTthr """'^ ^ ^"""^ """'^^
^ ^^°'' '""'*" ^'^ ^" th'-e^

12. A man sold cattle at a loss of $3,145 and some horses
at a gain of $2,587 Did he gain or 'lose on boTh trans-
actions ? How much ?

13. An Italian came to Canada on June 20th, 1889 whenhe was 23 years old. How old was he on June 20th, 1909 ?

14. Show, by subtracting, that a farm containing 102
acres can be divided into 6 fields each containing 17 acres.

15. Find, by subtraction, the number of horses at $150each which can be bought for $750.

16. What number must be added to the sum of sixty-four
thousand and one, seven million one thousand and sixtyone thousand seven hundred and nine, seventy-seven
thousand and seven, one thousand one hundred, fifty-six

termUlionsT
^""^'^"^ """"^ eighty-nine, to make the result

In VhJfi™.^"'^ ^^""Z^
P^^^'^*^ ^^ marbles, each having 50.

Ill the first game Harry won all Tom's marbles but 9He then sold Tom 25. In the second game Tom won 16How many more marbles had Harry than Tom whenthey ceased playing ?

18. How much is the difference between 628716 and
79019 greater than the sum of 56095 2800 10009
7097, 159, 3000, and 90829 ?

' - >
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20. A man living in Brockville had in his garden 19 fruit
a. trees consisting of apple, pear, and cherry trees The
^ "^

n?^nnT ?^"^ f°^ ^PP^^ ^'•^^^ ^«« 14, and the numberof apple and pear trees was 13. How many more pear andcherry trees had he than apple trees ?

' 1 ffqs r5i S? ""^^T /^^*r'^'
^f ^°'^"o there were

,
i,byj,&yi,86j pounds of milk used in 1906. In 1897 there

22. Write, in words, the two large numbers in Question 21.
23. Give the name of each underlined part of the follow-ing number: 437605716. What is the name of the 60?

Kead the number made up of the 4 and the 1

fiq^^NTnni^"^'
""^ Wellington died in the yc'<ir 1852, aged

dL in TfiPi'" Af ^? '" ^^^ "^'"^ y^^'- ^s the Duke anddied in 1821. At what age did Napoleon die ?

25. Perform the operations indicated in

:

(a) 547— 69— 89.

(6) 8910— 702 + 264-361— 1395
(c) 74891— (4683 + 4267;.
id) 77763 + 348— (9645— 376).

Pie^e andTi'irhiir k^^°^'
'""''^^ ^ '^"^^«^' ^ half-dollarpiece and a $10 bill, how can you pay an account of $6-55

nUtrTfVrilaTb^lfsl
^'^^^ ^^^ ^^"^^^^ ^^^^ -^ ^

27. The distance by rail from Toronto
to London is 115 miles west

;

> to Sarnia is 170 miles west-
to Belleville is 113 miles east;
to Brockville is 208 niles east •

V ' *!, J. .
*° Montreal is 333 miles east.

Fina _^he distance of London from each place mentioned

)
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28. David Brown and John Anderson had each $24 950 yBrown gave Anderson $8,060, but afterward Anderson gave-"^
Brown $16,845. Brown lost so much in speculatinir that
Anderson had $6,200 more than Brown. How much did
Brown lose ?

29. The following are a merchant's receipts for several
weeks. Find his total receipts for the Mondays, the
Tuesdays, the Wednesdays, the Thursdays, the Fridays
and the Saturdays

; also the total receipts for each week
and for the whole time.

Week

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

Mon. Tues. Wed.

$2,56445

584-62

2,542-76

3.782-00

1.345-75

$1,575-73

873-15

1.206-72

923-84

2,437-96

$1,026-81

860-43

1.206-72

923-84

2.437-96

-^^Z7

Tburs.

$4,830-65

87314

3.210-95

972-67

2,056-80

Fri.

$1,899-73

764-43

1.568-70

1.097-35

587-76

Sat.

$1,675-00

1.74215

1,67219

638-25

1.25308

/<?
30 What is the drfffer'^nce-'between his total receipts

^'^ i^,!.^'^^^"^
^^^""'^ weeks, and the total for the third

and fifth weeks ?

31. How can you prove the correctness of the number
which you gave as the grand total of the receipts ?

32. Which of the digits in a period gives the period itsname ? What word means the reading or writing in words
of a number already expressed in figures ? What narae isgiven to the expression of numbers in figures ?

33. What will be the total cost of 4 bushels of wheat at
98 cents a bushel, 5 bushels of oats at 45 cents a bushel
and i bushels of pease at 75 cents a bushel

,

34 mat two names are used for the symbols in Arabic
notation ? Give, beginning at the right-hand side of anumber, the names of the first three periods.

l^iao'^" ^--- ^-^PtP.^'^i' ^-^^^e $2,495 for wages, and
$629-89 for repairs. Find the profits.
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MULTIPUCATION
How many apples are 4 apples+4 apple8+4 apples ?

OOOO &006 OOOO
Four apples repeated 3 times are 12 apples, or we may

express this thus : 3 times 4 apples are 12 apples.
Two times, or twice, 3 pears are how many pears ? Five

times 2 oranges are how many ? Seven times 3 plums ?
Six times 3 peaches ?

The expression 5 X 3 is read 3 times 5, and means
5-h5 + 5 or 5 taken 3 times as an addend.

Express each of the following, using both the sign X and
the sjgn +, thus 3 times 5 = 5X3= 5+5-f5.

4 times 4. 2 times 7. 3 times 7.

3 times 6. 5 times 6. 4 times 8.

Find, by adding, how many are 3 times 5 ; 4 times 9 •

6 times 4.
'

Multiplication is finding, by using memorized results
.he sum obtained by repeating one number as an addend
as many times as there are units in another number.
The number repeated or multiplied is called the multi-

plicand. The number that shows how many tim-s the
multiplicand is to be repeated as an addend is called the
multiplier. The result got by multiplying is called the
product.

Such expressions as 14 X 4, 12 X 6, 10 X 3 are read
14 multiplied by 4, 12 multiplied by 6, 10 multiplied by 3.
Read each of the expressions 13 X 6, 18 X 9 16 X 7

in two ways.
' '

What does the mvltiplier tell us about the multiplicand ?How IS the prcxiMci found? In the question, 15applesX7,
wnat must the name of the product be ? If 115 dollars
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is multiplied by 9, what ^W be the name of the produrb ?
What terms in mvltiplication must have the same name ?

why?

Multiplication is a short method of performing what
other operation ?

Which number in multiplication corresponds to the sum
in addition ? Which corresponds to the addend ? What,
in addition, corresponds to the multiplier ?

Find by addition:

2 times 1, 2 times 2, and so on to 2 times 12

;

3 times 1, 3 times 2, and so on to 3 times 12.

In this way, you will form the multiplication tables of

2 times and 3 times.

In the same way, make the tables of 4 times, 6 times,

7 timos, 8 times, and 9 times, putting the right figures in

the blank spaces in the following form

:

1 2 3 1 4 5 6 7 8 ' 9

2 4 6 i
1—

—

3 6 1 9
t

1 !

i 1 1

4 8 12 i 1 I

i i
:

5 10 15
1

1 i 1
j

i

6 12 18
i

i

i 1

7 14
i 21 !

1
i ,

-

—

—
,

8 16 24 1
,

i
j

-—
. „

*

9 18 27
t

1

10 20 30 i i
!

i
!

11 22 33 1
i

i j

12 24 36
, i 1 i

i

This completed table should be thoroughly committed to
memory.

.1

1
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How would you multiply 483 by 6 ?

483= 4 hundred + 8 tens + 3 units.

483X6= 4 hundredxe,+8 tensX6,+3 unitsXe= 24 hundred +48 tens+18 units
= 2400 + 480 + 18= 2898.

Time may be saved by arranging the work thus

:

483

_6

18= 3 units X6
480= 8 tens X 6

2400= 4 hundreds X6

483

6

2898

2898= 483X6.
We can still further save time in this way

:

6 times 3 units make 18 units, or 1 ten and 8
units. Place the 8 in the units' place and reserve
the 1 ten. Then 6 times 8 tens make 48 tens.
This with the 1 ten which we reserved will make
49 tons or 4 hundred and 9 tens. Pat '! 3 9 in

the tens' place and keep the 4 hundred to add to the next
product. Again, 6 times 4 hundred make 24 hundred.
This with the 4 hundred reserved will make 28 hundred or
2 thousand 8 hundred.

EXERCISE 14

1. Multiply 6893 by 2, by 4, by 6, and by 8.

2. Multiply 47156 by 3, by 5, by 7, and by 9.

3. Find the product of 57092 by 2, by 6, and by 9.

4. Multiply 309758 by 3, by 4, by 5, by 7, and by 9.

X. ^A ^^^ }^^ product of eighty-seven thousand four
hundred and six by 4, by 8, and by 9.

6 Make the multiplication table of 10 times, then of
11 times, and then of 12 times in the same way that the
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Commit these

9 X 10= 90
8 X 10= 80

12 X 10 = 120
24X10= 240
398X10= 3980

tables of 2, 3, 4, 6, etc., timc^ were made,
tables to memory.

>,„«I' ^^^^Z^"' ™'"^°° eighty-nine thousand eighthundred and fifty-seven by 3. by 4, by 5, by 6. by 7 fnd

8. Multiply 7508794 by 8, by 7, and by 12.
9. Multiply 83009 by 9, by 7, and by 6.

398%^o"^^^ ^ ^^ ^^' ® ^^ ^°' ^^ ^y ^^' 24 by 10,

Comparing, in each case, the
multiplicand with the product you
notice that the product is the
multiplicand with a naught, or
cipher, placed to its right.

93^^^7,39207'' *'' '°"°""^ °""^'^^^ ^' '''-

Numbers which when multiplied together make another
number are said to be factors of that number. Thus 6
and 4 are factors of 24 ; 2 and 15 are factors of 30 • 3 2
and 6 are factors of 36. Why ? Name two factors of 12 •

of 15; of 18; of 32. Wh«t are the factors of the
product in multiplication?

Four is one factor of 20, what is the other ? Six is one
factor of 30, what is the other ?

EXERCISE 15

1. Name two factors of 8. Multiply 36 by 8 Then
naultiply 36 by one of the factors of 8 and the product by
the other factor

:

f u vu uj-

(a) 36X8= 288. 36X4= 144. 144X2= 288
Or (6) 36X4X2= 288.

In the same way multiply

:

(c) 29X9= 261. 29X3= 87. 87X3= 261
(d) 29X3X3= 261.

Compare the result in (a) with the result in (b) and
then tae result in (c) with the result in id).
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M

2. 8 times 36 is how many times 4 times 36 ? 9 tiroes 29
is how many times 3 times 29 ? 14 times 41 is how many
times 7 times 41 ? 24 times 347 is how many times 6
times 347 ?

3. What is the difference between 347 X 12 and
347 X 6 X 2 ?

4. Multiply 3876 by 10 and then multiply it by 5 and 2
(the factors of 10). Compare the two results.

5. Multiply 58,093 by 24, 25, 28, 32, 36, 44, and 49
separately, using factors.

6. In the same way, find the product of ninety-seven
thousand four hundred and sixty-eight and 54, 55, 56, 72,
77, 81, and 84 respectively.

7. Multiply 364289 by 90, 96, 99, 108, 120, 121, 132,
144 separately. In each case use factors.

8. Using factors, multiply 894 by 100, 832 by 100,
70096 by 100. In each case compare the product with
the multiplicand : 894 with 89400, 632 with 83200. and
70096 with 7009600..

9. In what very short way can any number be multiplied
by 100 ?

10. What two numbers are factors of 1000 ? Multiply
347 by 1000, using the factors 100 and 10.

11. Give a short way of multiplying by 1000.

12. Without actually multiplying, put down the product
of 3475 and 1000, of 45679 and 1000, of 900750 and
10000.

What number, with 10, is a factor of 20 ?

Twenty times 279 is how many times 2 times 279?
How many times 3 times is 30 times ? How many times
4 times is 40 times ?

If you have 2 times a number, how can vou pas-' gnt 20
time." the same number ? If you have 3 times 4: ow oaa
you easily get 30 times that number ?
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EXERCISE 16

1. Give a short way of multiplying by 20, by 30, by 40,
by 50.

2. Multiply 4:.078 by 20, th<=!n by 30, then by 40, then
by 50. Use th< shortest methjd you can.

3. Multiply, i the shortest way, 6794 by 200, then by
300, then by 30u0, ti-r;, by 800.

4. Find in the shortest way, the products : 4070 X 400,
67024 X 7000 ; 60900 X 600 ; 8326 X 900000.

5. How many times 2 must be added to 3 times 2 to make
5 times 2 ?

'"] =3 times 2. :}=5 times 2.

6. How many times 3 must be added to 2 times 3 to make
6 times 3 ? Use dots to find this out. How many times 4
must be added to 3 times 4 +o make 7 times 4 ?

7. How many times 18 must be added to 3 times i8 to
make 9 times 18 ?

8. Find 9 times 18 in as many ways as you can. Find
4 times 275 in 3 ways. If ten times 25 is added to 2 times
25, the sum will be how many times 25 ? This is generally
done this way

:

25
12

50 = 2 times 25
250= 10 times 25

300= 12 times 25

EXERCISE 17

1. Using the foregoing as models, find the products:

4793X18, 6479X23, 4938X29, 732X51, 6794X67,
4912X68, 7684X69, 97854X79, 86437X89, 26089X59.

2. Looking at 1402 you will see that it is the sum of 3
numbers. What are they ?

3
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compose??''"'""'
'' '^'^' ^^ -^^* 3 numbers is it

In multiplying 9876 by 6789 the work is put down thus

:

9876
6789

TQnnsn ^A^'J'i *^\^°"^ '"^^^^^ which

6913200 duct is sa d to be a Daptial
^256000 product.

partial

67048164

7. Compare the products of 357 X 843 and 843 y q^7

.

and of 4o9 >( 738 and 738 X 459.
^ ^^"

'

8 You have already learned that the raultiDlicand nn^multiplier are factors of the product ToTif ?k ^f .
of any two numbers, does it mke any'^diSete' w^^^^^^number IS taken as multiplier ?

uiirerence which

^^'Il^V^^ r^'"'*'
'""^ P''""'' their correctness:

09756X 978. 86405 v 7007^" 7pqi- -'o-/ja-v/%-.

«37a21X89796, 987701 X 'Si SS'Sl
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r^rll'miil h^oS-^T^^V^ ^^' y°"' by mistake, nnalti-

J! fi ? ^^i?^
'°'*^*^ °^ ^y ^"^S, your product would

be^too^large. How many times the multipUcand is it ?S

If 2 times the multiplicand betaken from the incorrect
product, will the right product be obtained ?

'"«o"-ect

• ^^i-^?"^?P'^ ^^'^"^^ ^y 399 and then by 400 What

thrfiret ?
*° *^' '"'"'''''^ P'°'^"''* *° '°^^^ ^* «^"al *o

13. Multiply 7489 by 150 and then by 200. How manytimes the multiplicand must be taken from the seonnd
product to make it the same as the first ?

14. Multiply 459 by 942 and then by 940. What isneeded to make the second product the same as the first ?
15. Multiply and prove your answers to be correct eitherby multiplying by factors, by multiplication and sub 'ac-tion or by multiplication and addition, being careful touse the shortest and easiest kind of proof: 432 by 36479 by 32, 581 by 52, 953 by 56, 8647 by 365 5927by 395, 9467 by 769, 8304 by 9782. ' ^
In the illustration .following Question 3 of this Exercise

the partial products may be put down thus :

9876
6789

88884
79008

69132
59256

67048164

How many times the multiplicand would the sum of the
first and second partial products be ? the sum of the second
and third ? the sum of the first and third ? the sum of the
first and last ? the difference between the third and fourth ^

If you examine the eight numbers. 5, 5 cows ; o, 6 sheep

;

9. 9 dollars; 12, 12 inches; you will readily see that 4 of
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them (5 cows, 6 sheep, 9 dollars, 12 inches) ref to some
particular kind of thing, and that the others do not refer

to any particular kind of thing.

A number which is used in connection with some par-
ticular kind of thing is called an applied number, or it is,

by some, said to be a concrete number.

A number which is not used in connection with some
particular kind of thing is called an abstract number.

Can a number be repeated 6 dollars times ? 8 cows

times ? 5 yards times ?

Then can a multiplier be an applied number ? What
kind of a number must it be ?

Name 4 applied numbers and 4 abstract numbers.

EXERCISE 18

Note : Always check your work. You should be able to arrange
your solution or work neatly, to state readily what each step in it

is, and to give a good reason for it. Nothing short of accuracy
is commendable. An accountant who makes 5 errors in 100 is not
reliable.

1. An office desk costs $25. How much will 3 such
desks cost ? 8 desks ? 36 desks ? 49 desks ?

2. Eggs sell for 23c. a dozen. Find the cost of 8 doz.,

18 doz., 94 doz.

3. There are 5280 feet in a mile. How many feet are
there in 19 miles ? in 76 miles ? How may the second
answer be found from the first ?

4. How many days in 39 weeks ? in 214 school weeks ?

in 809 working weeks ?

5. How many ounces in 1 •pound ? in 169 pounds ? ip

144 pounds and 12 ounces ?

6. How many inches in 769 feet ? How many days in

17 common years ?
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7. The rent of a dwelling is $28 a month. Find the
rent for three years.

8. A carpenter earns $3-20 a day. At this rate, how
much wages will he receive in 298 days ?

Note : In solving Question 8, will it save time to use 300 instead
of 298 and then take twice $3-20 from the produc* ?

9. If $630 will keep a family in provisions for 8 months,
what will be required to keep the same family for 72
months ?

10. If 12 men can cut a pile of wood in 24 days, in how
many days can one man do the same work ?

11. At a sale there were sold 9 pigs at $8 each, 7 sheep
at $6 each, 9 horses at $165 each, and 12 cows at $45
each. How much was received for all ?

12. Two men bought farms at $75 an acre. The first
bought a farm of 86 acres, the second a farm of 75 acres.
How much more had one to pay than the other ? Do this
lit a short way.

13. A took a railway journey of 93 miles, B travelled
9 times as far, C 12 times as far as A and B together,
D 13 times as far as C less what B travelled. How many
miles did all of them travel ?

14. There are 320 rods in a mile. How many rods in
479 miles and 227 rods ?

15. Light travels 185,172 miles in a second and passes •

from the sun to the earth in 493 seconds. What is the
distance from the sun to the earth ?

16. How many pounds are there in 16 hundredweight
and 14 pounds ?

17. A bushel of wheat weighs 60 pounds. How many
pounds should 4876 bushels weigh ?

18. A bushel of oats weighs 34 pounds. How many
pounds are there in 176 bushels ?

19. A man bought 74 bbl. of flour at $6-25 a barrel,
12 bbl. of apples at $3-50 a barrel, 65 ft. of cheese at 14c.
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a pound, 54 bags of flour at $2-70 a bag, and 95 lb. of butter
at 27c. a pound ? Find the total cost of all his purchases.

20. Three towns are in a straight line. A is 29 miles
east of Toronto, B is three times as far west of Toronto,
and C is west of Toroirto by 13 miles less than twice the

distance from A to B. How far isit from A to C ? Make
a drawing to help you in getting the answer.

21. A farmer sold^merchant 89 bu. of potatoes at 57c.

a bushel, 165 ft. of butter at 27c. a pound, and 175 doz.

eggs at 34c. a dozen. In exchange, the merchant sold the
farmer 13 ft. of tea at 45c. a pound, 2 bbl. of apples at
$3-50 a barrel, a box of raisins at $4-27, and 24 yd. of

tweed at 67c. a yard. Which person owes the other, and
how much?

N.

EXERCISE 19

1. Divide these numbers into periods and then read the
numbers: 12012012, 80340910, 400897601.

2. A man earned $15 a week for 2 weeks pnd then did
nothing for three weeks. He paid $4-25 a week for his

board the whole time. How much of his earnings had he
left?

3. I bought three and a half dozen eggs at 16c. a dozen
and sold them at 18c. a dozen. What was my gain ?

Solve this problem in a short way.

4. A a over bought 640 cattle at $48 each and 72 horses
at $160 each. How much more did he pay for the cattle

than for the horses ?

5. A merchant had 936 yards of dress goods. He sold

253 yards to one customer and twice as much to another.
What is the remainder worth at 45c. a yard ?

6. What is the value of 16 X 15 X 19 X S.fX 345 ?

7. Which of the three numbers in multiplication cannot be
an applied number ? Which must have the same names ?

By what other rule can we solve problems in multipli-

cation?
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®* ,^e
^'P^^^'*^

diagram of a house and lot is drawn ona scale of 24 feet to an inch, that is, one inch on the figure
stands for 24 feet.

I

North Side of Lot

House

J
Using your measuring rule, find the answers to the

following questions

:

(a) How many feet long Is the lot, not including the

(6) How many feet wide is the lot ?

(c) How many feet from the side-walk to the house ?

,
(d) How far from the house to the -uck of the lot ?
(e) How far from the house to the north side of the lot ?
(/) How many feet long is the house ? .

(g) How many feet wide is the front of the house ?
(h) How many feet wide is the rear of the house ?
(i) How far from the south side of the lot to the house ?
0) How wide is the side-walk ?

(k) How much is the lot worth at $25 a foot-front ?NOTE: The expression " footr-front " stands for a strio 1 footwide and as Jong as the lot is deep. ^ "°^

9. From 10th April to 1st July is how many days?Prom June 15th to October 4th ?

^mm^
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10. Tickets of admission sold at County Fair

:

Price Wed. Thu. Fri. Sat. Total

Children's tickets

Adults' tickets

15c.

25c.

2oc.

50c.

1645

2243

143

123

1154

1754

174

175

3561

3871

186

162

1424

2124

75

137

Single carriage tickets .

.

Doable carriage tickets..

(a) Find the number of tickets sold each day.

(6) Find the number of children's tickets sold.

(c) Find the number of adults' tickets sold.

(d) Find the number of single carriage tickets

sold.

(e) Find the number of double carriage tickets

sold.

(/) Find the whole number of tickets sold.

How can you prove the correctness of your
total

?

(flf) Find the receipts, that is, the amount
received for tickets sold on Wednesday,
(h) on Thursday, (i) on Friday, (k) on
Saturday, (Z) for all the tickets sold.

(m) Find the receipts for all the children's

tickets sold during the week, (n) for adults'

tickets, (o) for single carriage tickets,

(p) for double carriage tickets.

iq) Find the sum of (m), (n), (o), (p), and
compare this sum with the answer to

Question (0.

11. A man bought 7 sheep at $11 a head, twice as many
cows each at 3 times the price of a sheep, 4 times as many
horses as cows each at 5 times the price of a cow, and
enough steers to make 100 animals in all. Each steer cost

the difference between the price of a sheep and the price of a
cow. How much did he pay for all ?

-.Ij-,: *?* -',*'- '
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i

12. Solve each of the following, and make a business

problem suggested by it:

(a) Multiply $475 by 9. (6) Multiply 3759 by 47.

(c) Multiply $6789 by 847. (d) Multiply 98765 by 3908.

13. During the month of November, 1898, there were
consumed at a college in Ontario 64 loads of coal. The
weight of each load, in pounds, is given below. Find the
total weight

:

6100 8020 5490 5190
8380 6860 6800 7130
4850 6230 6560 7090
8010 6780 6690 7790
7080 6980 5780 6810
6620 6240 6980 8600
6450 6310 5990 9100
6570 6300 4740 6740
7950 6530 5520 5380
4750 6950 3630 7640
8840 6980 4930 5650
7290 4920 5150 5900
4960 5880 6420 6200
8330 7030 6770 6620
6300 6420 6220 7170
7080 5160 6020 9210

14. Multiply 98^76 by 789, 6789 by 6764, 78462 by
807, 3279 by 9865.

15. Name two factors the product of which is 24, is 18,
is 36, is 42, is 64, is 108.

Numbers which can be divided into /actors are said to be
composite numbers.

Numbers which cannot be resolved into factors are called

prime numbers.

16. Write all the prime numbers froh^ 1 to 29 inclusive.

17. Writ:) all the composite numbers from 30 to 72
inclusive. i
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DIVISION

ORAL EXERCrSE

1. If 24 dollars are divided equally amon^r 6 boys, howmany dollars will each get ? What is the sixth part of 24 ?

2. If 30 oranges are divided equally among 5 boys, howmany oranges will each boy get ? V^hat is the Mfl part

3. If 54 cents are divided equally among nine girls, howmany cents will each get ? What is the ninth part of 54 ?
4. If a boy can walk 3 miles an hour, how many hours

will It take him to walk 12 miles ? How many 3's are in 12 ?

5. If a boy can ride 7 miles an hour on a bicycle, howmany hours will it take him to ride 21 miles ? How many
f S aTG in ^x r

*u^:
^^ J^^^^o^are are divided among a number of boys so

that each boy receives 7 dollars, how many boys are there ?How many 7's are in 56 ?

7. If a cord of wood costs $5, how many cords can be
bought for $23 ? How many 5's are in 23 ?

V
®"

J/.*
P^^°^ °^ ^"^'' ^^^^^ ^' how many pounds can be

bought for 25c. ? How often is 6 contained in 25 ?

9. How often is 9 contained in 75 ? How many are left
over ?

In this example, 9 is called the divisor. 75 is called the
dividend, 8 is called the quotient, and 3 is called the
Femaindep.

Note : Division is (l) the process of finding how many times
one number is contamed in another, or (2) it is finding one of theequal parts of a number.

How many times is $17

:

10. How much is 10 times $17 ?
contained in .*170?

II- How many times is $3 contained in $12 ? in $15 ? in

12. If the product of two numbers Is 35 feet and one of
the numbers is 7 feet, what is the other ? If one of the num-
bers is 5, what is the other ?
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From these examples the relation between multiplica-
tion and division may easily be seen. In multiplication
two factors are given, and their product is required. In
division, on the other hand, the product and (me factor
are given, and the otherfactor is to be found.

n division, which of the four terms, divisor, dividend,
quotient, or remainder, corresponds to the product in

multiplication? which to the multiplicand? which to

the multiplier ? Give reasons for your last two answers.

Since the problem, " How many times is 7 contained in

28 ?" may be stated thus :
" How often can 7 be taken away

from 28 ?" by what process besides division may the problem
be solved ?

Which of the numbers in subtraction corresponds to the
dividend ? which to the divisor ? which to the quotient ?

Division is indicated by writing the sign h- between the
numbers

; thus, 8^2 means 8 divided by 2. It is also
indicated by writing the dividend above and the divisor

Q
below a horizontal line ; thus, -.

Because 10 times $17=$170, therefore *170h-$17=io,
and $170-^10=$17.

From these problems it may be seen

:

(1) That if the dividend and divisor are applied numbers,
they must be alike, that is, they must be of the same kind,

and the quotient must be abstract.

(2) That if the dividend is an applied number and the
divisor abstract, the quotient is like the dividend.

If the combinations in multiplication have been mastered
the results in the following examples may be named
rapidly.
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ORAL EXERCISE
^

Below, the product and one factor are given, name the
other. For instance, 9 is one factor of 27, what is the
other factor ?

9
?,27;

17

?.34;

13

?.39;

15,9

\ ?. ?, 45;

1 25, 10

j
?, ?,50;

i

14,7

?, ?.28;

7

?.35;

20, 10,

8

?, ?, ?,40;

23
?, 46;

17

?, 51;

27,18,9 28,14,8

I
?, ?, ?,54; ?, ?, ?, 56;

148, 32, 24, 16, 12

!
?, ?, -?, ?, ?, 96;

15, 10, 6
?, ?, ?, 30;

18, 12, 9, 6
?, ?, ?, ?,36;

21, 14, 7
?, ?, ?,42;

24, 16, 12,

8

?, ?, ?, ?, 48;

26.13
?, ?, 52;

19

?, 57;

16,8
?, ?,32;

19

?,38;

22,11
?, ?.44;

7
?,49;

11

?.55;

29

?,58;

45, 30, 18, 15, 10

?, ?, ?, ?, ?, 90.

j.
Note : other exercises similar to the above should be solved.

i

ORAL EXERCISE

State the quotients rapidly

:

1. 144, 48, 96, 36, 120, 72, 24, 132, 84, 108, 60-5-12.

2. 99, 27, 54, 90, 108, 18, 63, 81, 36, 72, 45^-9.

3. 72, 48, 24, 96, 16, 80, 40, 32, 88, 56, 64-4-8.

4. 70, 14, 49, 63, 77, 56, 28, 84, 21, 42, 35-^7.

5. 24, 42, 72, 54, 36, 60, 12, 66, 30, 18, 48-5-6.

6. 50, 10, 20, 30, 40, 60, 45, 55, 35, 15, 25^5. .

7. 44, 28, 20, 43, 12, 32, 40, 36, 16, 24, 8-^4.

8. 27, 18. 6, 36, 24, 9, 33, 21, 12, 30, 15-J-3.

J.- .>>-.;
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Name the quotients rapidly

9. 98-!-49, 98-5-14, 96^24, 96-f-16, 95-5-19, 94-f-47
92-5-23, 91-5-13, 90-5-18, 90-*-30, 88-5-22.

10. 87-^-29, 86-5-43, 84-f-28, 84-5-14, 82^41, 80 i-16
78-5-13, 76-5-19, 75-5-15, 74-5-37, 72^24, 72-36, 72^18.'

11. 70-5-14, 68-5-17, 66^22, 65-^13, 64^16, 63-5-21
62^31, 60-5-15, 58-29, 57-5-19, 56-5-14, 54-5-i8.

12. 52-13, 51-17, 48-16, 48-24, 46-^23, 45-15,
42-5-14, 39-5-13, 38-5-19, 34-^17, 32-16, 28-5-14.

..^\^iT^^'
^"^^''' ^^^9' 27-9, 35-^7, 39-5-13,

45-5-9, 26-5-13, 42-5-14, 60-12, 44-11, 33-5-11, 42-5-21
32-5-16, 42-5-21, 45-5-15, 84-^12, 84-5-21, 84-42, 96-5-12
36-5-18, 65-5, 66-11, 68-^4.

14. 72-f-18, 38-5-19, 30-^-15, 75-^5, 75-15, 90-5-18,
68-17, 95-5-19, 51-5-17, 48-5-16, 84-6, 98-5-14.

The Remainder.—The dividend is not always the
product of the divisor and a whole number or integer.
Thus 9-5-4=2 and 1 left; 37-5-5=7 and 2 left. The
number left over is called the remainder and is usually
written above, and the divisor below, a horizontal line to
show that the division has not been performed. Thus
89-5-9=9 and 8 as a remainder. The remainder is

written f to indicate that it is undivided. The whole
quotient is written 9|.

ORAL EXERCISE

1. 19^3, 17-^4, 20-5-3, 21-5-2, 11-5-3, 17-5-2, 26-5-5.
29-5-3. 33-^4, 27-5-6, 43-7, 31-8, 15-7. 32-7.

2. 16-5-6, 27-4, 37-4, 29-^3, 39-5-2, 38-3, 19-5-8
43-5-8, 26-^3. 35^6, 37-5-3, 29-7, 41-f-5, 27-5-5.

3. 22-5-5, 38-8, 46-5-5, 36-^-7, 48-7, 41-6, 49-6,
33-^7, 42-5, 36-7, 51-5-5, 47-9. 53-5-7, 42-9.

4. 13-5-6, 26-7, 34-5-4, 36-5-5, 49-3, 51-5-2, 43h-3.
46^7, 61-5-3, 22-7, 46-3, 28-^8, 39^-7, 51-f-7.
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Find the value of

:

5. 119, 117, 111, 113, 1 :, 17, 86, 118, 90, 109, 91h-12.

6. 65, 97, 45, 110, 78, 56, 32, 75, 23, 85, 98^12.
7. 107, 68, 73, 95, 25, 59, 64, 28, 35. 102, 80-f-ll.

8. 20, 50, 40, 70, 100, 60, 30, 90, 85, 63, 79-J-ll.

9. 89, 58, 26, 67, 39, 76, 16, 32, 48, 83, 6OH-9.

10. 15, 34, 00, 70, 80, 20, 42, 64, 86, 82, 75-*-9.

A whole may be separated into equal parts. When a
whole is separated into 2 equal parts each part is a half;
when a whole is divided into 3 equal parts each part is a
third; when a whole is divided into 8 equal parts each
part is an eighth ; and so on.

Dividing by 2 is finding a half, dividing by 3 is finding a
third, dividing by 5 is finding fi fifth, and so on.

ORAL EXERCISE

1. Find the value of one part when 12 cents is divided
into 4 equal parts; when 18 cents is divided into 3 equal
parts

;
20 cents into 5 equal parts ; 28 cents into 4 equal

parts
; 45 cents into 9 equal parts.

Find the value of

:

.A^c^ ^f^.^'lJ^^i
1 Jhird of $12, 1 fourth of $20, 1 fifth

1 eighth of'$72
^ '^^^°*^ ""^ ^^^'

^
"^°*^ °^ ^^^'

1 nli^'f'To"^ l^^' /
?"'^^ ^^ ^^^' 1 «'«^th of 96 cents,

91 cents
' °^ ^^ ''^"*'' ^ thirteenth of

nf Qo^ ^7^"?
?^u?.^

''"*^' 1 ^^Shth of 64 cents, 1 ninth
of 90 cents, 1 eighth of 56 cents.

A whole may contain a part an exact number of times.

A whole contains its half two times. A whole contains
Its third three times. A whole contains its fifth how many
times ? its tenth how many times ?

'f^vi^^m^^<M^sim^ii Wt y%*iatv:l
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5. How many times does 26 days contain 13 dava ? 94

96 gaUons contain 6 gallons ? 60 quarts
contain 4 hours ?

contain 4 quarts

6. How many times is 2 pints contained in 18 nints ?
3 pmts in 12 pints ? 4 pecks in 20 pecks ? 5 pecks in 30pecks? 3poundsin: 5 pounds? 6 pounds in 72 pou^^^^^^^
5 ounces m 30 ounces ? 7 ounces in 42 ounL ?

«« S?w '^v
"*°Ples 0° pages 40. 41 and 42 should be reviewed

38 contains 19 two tlnjes. £ 10 nim 42.^? ™^ ' n" T'-
Witt 6 renuUnin., 34 contataVtem^ w1,S°?'S^;JS.

'"°*

SHORT DIVISION

When the divisor is not greater than 12 we generaUy use
, what ,s called short division, and when the divisor is

^ greater than 12, what is called lon^ division.

j

Find the quotient of 8619 divided by 12.

* 12^fif?iq ^
Explmintim 1 : One twelfth of 86 hun-

I

12)8619_ dred is 7 hundred with a remainder of 2 hun-

718i!'7 ^TV 2 hundred is equal to 20 tens ; 20 tens

is eaual to 1 tPn"wH),
" ^'^ ^\ tens -one twelfth of 21 tens

to qn nn5?. . QA -J
^ ^^"!?'"der of 9 tens

; 9 tens are equal
; mu^?^.^^ ""'*^ *"^ ^ ""its are equal to 99 units • on^

.
twelfth of 99 units is equal to 8 units\nd 3 uniJs remain^

. K Hence one twelfth of 8619 is 718 with a remaTnder

•f writ'e it Siis a*'' T. '^7', '^^^ '^' ^ '« undivided we
f write It thus

.
T7. The whole quot ent is then 71 fiA Tf

13 usaal to call 718 the quotient\nd 3 the' remainder"*

Explanation 2: Twelve is contained in 86 hundred 7

eq\\t20Tens"^o't
remainder of 2 hundred! 2 h"u dredequais j« tens; 20 tens and 1 ten make 21 tens 19 i.contained 1 ten times in 21 tens with a remainder of

r,™rn°.d''7l"8AtlVinT6r9!'""''"°"" «™="' '^

f'.'^sffM^^iSUiSiJ'
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How may division be proved ? If there is a remainder,
how may division be proved ?

EXERCISE 20

Divide and prove, explaining in full

1. 2)864

2. 3)981

3. 9)648

4. 8)1238

5. 9)369

6. 11)858

7. 7)504

8. 6)3255

9. 4)2367

10. 3)4163

11. 9)718

12. 7)623

13. 12)7000

14. 4)916

15. 3)7070

16. 2)5007

EXERCISE 21

(FOR ORAL AND WRITTEN WORK)

For oral practice, name each figure of the quotient

without writing it

:

1. 12)567024

2. 9)3063205

8. 11)30670508

4. 9)1023456789

5. 11)781605

6. 7)36430366123

7. 9)20345607

8. 8)3321456648

9. 9)6120561367

10. 5)3245321

11. 8)72867408

12. 7)1111111111

13. 7)333333

14. 7)300000051230

15. 6)7340962416

16. 12)87654321

17. 11)5443322344

18. 8)2020607325

19. 9)3245013546

ORAL EXERCISE

1. At 50c. a pound how many pounds of tea can be
bought for : $2 ? $4 ? $8 ? $26 ? $12^ ? $2050 ?

jmr^T^ms'- ^''^:£^\ itfwm'mm^^!^.-jrrj?'Wsmsf^sim^iiiSfW:
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2. At 10c. each how many boxes of sardines can you
get for : $2 ? $3 ? $10 ? $23 ? $9-30 ? $12 ?

3. At 12c. each Low many cans of tomatoes can I buy
for : 80c. ? $1 ? $2 ? $3-20 ? $4-60 ? $5-80 ?

4. Find the cost of 1 doz. handkerchiefs at 25c. each.

5. If you can get 16 ib. of sugar for $1, how many
pounds can you get for $5^ ?

6. At 50c. each how many penknives can be bought
for $10-50 ?

7. I bought 4 melons at 25c. each, a bunch of celery
at 10c. , and a head of cabbage for 10c. I paid with
a two-dollar bill. What was my change ?

8. How many boxes, holding 8 ounces each, will be needed
to hold 10 pounds of candy ?

9. I bought 2 pounds of honey at 15c. a pound, and
6 bars of soap at 6c. a bar. I gave the clerk a fifty-
cent piece and a twenty-five-cent piece. What was my
change ?

10. Subtract $4-36 from $5. Subtract $8-90 from $10.

11. How much will Ij pounds of butter cost at 24c.
a pound ?

12. A boy bought apples at the rate of 3 for 2 cents,
and sold them at the rate of 2 for 3 cents. How much
profit did he make on 30 apples ?

13. How many bushels of wheat at 90 cents a bushel
can be bought for $2-70 ?

14 At 24c. a gallon how many gallons of coal oil
will $1-44 buy ?

EXERCISE 22

1. A man left an estate valued at $9000. Of tliis,
$4000 was to be given to his widow, and the remainder to
be divided equally among his 4 children. Find each child's
share ?

2, How many pints are there in a gallon ? How many
gallons in 296 pints ?

4
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3. How many feet in 300 inches ? in 1632 inches ?
4. How many bushels in 132 pecks ?

wnoL^u * ^^°^?^ * '"^^ "des 9 miles an hour How
ridZ ^S? ''^"

J^ *?^' ^^^ *° ^« 261 miles ? AfteTndmg^l9 hours, how far from the end of his journey wSj

6. A teacher receives a salary at the rate of 4 dollars a

^IJ^ ^"^^7 ^^^ ^? *^*«^««- His yearly salary Is islsHow many days are in the school year ?

7. How many weeks are there in 364 days ?

*.Jh ^^H^rf
'"^ ''?'^^^ ** ^"^^ ^^'^^ ^'^^ selling them at $84

So^shes'eUr
^'''' ' ^'^'^ '' "^4 doUars. How many

JaiS^ 'Lre^ioiVrrs^e:;;;*^"^ ^^p- ^^^to 3

10. How many feet of wire-fencing will it take to reacharound my flower plot which is 8 yards long and 3 yarSs

11. How much must be added to the sum of 24 and 25to give the product of 48 and 12 ?

. l^'A ^*r™^'' °^i^es 3 bushels of oats worth 28 centsa bushel vnth 5 bushels of barley worth 36 cents a

s'bSels?''
"^" ' '"^'^^ '' *^^ mixture be 'w^rth?

* Arfa^V^
found that if 497 be subtracted 9 times froma certain number the remainder is 200. Find the numberfrom which the subtraction has been made.

14. How many 7's must be added together to get 819 ?
15. How often can we subtract 9 from 210,015 ?

# l^" •« .!
P®* ^*°® «^°^s 2 inches in a day how manvfeet wiU it grow in 3 weeks ?

' ^

havJ'nl?r^r?if
•'^*^' are there in aU the months whichnave no r s in their names ?

18. How many toes have 19 cats ?

iw^:m^w^ ^Om^mJ^^'
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I 19. From what number must 309 be subtracted 5 times
to leave 173 ?

^
20. If you have 780 inches of wire, into how many foot-

pieces can you cut it ?

21. Draw a line one rod (16j feet) long on the floor
Make marks on it to indicate feet and yards. How many
yards in a rod ? how many inches ?

1.^%%^ "^'^y °*i^3 ^o^s it take to fasten a horse's
^

M o ?T°^
"*°y horse-shoes can be fastened with 864

nails ? How many horses can be shod " aU around " with
this number of nails ?

LONG DIVISION

When the dividend is a large number and the divisor is
greater than 12, it is usual to show all the steps of the
process. This is called long division.

The following examples iUustrate or show the process

:

Example 1 : Divide 135,943 by 37.

Explanation : Be-
ginning at the left of
the dividend 1 hundred
thousand -r- 37 equals
no hundreds of thou-
sands; 13 tens of thou-
sands-^37 equals no
tens of thousands ; but
135 thousands -^37
= about 3 thousand.
We place this 3 above
the thousands' figure of
the dividend.

Subtracting 3000
times 37 from the
dividend we have

r, .. .^ „, ,^
24943 still to be

If we divide 24 thousands by 37 shall get

4
70
600

3000
37)136943

111000= 3000 X 37

24943 still to be divided
22200= 600X37

2743 still to be divided
2590= 70 X 37

153 stiU to be divided
148= 4X37
5 still to be divided.

thousands, but" if" w^'di'vide 249 hindreds by'"37 ^e

»i?^''j?!:^vaHW
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shall get about 6 hundred. This 6 we place over the
hundreds figure of the dividend. Subtracting 600 times

SJ''°o^^^^^^ *^^''® ^*'" remains 2743 to be divided.

• t. ?" ^^^^^ ^^^^ '^ *^'^s (70), which we put in the
neht place oyer the dividend. Then subtracting 70 times'

VL.oS^ ^^'^? ^^^^® ^*^" remains 153 to be divided,

i- -7 7.!*^"*'^ about 4, which we place above the units'
digit of the dividend. As this 5 cannot be divided by 37we must be satisfied by merely ir.dicating the division, that
IS, showing that it is to be divided. This, as you already
imow, is done thus

: ^. The whole quotient is, then, 3674t/V.
It may be written over the dividend thus :

3674aV
37)135943

It is sometimes written thus

:

37)135943(3674/t

Example 2 : Divide 4327658 by 3754.

, 1152fm
3754)4327658

3754

5736
3754

19825
18770

10558
7508

3050

ORAL EXERCISE

1. If, when the work of dividing one number by another
has been completed, there is no i-emainder, what are the
factors of the dividend ?

2. The quotient is 6 and the dividend 144
divisor ?

What is the

/
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3. The divisor is 8 the quotient is 10, and the remainder 5.What IS the dividend ?

4. If the dividend is 137, the quotient 12, and the re-
mainder 5, what is the divisor ?

-m-?* 3^f,® *^"^®^ * certain number and 1 more would be 13What IS the number ?

6. Twice my age and 3 years more would be 43 yearsHow old am I?
j^«io-

7. When there is no remainder, how may you prove that
your solution of a problem in division is correct ? Whea
there is a remainder, how may you prove it ?

EXERCISE 23

Divide, and prove your work

:

1. 24384 by 48.

2. 16686 by 54.

3. 32199 by 57.

4. 80708S6 by 27.

5. 3860945 by 604.

6. 70960S4 by 390.

7. 8634278 by 634.

8. 7046650 by 782.

9. 9720596 by 378.

10. 1096065 by 308.

11. 2768453 by 8307.

12. 7825893 by 247.

13. 24178012 by 327.

14. 680096 by 72.

15. 430765 by 68.

16. 568374 by 59.

17. 378096 by 88.

18. 60217658 by 601.

19. 276401234 by 3586.
20. 276301786 by 2761.
21. 6192138 by 1653.

22. 98764801 by 1976.

23. 3247653921 by 98632.
24. 910008100 by 3778.
25. 360172486 by 56794.
26. 2486012016 by 97640.

ORAL EXERCISE
Divide

:

1. (o) 288 by 144,

(6) 144 by 72.

(c) 96 by 48.

M^'aI^a
*^5 P.''«c€d'.n«f problems what was done to thedividend and divisor in (a) to get the dividend and divisor

(d) 48 by 24.

(e) 4 by 2.
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I I

•° 91 1 2?** ^^ ^°"® *° *^® *«™s Jn ^<*> *o make those
•° /S\ V, S** ^^^ *^°°® ^ **^® *®'''°s ^° («) to make thosem W ? What to the terms in (d) to make those in (e) ?

3. How do the five quotients compare with each other ?

4. If the dividend and divisor be divided by the same
number, what change will be made in the quotient ?

5. If the divisor and dividend be both multiplied by the
same number, how will the quotient be changed.

6. Divide each of the nnmbers 870, 9800, 76000 by 10
by 100 and eac i of the last two by 1000. What short
way. then, is there of dividing by 10 ? by 100 ? by 1000 ?

7. Making use of your answer to Question 4, how can
you shorten the work of dividing 96000 by 4000 ? 510600
by 600 ? 786800 by 400 ?

«^iv/wi/

8. Divide 6944345 by 6000.

Exphnation: Strike out the ciphers in the divisor
and then point oflf the 3 right-hand digits in the dividend.
Ihen divide the remaining portion of the dividend by the
remaining portion of the divisor.

6/000)6944/345

1157HM quotient.

1 JiJ"
have really divided both divisor and dividend bylOUO and, of course, the quotient is not changed.

EXERCISE 24

1. Divide 270963 by 90.

2. Divide 7486094 by 300, by 600, by 7000.
3. Divide 12345678 by 84300, by 987000.
4. A dealer sold 17 horses for $2123-30. What was the

average price at which the horses were sold ?

5. A man sold 273 barrels of apples for $745-29. Find
the selling price of the apples a barrel.

6. How often is $1-45 contained in $36-25 ?
Note: Divisor, $1-45 or 145c. Dividend. $36-25 or 382Sc$1-45 IS contamed m $36-25 as many times as the number 1«Scontained in the number 3625. The answer is 25 times

'"'^^^''-
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*J'lr^
clothier bought a number of suits of clothes at

J15-50
a suit, and paid $480-50. How many suits did

ne buy ?

8. A farmer bought a farm for $2200 paying $27-50 an
acre. How many acres were in the farm ?

*^?;=?°^r,?A°J *^^®^ ^^ ^^"^O contained in $10500-00 ?
$6-25 m $7812-50 ? $4-83 in $9331-56 ?

* «'""w r

10. Glasgow is 324p miles from New York City A
steamer makes the voyage between these cities in 9 daysFmd the steamer's average rate an hour.

11. By what number must 686 be divided to give 14 for
quotient ?

12. By selling sheep at a gain of $1-50 a head a man
makes a profit of $21 in all. How many sheep does he
sell ?

13. How many tons of hay at $10-50 a ton must I seU
to pay for 200 bushels of wheat at 84c. a bushel ?

14. How many years are there in 9125 days ?

15. How many boxes of tea containing 24 ft each
at 90c. a pound must be given in exchange for 54 tubs
of butter of 54 ft. each, at 30c. a pound ?

16. Rip Van Winkle slept 20 years on the mountainHow many days did he sleep ? how many hours ?

*
^^'

h?^I^f-^f *^® population of the Dominion increased
from 3,635,024 to 4,833,239. What was the average in-
crease every year ?

» liffiP""^'",*"^ "''if ?f ^^i'*'®
""'" ^ ^^mred to inclose

a^lot 6J rods long and ^ rods wide ? Make a plan of the

«f i^i'i
^^** ^^^.^ ^^^ ®^™®^ ^'°ce the 28th of last Juneat Jlf a day, not counting the Sundays ?

20 Two men, Clark and Lees, are 60 miles apart, and
travel toward each other, Clark at the rate of 2 mil^ an

a^ will they be in 4 hours ? In how many hours after
Btarting will they meet ?

j a «iMar
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.1

DIVISION BY FACTORS

EXERCISE 25

1. What is meant by the factors of a number ? What
fn^? ' wiT *° ""°^^«ra ''hich can be resolved into fac-

fSorsSd ?^'' "^ "'^'"^ "^'^""'^ ^" ^'''^^^ ^°*«

2. Name as many pairs of factors as you can, each factor

2r2ll'36, 63%4 '^'^ °^ ^''^ ^- """"'"^ ""'"^^^^ ^»*

hv^i'o r""^ ^'Tllf t^ ^y ®^-
X
(*^ ^'^'^® *he same numberby 12 (one of the factors of 84), and then divide the quotientby the other factor of 84.

(a) 4284-4- 84= 51.

(6) 12)4284 Compare the quotient in (a) and the
7)357 last quotient in (6).

51

V tv^/ number is divided by another number and alsoby the factore of the same divisdr, wiU the quotients be
different ? Satisfy yourself that your answer is correct by
i^^i'^^oT?: ^I ^ *°^ *^«° by the factors of 96^130
divide 3843 by 63 and then by the faotors of 63.

5. Change 867 cents to fifty-cent pieces.

in^«ft7 1,
^^^^^^S S®xf°*^ ^"^t ^°*° ten-cent pieces.

10;j867 how many wiU there be ? What is the 7 that
6)_86—7 remains? Now changing the 86 ten-cent pieces

17_1 into fifty-cent pieces, how many of these are
there ? What is the 1 that remains ?

Now in 867 cents there are 17 fifty-cent pieces. There
are two remainders (1 ten-c«nt piece and 7 cents). Howmany cents are equal to these two ? The whole remainder
IS X f cents*

6. Examine this solution carefully :

How many groups of 8 are there
in 70003 ? What is the 3 which re-
mains ? 972 is the quotient obtained

070 ;, +u« V,
}^ dividing 70003 by what divisor?

70003? What does the last remainder (2) stand for ?

72\8)70003

/9) 8750— 3

972— 2
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Usinsr factors, divide:

7. 12409 by 21, by 22, by 24, by 25.

8. 70054 by 36, by 40, by 42, by 44, by 48.

9. 4627 by 27.

10. 70654 by 105 (use 3 factors).

11. 339240 by 132 (use 4 factors).

12. Find the number of strips of carpet 2 ft. wide re-
quired to carpet a room 24, 28, or 32 ft. wide. Make a
dtoffram to aid in the solution.

5280 ft^^*°^*
^ ^"^^

'' ^ "' ^^ ^*' '^^^ "•' ®^'^ "•

14. Find the number of strips of carpet 3 ft. wide re-
quired to carpet a room 27, 33, or 39 ft. wide.

15. How many strips of carpet 2 ft. wide wiU be needed
to carpet a room 20 ft. wide ? Each strip being 9 yd
long, how many yards would be needed ?

• ^
-

^^' ^oT ^*^^ y*"^ °' '^^'•P®* ^^^ ^ needed to carpet
a room 24 ft. long and 18 ft. wide, the carpet being 2ftwide and runmng along the length of the room ? Draw a
plan.

*"w«/M.

h3 ^"^i'^^I i^*^ ^T ^^ ^^^ beginning with the right-

Snf'^i °^ the multiplier; (6) using the right-handK °/u
*^«. ?;?^t'PJ\er first, then the left-hand digit, and

lastly the middle digit.

\?: }P ^^e solution of Question 17, how many times the
multiplicand wiU the diflference between the th^ and
second partial products be ?

19 Multiply 78247 by 639 in such a way that you willhave but two partial products. 6S9= 630 + 9=70 times

thtmultlpfiSf
"^""^ ^^"'^ ^^ ^^^'^

20. Find the product of 832547 and 726. MuUivly in
such a way that there wiUbeorUy two paHial products.

-JV, ^^'^*^ul™u^'*JSl^* ^ ^^^ **> 7,869,456 to make it
exactly divisible by 8975 ?

y^
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22 Bought 360 lb. of raisins at the rate of 30 ft for$4 and sold them at the rate of 12 ft for S2.25 Pini?my profit on the transaction. Before S(ving the p^ob^msanswer these questions: How many 30 ft. S^'^fhe^^n360 ? How many 12 ft. are there in 360 ?

fn!t»?''''^® !?^ ^^'^'^^^ ^ "^^^•a'^d 6 women, givingto each woman three times as much as to each man If f
men'ir^f H°

*' '"^^
T""'

^'"^ "'^'^^ shares wiS all themen get? How many shares will the 6 women get? In&^7 ' E^h^°I
"'any shares will the who/^L teciivided? Each share will be what part of the whole?

S:LT?^'?nT' '''''' ""' '^'^^ ' «°- much wm an hemen get ? Ail the women ? Test your solution by addinethe men's and the women's shares.
^

24. Divide $448 among 2 men, 3 women and 4children, giving each man three times, and each tomantwice, as much as each child.
woman

25. Richard Scott borrows $1600 from William Rir/iSZ ^Phr ^'
^r *S^^^ °' «*"^ ^^^ for eve^y yea;until the debt is paid. The debt is not paid until the end

Jf five years. How much will Mr. Scott have to Sy for

S,T!.V^L^}^ ^ «°^ ^"«h '^iU it take to ^y thl

J?r1tsuS*?
*^''

''l^'
'"^ ^°"^^^ ^"d *^« «^^ dSe

tai!?;/l^S^tf f?'^°^^^ ^^ •^f'^hSt. 'eath^n-teimng 150 bushels, at 90c. a bushel, for 15 loads of

load? * '^' ^°^ "'^^ ^'^"^^ ^^^^ there in eaS

^J^' ^ ™an ^orl^ed 221 days at the rato of $1-50 a

tlhlu A^\^''
P^^. '''

""^'^K^^
^5c. a bushel. How man?bushels did he receive ? Solve in two ways.

*h?l 1
^°"^^* * ^°"^® ^^'^ $15,280, paying $2,680 cash andthe balance ,n monthly payments of $1:575 eacrH^wmany monthly payments did I make ?

mofth^; S™l-'tT^ *° ^- ^y^^« » ^O'^ for ^27 a

£wmZ In.^^ Mfi?^^'.^^£ ^^^°««« ^8 a month. Innow many months will he gain $6,916 from the house ?
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30 There are 1760 yards in a mile. How many feet
_

are there m 1 mile ? How many miles in 63,360 feet ?

W.^^ 31. After dividing as far as possible 900 acres of land
\:^iInto farms of 160 acres each, the owner sold what was left

for J450. How much did he receive an acre ? Solve the
Vrobkm mentally.

w^ 32. Subtract the product of 375 and 25 from the
,1^ .product of 765 and 39 and divide the remainder by 75

What IS the quotient ?

CANCELLATION

^1
What number can be broken into these factors : 48, 15,

j

20 ? What number can be broken into these : 9, 9, 7,'i2 ?

I
What process is indicated when a number is placed above

^ another and separated from it by a horizontal line ?

Indicate in that way the division of

(a) 48 X 15 X 20 by 12 X 5 X 4;
(6) 63X18X42X96 by 9X9X7X12.

How is the quotient changed, or affected, when the
divisor and dividend are both divided by the same number ?

Divide 288 by 36. Express 288 by 2 factors. Express
36 by 2 factors.

288 72X4 ^, ,. ,,Now dmde 72, one of the factors of
Then ^=^

36 18X2
the dividend, and 18, one of the factors of the divisor,
each by 18. Then divide 4, another of the factors of the
dividend, and 2, another factor of the divisor, each by 2.

You wiU then have Y^=B, which is the same quotient as

288
you got from -5-.

If one of the factors of the dividend and one of the factore
of the divisor be divided by the same nu*-ber, will the
quotient be changed ? If factors that are found in both

.W^
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dividend and divisor, that is, that are common to both bestruck from each, will the quotient be affected ? Test thetruth of your answer by finding the value of 63X18X42X96

tft '1 "".^^J
"" '^ ^° *'^ ^°"^ "*y' *^-* «. by find^

9 X 9 x'?t"i 9
'.' X 18 X 42 X 96, then the product of

9 X 9 X 7 X 12. and then dividing the first product by the
second.

Again 63X18X42X96
9X9X7X12

7 2 6 8
0^ X ;^ X .4^ X 9^
TxTyrTxn1111

What we reaUy did was to divide both dividend and
divisor first by 9, then by 9, then by 7. and then by 12

m^f\'!^*'T.
°' ^T °°* °^*^"*^ *b« «J"«««°t- This easymethod of division is called cancellation. Upon what

pnnciple does its correctness depend ?

BZSRCISE 28

1. By cancellation find the quotients of the foUowing •

^^^ 95X105X125X150
19X36X25X50 "

(U) 8X48X56X81X52
78X27X112X32 '

2. In the same way find the value of

75X146X91X68X460 divided by 26X50X85X73.
3. In the same way find the value of

(a) 510X650X216X910 divided by 1000X39X26X72
(6) 150X81X48X91X60 divided by 128X27X185X16.

wer; JriS Y^'^^nV^ H^^^^ ^"^^ containing gflTDounds

^ a ^on whlf b^^'-^'V^?". of 40 gallonfeachr^rthi»c. a gaUon, what were the hides worth a pound ?

iD qSod^l''"
multiplymg or dividina indicate the solution as
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i

i

In a similar manner solve these problems

:

5. A j^ber sold a merchant 54 sacks of rice, each con-tammg 93 ft and took in payment 18 barrels of beef,
averaging 198 ft. a barrel, and worth 12c. a ft. What wa^
the nee worth a pound ?

*t woa

6 A farmer gave a nurseryman 35 cords of wood, worth
$7-50 a cord for 15 bundles of apple trees, each bundlecontammg 125 trees. What did the farmer pay for each
tree ?

'^A ^M*?u® ^"otient obtained by dividing the continued
product of the even numbers between 11 and 21 by the
contmued product of the numbers 1 to 8 inclusive.

8. A tinsmith used 15 boxes of tin, each containing 72
sheets, and each sheet containing 672 square inches, to make
45 crates of pans, each crate containing 12 dozen pansHow many sq-re inches of tin were used to make one pan ?

EXERCI.'- " 27 (REVIEW)

Check all your work. Discover new ways of doing this.

.J'.i' A*^ J ^''f
®'

°i ^/.^^^
;
B, 5

;
C, none. The three

eat all the bread, each the same amount. C pays to A
metSall

"^"^^ ^'^^^^ ®*°^ receive ? Work this

\ ti^^'^^VP^^, ^^^^^ ^^ ^"nua^ profit of $125 from

l?i 9^°^-' S'' ''^^H S'^*^^
^^°h y«^^ ffoni t»is horses is

f/^k ^'u
^°'^'''

l^.^'^^'
^'^^^ ^87 a head. How muchaid all the horses cost him ?

3. If 5 horses eat 14 bu. of oats in 2 weeks how

naM }^ i^'^A
'^P*'^,

^S^ ^ ^*y^' ''°^^' ^ow much will bepaid for 21 days' work ? At this rate for how many days'work will $840 pay ? Solve this mentaUy.
""^"^ ^^^^

^h /' S'? ^' P*^'! ?' '^ ^*y«' ^^''•l^* bo^ n»"ch will be

w^rt'^Ill^ayT^' ' ^' ''^ ™^' ''' ^^^ ^^' '^y^'

],^f^"-W'W'^
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6. Add vertically and horizontally

:

$ 864-28+$ 87.94+$160-48+$ 2893+1 74
15-96+ 428-33+ 948-55+ 418n74+ 583
78-80+ 73-38+ 59-99+ 37-5^+

3394-63+ 684-i9+ 60-43+ 613-84+
70-92+ 82-96+ 378-76+ 584-27+
498-75+ 758-67+ 46-87+ 38-76+

9
348
7d
43

83=$
74=
69=
74=
68=

. , . , ^^- , „ , 1^-09=
583-48+ 82-38+ -697-29+ '

8-42+ 765-83=

$ +$ +$ +$ +$ =i

7. Copy neatly, and complete the following bill of sale

:

Cobourg, Ont., 5th Aug., 1909.

Messrs. Jones and Bro.

Bought of Amos Ham & Co.

^ bu- S^ts @ 520.

l^ S- ?'*•
r; « @ ^•

327 lb. Java Coffee @ 27c.
36 bbl. Flour @ $4.75
304 bu. Com m rtTin

2760 ft. Sugar
[ | 4I;:

?V^fi*® ^ *!*® *^'® '<*"" * b"l such as might be mademt by the clork or bookkeeper of a hardware store. Let
the bill contain five items.

9. A young man spent $204 during his first, term at
college. This was 5 twelfths the money his father gave
him for a whole year's expenses. What did his father
allow him tor the whole year ? How many twelfths are
there in a year ? ? ,

/i,}^riJ^^ ?°Y "*^^ ^°^^®8 "« t^ere in 9 ft. 7 in. ?W The wheel of a wagon 9 ft. 7 in. in circumference
tunis around 42 times in going from one place to another.Wbat IS the distance in inches between the two places ?

.;'<».»*«»' ••- rmLT!'.**^^ > -g '
'y '-'
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1. . 1\n^ ]
^'°*^ *^® dimensions (the length, breadth, and

height) of the walls of your school-house, ^6) of your school-
room, (c) of each black-board.

12. If au orange is worth 3 times as much as an apple,
how many times as much as the apple are both worth ? If
both are worth 8c., what is the apple worth? Solve
mentally.

.M 13. Draw a line and divide it into halves, then into
thirds, and then into sixths. How many sixths are there
in one half ? How many sixths are there in a third ?

xt.
^^'^ "J*«

bought 16 sheep at $3 each and sold them at
the rate of 3 for $12. How much did he gain ? Solve
mentally tn a short way.

15. Draw a diagram on a scale of 1 inch to 3 yards for
a lot 15 yards long and 12 yards wide.

16. Copy the following accounts and fidd the amount due
on each

:

(a) J. Manning,

In account with D. L. I^almer, Dr.

1909 1

Jan. 2
i(

2
II

7
II

7

To 75 ft. Rice . .

;;
330 ft. Sugar. .

,, 50 ft. Java Coffee
45 ft. Tea . .

@ $004
•05

•32

•60

Amount due

(6) James Oilman,

In account with Geo. Johnson, Dr.

1909
May 6
" 13
" 14

June 11
" 18

To 5 days' work .

;;
12 ft. Nails . .

" 7 panes of Glass

„ 10 gal. Paint .

Job work on House

Amount due .

250
03

@$
@
@ -40

@ 100
@ 27500

N,
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(OMr.J.HUl.
Port Hope, 30th Jan., 1909.

In account with F. Warner & Co., Dr.

Jan. 2 To 3 Chairs . .

., 9 "
1 Library Table

..
15

,,
3 Rug? . . .

- 20
^^

40 yd. Matting .

23 2 Wardrobes .

Paid,

Feb. 1st, 1909

F. W. & Co.
per W.

in Ihe J^tdiSgf^ '" '^' -^"^^'^^ ^°^ --^P* ^"^- -

i5?;' ,!^\28 yd. cahco at 9ic., 6^ yd. velvet at $2.

it Sl"i) o^J'^'k'^^"^'
^* ^'^^"- «^«hi 4 pairs kid glovesat $1-50, 2h doz. buttons at 20c., 9^ yd. black silk at

(6) Mr. Jas. Kay bought of Simpson, Perdue & CoNapanee, 6th Aug., 1909: 50 lb. sugar at 4ic 15 cans

^?1l 9^ 9^ k wf "^h^e? *t i^- ^ «^^- °^aple syrup
at $125, 25 lb. butter at 25c., 6 lb. Y. H. tea at 60c.

y.»lt
^ "^^^^^^ becomes bankrupt, that is, he fails in

fHnX ^' °'''' '"^ a" $19,324. His assets, that is, everythmg he owns are w« rth $9,662. How many cents can hepay for every dollar that he owes his creditors ?

19. A man buys 400 bushels of wheat at 90c. a bushel

ll^t.i v>
'^^ ^

**l
**'° 25c. on every doUar he pays

for It. For how much must he sell the whole of the wheat ?

20. Janies Jamieson lends Robert Jones $960 on the
understanding that the borrower is to pay the lender $8yearly for the use of every $100 borrowed. At the end of'

«.,
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eight years, Mr. Jones pays the debt. How much did he have
to pay altogether for the use of the money ?

21. How much does a man gain or lose on the sale of two
houses which cost him $1,200 each, if he gains one third
of the cost price on one and Idses one fifth of the cost of
the other?

22. Add the following accurately. Try to do this in
4 minutes

:

43963 85862 42187
77681 48207 63126
84476 54871 49503
66732 57532 96135
44681 39415 85674
77697 • 68545 76458
77536 75284 75275
64384 68452 89405
76208 46767 40606
82273 80748 56432
57642 56864 73688
72074 69589 S6774

Verify your work in different ways. ^

23. Find the sum of all the prime numbers between 50
and 75.

24. A store-keeper bought 140 loads of potatoes, of 30
bushels each, at 37ic. a bushel. If 15 bushels were made
unsaleable by frost, how much will he gain on the whole
cost by selling the remainder at 17c. a peck ?

25. If 3 fifths of a piece of cloth is worth $97-50. how
much 18 the rest of the piece worth ?

26. If 3 fourths of a ton of clover hay is worth $11-64
how much are ten tons worth ? Work this inentaUy.

T ?l ^° ^ ^^^^ *"^ ^® ^°"™ ^^"^ ^^^"f J^ours are there ?m tt hours and 13 minutes how many minutes ?

. ^' Change 203 ounces to pounds and ounces. Chanee
4,0o0 mmutes to hours and minutes.

6

i/A-

<^^
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4 l?nu?es :

'°''''" '' *^^ '°"°^^"^' y^"'" «me limit beinir

(6) $614832-05 (c) 52962X3
-92876:09 4905X4

^'^""«"°«'
76407X6
792X7
85X9

Total,
"

(a) $1357-64
309-37

26003
1389-50

19-24

749-63

4-89

600986
(rf) 1728)1264896

-7^

30. (a) Ho'^ many pounds are there in a bushel of wheat?

(b) Make out the following biU, giving names ofpersons and place, and also'th^ dafe."Sipt

Tlffbu^he?! 602ol'';he:t'at'9t I'f ?i
'^^'^^^^

sugar at 20 ft. for $1^57^.^?af^^^ '^^^^ ''' »•

£^af?«----the^^
32. Sold goods which cost $840 at a gain nf q nnfi, *the cost. How „„eh did I ^in?''^^T.li ?h*/"X

anll^nsl^STun^X'imon f^""".' "!, '"" """"«"
thousand and tl^e ZfnT^T ""T ''V°*=<' »"<) three

the other.
""^ numbers is 20,306. Find

a»d 3,8TO.''
"" '"^™' "' *' =™ ='"d difference of 4,669

lard at 14c."a loZiX^ itZulZ' i, ?f' 'f "?
^yment she ^ot $20 eash a„d suZ at te aTm i"How many pounds of sugar did she Stc ? * "^ ">

for1«'\''™iei!Jl"'"»'-''S,*"rth 80C. a bushelfor 140 bu of oats anH <kKQ I ^ '*""" °"c. a bush

bushel of oats ?
^^^ '^^- ^** ^^ ^he value of a

mh^m^M^^mm ^^^f^m
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J^o/"!*^®^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^oz. eggs, at 20c. a dozen,
and 37 lb. 8 oz. of butter at 24c. a pound. How many
pounds of tea at 40c. a pound will settle the account ?

38. How many cent pieces each one inch in width can be
placed in rows on a table 3 ft. 8 in. long and 2 ft. 7 in
wide ? Draw a plan.

A
^^•.'^5!;^^®^?°' "^' ^'*°<^ ^' together go into business.A puts $6000 mto the business, B $8000, and C $4000

Their profits are $5400. By how much money was the^
profit made ? How much profit did each dollar put into
the business make ? What was each man's share of the
profits ? r'

40. Upon what principle does the short method of
dividmg by 10, 1000, 20000, etc., depend ?

41. If an applied number be divided by another applied
number, what kind of number will the quotient be ?

42. What kind of number (applied or abstract) must a'
multiplier be ?

43. What must be done to the divisor to make the same
change m the quotient that dividing the dividend by anv
number (say 8) makes ? ^-^

REDUCTION

Applied numbers denoting measure, for example, $4, 3 feet,

6 ounces, 5 years, are called denominate numbers.
A oompound denominate number is a number

expressed in two or more units of the same kind. For
example, 11 hours 25 minutes 15 seconds, 12 gallons
3 quarts 1 pint, 3 acres 150 square rods 25 square yards,
are three compound denominate numbers.

Change 10 bushels to pecks, 8 feet to inches, 3 years
to months, 6 pounds to ounces, 5 halves to sixths.

Express 960 inches as feet, 480 ounces as pounds, 3,600
minutes as hours, 272 pints as quarts, 16 eighths as fourths.
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Is 10 bushels the same quantity as 40 pecks? Is 960

inches the same len^h as 80 feet ? In the changes which

Jn? ?!" ^^*' ""^'^ *^® ^^'^^s of the quantities
10 bushels, 960 inches, etc. changed ?

The process of changing a number from one denamina-

^n:L'^:z:^': '''''-' ^''''' '''"^^^ *^^

asMndta"
*° * ^'*^^'' denomination is called reduction

Give two examples of reducticm descending, and two ofreduction ascending.

TABLES OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

aJh '
f'''^"\'-

^^°^^"Poi« weight. Troy weight,

co^mon^^s:
^^'''' ^^^"""^^^^ ^^^^^* ^« *^« - i^

AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHT
16 drams (dr.)

. . . 1 ounce (oz.)

y^^T^'f 1 pound (ft.)

2o\TdSdweight : :

IJ-d-'^-ight or cental (cwt.)

NOTK: 70OO grains (gr.) = 1 lb. avoirdupois. 14 lb. = i stone.5760 grams = 1 lb. Troy = 12 oz. Troy.

ORAL EXERCISE
1. How many ounces in 12 ft. oflard? in 6 ft. of butter?
2. In 1200 ft. how many hundredweight ? In 9fl dn»m«many ounces ? In 96 oz. how many pounds ? ^^Zhow

how many stone ?
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REDUCTION DESCENDING
Change 5 tons 15 cwt. 13 ft. 14 oz. to ounces.

(a) 5 tons 15 cwt. 13 ft. 14 oz
20

100 cwt. = 5 tons

11
115 cwt. = 5 tons 15 cwt.
100

(6) 5 toiI3

20

115 cwt.

100

11500 lb.

13

11513 ft.

16

= 5 tons 15 cwt.

= 5 tons 15 cwt. 13 ft.

\
11513 ft.

16

69092
11513

184222 oz.

= 5 tons 15 cwt. 13 ft.

69078
11513

184208 oz.

14

184222 oz. =5 tons 15 cwt. 13 ft. 14 oz.

Jnfi^^'^^Tik ^l^tons how many hundredweight?inB tons and 15 cwt. how many hundredweight ? In 115

pounds ? In 11513 ft. how many ounces ? In 11513 ftand 14 oz. how many ounces ?

.J^^
usual way of arranging the work is shown in (6), theadditions being made when multiplying.

REDUCTION ASCENDING

oufces"""
l'°^^'2^1°'- *° ^'''' hundredweight, pounds, and

J

\ 4)1000201
16

4)250050— 1

100)62512 ft.— 2.

9oz.

20)625 cwt.— 12 ft.

31 tons— 5 cwt.

1,000,201 oz. = 31 tons 5 cwt. 12 ft. 9 oz.
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ExpUinatwn
: In i;000,201 oz. there are as many pounds

JJer Tn'fil J?9 'I ';r'2^^'
*^^* ^«' 62.512 lb. and 9 oz.

fr f^T .
*• ^^^"^ ^™ ^ "™»ny hundredweight as

n fil.? /?.' '° ^^'^^2' *^^* ''' 625 cwt. and 12 lb oven
in eJ5 cwt. there are as many tons as there are 20's in 625
that IS, 31 tons and 5 lb. over.

EXERCISE 28

1. Repeat the table of Avoirdupois weight.
2. Change 25 tons 59 lb. 16 oz. to ounces.
3. Reduce 12,425 lb. to tons, hundredweights, pounds.
4. How many pounds, etc., in 8465 drams ?

5. In 5 tons 10 lb. how many stone (14 lb.) ?

6. Reduce 19 cwt. 15 lb. 3 oz. to drams.
7. In 147 cwt. how many grains ?

/ 8. Change 55,464 grains to pounds, etc,

/^ 9. Reduce 346,578 oz. to tons, etc.

CAPACITY

There are two sets of measures of capacity, one for
uqmds and one for dry commodities.

DRY MEASURE
2P^°te(pt.)

1 quart (qt.)

^^"f^ 1 gallon (gal.)

l^^^ Ipeck(pr)
^''''^

1 bushel (bu.)

UQUID MEASURE
2 pints ... 1 _x

wKr w.igl« almost 1000 o... .„d cpntoii atait4JZ^
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The following table gives the equivalent in pounds of a
bushel of the article mentioned, as fixed by law :

Wheat, Beans, Pease, Clover Seedl
Potatoes, Beets, Carrots, Turnips <

Rye, Indian Com ....
Barley, Buckwheat, Timothy Seed

'

Onions ... 50 ft. Oats

60 ft.

56 ft.

48 ft.

34 ft.

ORAL EXERCISE

1. How many pints make 1 qt. (dry measure) ?

4. How many pints in 15 qt. of milk ?

each
?"°'' ""^"^ ^^^^^ ""^^^ 2 ^^"•^^s (bbl.) of 2G1 gal.

R hn
5"^^ r?°^ l^'iT^^ ^° ® ^"- o^ ^heat ? 5 bu. of barlev ?

3bu":o°/tfX"L%'"- °' ^^^^^' «^«^^ « ^"-^^ p-e?

EXERCISE 29

1. Cha^e 527 pt. to bushels, pecks, quarts, and pints.
^. In 46o7 qt. of oats how many bushels, etc ?
3. Reduce 16 bu. 7 gal. 3 qt. to quarts.

fand^27^^
""^^^ ""^ wine hold respectively 40 gal., 35 gal

>:'fiuJd^. a^The'Ssr^^ ^^^' holding fpints^Jn

/^
5. What is the value of 8 gal. of coal oil at 3c. a pint ?
e. Quart bottles are filled from a 54 <ral cask nf win-

i f^ f«« ft. rye .t ^'a bL^hef' H^rLriUt 'paS

i

4ai
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8. If one quart of ooal oU is worth 6c., what is a barrel

9. Chanfe 74806 pt. to bushels, etc.

10. Change 245 bu. of wheat to ounces.

11. If 3 fourths of a bushel of wheat is worth 90o.. find
the value of 1 pt., and also of 1 qt.

12. A horse is given 3 feeds of oats a day, each contain-
ing 1 gal.; how long will 27 bu. feed him ?

inJ?'»?^^\o^ *^® /?"®r.°/ *. ^°^ °^oa*8 weighing
^ 1037 lb. at 12c. a peck ? Solve in two ways.

/ 14. A fanner's wife sold 15 lb. 12 oz. of butter at>^2c.are and got in exchange for it molasses at 63c. a gal
vy hat was the price of the butter an oz.? How many gallons
did she get ? ,

15. Find the cost of 4 pk. 5 qt. 1 pt. of berries at 14c.

16. A farmer sold a load of rye weighing 4032 lb. when
rye was worth 75c. a bu. In weighing the grain the buyer
by mistake took it as barley and paid for it at 49c. a buMOW much did the farmer gain or lose by the error ?

f

V LONG OR LINEAR MEASUBE_i

12 inches (in.) 1 foot (ft.) ' ^ ''

^ ' ' -^ ^3 feet 1 yard (yd.)

..
« JF^S^^ • • l«>d(rd.)

1/, 1 statute mile (mi.)

v;? '\v^°'^^= ^^ ^^ measurement of land 22 yards = 1 chain =100 links.
I In the measurement of horses 4 inches=1 hand.

^ ORAL EXERCTSE

1. How many feet in 5J yd.? in a rod ?

2. How many inches in a yard ?

4U-?:,
^^°7 ?*"y ^°^^®^ ^" *^^e quartera of a foot ? two

thirds of a foot ? five sixths of 10 ft. ? 3 ft. ?

4. How many inches in 3 yd. ? 6 yd. ? 10 yd. ?
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5. How many feet in 5 yd. ? 15 yd. ? 25 yd. ?

6. How many yards in 54 ft. ? 75 ft. ? 240 ft. ?

7. How many miles in 640 rd. ? 960 rd. ? How many
miles and rodii in 800 rd. ?

8. Make a rod measure of a cord, tyingr knots to indicate
feet and yards. How many yards in a rod ? How many
feet in a rod ?

9. With this cord measure (a) the width of the ST;reet
or road; (6) the distance from the school door to the
farthest comer of the school grounds.

10. Without using any measure draw on the black-board
lines 1 ft. long, 1 yd. long, 3 yd long, 1 rd. long. Then
with the measure test your drawings. There should he
many teats in measuring of this kind.

11. If 2 thirds of a yard of cloth cost 12c., what should
24 ft. cost ? Solve this in two ways.

12. How many pieces of string 2 thirds of a yard long
can be made out of a piece 8 yd. long ?

13. A lot is 6 rd. wide and 10 rd. long. How often will
a boy have to walk around it to walk 4 miles ? 6 miles ?

14. How many minutes will it take to walk 3 miles at the
rate of 16 rd. a minute ?

15. What is meant by saying that a lot is 8 ft. by 3 ft. ?
9 rd. by 5 rd. ? How many feet of wire-fencing will it
take to reach around my garden which is 8 yd. by 4 yd. ?

EXERCISE 30

1. How many feet in a mile ? in 6 miles 980 ft. ?

2. A field is a mile long and half a mile wide. How
many rails each 12 ft. long will be required to reach around
it ? How many of such rails will it take to build a fence
5 rails high around the field ?

3. How many times is 3i yd. contained in 21 yd. ? How
many half-yards are there in 3i yd. ? How many half-yards

^Ac?l
^^' ^ ^°^ ^^^ ^'^^^^ ^^ "^ half-yards contained in

42 half-yards ? What has been done to both divisor and
dividend in obtaining this quotient ? (See pages 50 and 70.)
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89Vaoi /^^ ^' ^*' ^^^ ^' ^*' ^^2 by 16i. 68 by 4i.
»

Example 1 : Reduce 646 yd. to rods.

5^)646 yards

11 )1292

117 rods—

5

n,.^^!,'" *^^ ^^2 ^ ^** *hen must the 5 be ' How
oTi^t'^^ TUul IV''^

^° ''' ''•
'

''' ^'- 2^ yd

Example 2: Change 6837 yd. to rods.

5h) 6837

— __?
11 )13674 half-yards

y

/ 1.

2.

3.

4

1243 rods 1 half-yard or
1243 rods yd. 1 ft. 6 in.

EXERCISE 31

Change 675 ft. to rods by one division.

Reduce 8765432 inches to miles, etc.

In 27 miles 4 yd. 2 ft. 6 in. how many inches ?

What is the difference between 3 miles 319 rd. 5 vd
—

- — ".V- v,w»vic»ii.o uctween a miles
1 ft. 6 in,, and 4 miles ? Do f/iis mentally.

SURFACE, SQUARE OR LAND MEASURE

RECTANGLES

How many sides have these figures ? How many corners
(angles) ?
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What is a square inch ? a square fqgt ? a square mile ?
Make on your slate or exercise book ^'sq^are inch. Make
on the black-board a square foot and a square yard.

Draw a square foot. Divide each of its sides into inches.
How many inches will there be in each side ? Join the
opposite points of section by lines from top to bottom and

.

from side to side.

How many smaller rectangles have you made ? What
kind of rectangle is each of these smaller rectangles?
How many are there? How many square inches in a
square foot ?

\

Now draw on the blad&board or floor a square yard,
divide each of its sides into feet, and join the opposite
points of section. How many feet in each side ? How
many small rectangles have thus been made ? Are they
oblongs or squares ? How many square feet in a square
yard ?

Draw, on a scale of half an inch to a yard, a figure
ABfD to represent a square rod. ^rting at A, divide
each of the sides AB and AD so »» to show the number
of yards in a rod. Starting^ from B, divide the side BC
in a similar manner. Beginifing at D, divide DC in the
same way. Then by lines, a yard apart, drawn from top
to bottom and from left tonight, diyfcfe the whole of the
figure into smaHer figures. How many of these smaUer
rectangles are squares ? How much space does each of
these squares contain ? How much space do all of these
smaller squares contain ? Hew much space does each of
the remaining rectangles (omitting the one in the lower
right-hand corner) contain ? How many square inches do
the ten contain? What is the length of the smallest
square? What is its breadth? What part of a square

xV

^--^-^-^
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inch does i. contain? How many square inches does the
whole figure ABCD contain? How many square yards
are there in a square rod ?

SUHFACES

.«^f-5^®,? t.^'L
* ^"'^^^^ '^ ^^e number of units ofsurface which the surface contains.

The units of surface commonly used are the square yard
the square rod, the acre, and the square mile.

TABLE OF SURFACE, SQUABE OR LAND MEASURE
»^ 144 square inches 1 sq ft

9 square feet
! 1 sq! yd

304 square yards 1 sq. rod
160 square rods i acre
^^ acres

; ; 1 sqmjie

a Section.
^° '"""^ ^"*' °^ ^^''''^ " '**"*" ™"« °^ ^^"^ '« <»»ed

ORAL EXERCISE

in \'0^^yr?°^
'^"^''' '""^ '" ® ''^- ^'^^ ^ ^° ^2 ^- y^- 5*

inls^^rd^T^
^"^""^ ^*"^^ '" ^ ^^' ''*^-

'' '" ^ ^- ''^•''

in
86?°'^ S*7

^'*"*''^ ^^^^^
'° ^^^ ^'*- '"• ^ ^° "^20 sq. in. ?

4. In 81 sq. ft. how many square yards ? In 54 so ftnow many square vards ?
°m. it.

6400 Iq.^!^?"'''
^' ^""^ "^"^ *^'^'^ ^" ^^0 «*J- ^- ? in

6. What part of a square mile is 160 acres ?

7. Li 1 sq. mile how many acres ?

8. Change 6 acres to square rods.

^1
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1. In 3456 sq. yd. how many square rods and square yards ?

2. How many square yards in an acre ?

3. In 8 sq. ft. 125 sq. in., how many square inches ?

4. Reduce 37,894,635 sg^ to acres, etc. Have no
fractions tn the anmo^FT^

5. Find the cost of 20 miles of telephone wire at 35c. a
pound if one pound will stretch 80 ft.

6. Find the cost of a square mile of land at $10-25 an
acre.

7. Reduce 5 ac. 39 sq. rd. 3 sq. yd. 7 sq. ft. 100 sq. in
' to square inches. Prove the result by reducing the square
mches to acres, square rods, etc.

8. In two quarter-sections of land, how many square rods ?

,^o^'"l*!l® difference between 10 ac. 159 sq. rd. .30 sq.
yd. 2 sq.ft. 36 sq. in. and 11 acres. Do this mentaUy.

SOLID OR CUBIC MEASURE

In the school-room there is a block for teaching square
measure and cubic measure. What are its dimensions '
How many faces has it ? What is the area of each of these
faces ? How many solid comers or angles has the block '

If each edge of the block were an inch long, what name
would you give to the block ? if each edge were a yard ?

A cubio inch is the amount of space taken up by a
cube each edge of which is an inch. What space is taken
up by a cubic foot ? a cubic yard ?

How many cubic inches are there in a part of your block
1 in. wide, 12 in. long, and 1 in. thick ? in a similar
section or part, 2 in. thick ? 3 in. thick ? 4 in. thick ?

How many in a section 12 in. long, 12 in. wide, and 1 in
thick ?

^L -Z^z
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How many cubic inches are there in a section of a cubic
foot 12 in. long, 12 in. wide, and 2 in. thick ? in a similar
section 3 in. thick ? 4 in. thick ? 12 in. thick ? How many
cubic inches in a cubic foot ?

^^^^^^^^^^ 1

1 1 1 [rf It iTnT ~.^~~
(ff

r

f 1

in

—

I
,

^
— > n

>i

These figures represent, respectively, a cubic foot and a
cubic yard. How many cubic feet are there in a section of
the cubic yard 3 ft. long, 3 ft. broad, and 1 ft. thick ? in
a section 3 ft. long, 3 ft. broad, and 2 ft. thick ? How
many cubic feet in a cubic yard ?

SSMgjg^iigiS^g:
»-<>

Firewood, rough stone, and gravel are measured by the
cord. When wood is cut for market the sticks are, as a
rule, 4 ft. in length. A pile of such wood 4 ft. high and
8 ft. long contains a cord. Study this figure of a cord of
wood carefully, and then answer these questions

:

If a section 4 ft. high, 4 ft. wide, and 1 ft. thick be cut
off the right-hand end of the pile, how many cubic feet are
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in it ? If this end section be 2 ff fiiini, v
feet a. in It P ,f it I. 8 a l^^''VZ^^Uo'Zare there m a cord of wood or stone ?

A section, 4 ft. bv 4 ft hr i ff «#
Shown in th'e ^^.e^'sa'^a t^ L^^J^^ ^^many cubic feet in a cord foot ?

"''''

TABLE OP CUBIC OR SOLID MEASURE
1728 cubic inches (cu. in.)

27 cubic feet

128 cubic feet

1 cu. ft.

1 cu. yd.

1 cord

EXERCISE 33

1. Change 6 cords 106 cu. ft. to cubic feet
2. Reduce 9856 cu. ft. to cords.

3. In 63.784 cu. in. how many cubic yards, etc. ?

mentally. "® '" " '^ Work this

what was the diffeUe^betV^[helfd^r^- '" ''''' ^^•'

cars, each taking 10 cords w n h!
^

'""^i
"°^ "^^ny

wood? How many times tLlin^H T''''^ ^° ""^''y the
the pile? how milay times the Smv'V''^^""'^' '^-d i^

the n'idth ?
*^'^"t .-' how many times

^ tat
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9. How many cords in a pile 128 ft. long, 8 ft. high, and
4 ft. wide ?

10. Measure a pUe or piles of wood or stone, at home, in
the school yard, or in some other place, and then find how
many cords are in it or them. Show the measurements and
the solutions to your teacher.

»s

TIME MEASURE

60 seconds (sec.) . . 1 minute (min.)
60 minutes .... 1 hour (hr.)

24 hours 1 day (da.)

7 days 1 week (wk.)

12 months .... 1 year (yr.)

365 days 1 common year
366 days l leap-year
100 years 1 century

)TE 1 : The standard unit for measuring time is the mean
'ear, which is equal to 365 days, 5 hr. 48 min. 46 sec, or nearly

- a*ys.

>TE 2 : The following lines are worth committing to memory

:

Thirty days hath September,
April, June and November

;

February has twenty-eight alone-
All the rest have thirty-one

;

But leap-year coming once in four,

February then has one day more.

N'l Tf ery year whose number is divisible by 4 is a leap-
yea i.es .ae number of the year ends in two ciphers (as 1600,
1900), .. which case the date number must be divisible by 400.

Not I , Time b^-fore noon is indicated by a.m.; noon, by m.;
time a/ter noon, by p.m.

ORAL EXERCISE

1. Express 1 wk. as minutes; 15 sec. as a part of a
minute ; 7200 sec. as hours.

2. How many months old are you this month ?

3. How many weeks and days are there in 87 days ?

4. How many school-days are there in 8 weeks ?
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5. How many minutes in 3 fourths of an hour ? 2 thirds
of an hour ? 5 sixths of an hour ?

6. How many months in 3 fourths of a year ? 5 sixths of
a year ?

7. What part of a century is fifty years ? 25 years ? 75
years ?

8. Make a list of the common and leap-years in the fol-
lowing : 1896, 1900, 1803, 1906, 2400 and 2764.

9. If September begins on Wednesday, what are the
Monday dates ? the Saturday dates ?

10. What century are we living in ? When did it begin ?
On what day will it end ?

EXERCISE 34

1. How many days from 19th August to 25th December ?
from 15th November, 1903, to 4th March, 1904 ? from 28th
September, 1896, to 23rd November, 1898 ? In finding the
time between such dates, leave out either the first or last
day. From the 2nd to the 25th is 23 days.

2. In 543,267 minutes how many years, days, hours, etc.,
taking 3651 days for a year ? Have nofractiaru in vmir
answer.

3. Find the exact date from 4th January

:

(a) 8 months back.

(6) 2 months and 12 days back.

^ (c) 3 years and 2 months back.

4. Reduce 4 yr. 264 da. 48 min. to minutes. ^

5. If 15 horses eat 11 bu. of oats in 9 days, how long
will 44 bu. last 45 horses at the same rate ? Solve this
mentally.

6. If telegraph poles are 198 ft. apart, and a train passes
one every 3 seconds, what is the train's rate an hour ?

\ ? ^® ™®" °*" ^° * P*®*'® °^ "^^^^ ^" "^^ <^*ys of 7 hours
each, how many men working at the same rate will it take
to do the work in 133 hours ? Solve in two warn.

6

V -t,'

^-^^
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/ 8. A city newspaper office must get out an edition of
126,000 papers. It has two presses, each with a capacity
of 300 papers a minute. How long (in hours) will it take
to print the edition ? ^

9. If 145 bu. of turnips last 53 oxen a fortnight, how
long will 435 bu. last 371 oxen ? Solve this mentally.

10. A train leaves a city at 5-15 p.m. and reaches another
city 110 miles distant at 7-51 p.m. Allowing 6 minutes
for stopping at stations, what is the rate of travel an hour ?

11. TIME SHEET

Men Mon. Tues. Wed. Thii. Fri. Sat. Wages

9 9^ 8 10 94 8

20c. an hour

John Smith . .

James Grant . 84 9 7^ 9 8} 7
Robt. Jones . . 10 9^ 8+ n 10 9k
Rich. Owens. . n 9 10 8 9 10
Wm. Main. . . 6 H n 8f
A. A. James. .

1

7i 10 Si 9 7

From the foregoing weekly time sheet of a certain
factory find

:

(a) The total week's wages of the 6 men.

(6) How much money Wm. Main lost by being
absent on Wednesday and Saturday, 10
hours making a full day.

(c) How much more did R. Owens earn than
A. A. James ? than Wm. Main ?

(d) How many full days' work is equal to the
whole time of the six men ?

12. A plumber is engaged on a piece of work from 10 a.m.
on Monday till 2 p.m. on Thursday of the following week.
His work-day is from 8 a.m. to 12 m., and from 1 p.m. to
5 p.m., except on Saturday when it ends at 12 ni. He
charges 60c. an hour. How much will he receive ?
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ANGULAR MEASURE

This table is used in measuring angles, and in determining
latitude, longitude, direction, the position of vessels at
sea, etc.

60 seconds (") 1 minute, or 1'

60 minutes (') 1 degree, or 1°

90 degrees (°) 1 right angle

EXERCISE 35

1. How many degrees in 540' ?

2. How many minutes in 750" ?

3. With the protractor make an angle of 40°. of 50°
of 45°, of 120°.

4. Reduce 6° 16' 15" to seconds.

5. Measure, with the protractor, the angles made on the
black-board by your teacher.

i

/ MISCELLANEOUS TABLE

V. 12 single things 1 dozen (doz.)

12 dozen 1 gross (gro.)
12 gross 1 great gross
20 single things 1 score
24 sheets of paper 1 quire (qr.)

20 quires 1 ream (rm.)
196 !b. flour 1 barrel (bbl.)
200 ft. pork 1 barfel (bbl.)

EXERCISE 36

1. A stationer buys paper at 40c. a quire and sells it at
3c. a sheet. What is his gain a ream ?

2. At a High School examination, there were 200 candi-
dates. On an average, each used 10 sheets for each sub-
ject. There were 15 subjects to be examined on. How
many reams of paper were used ?

3. In 2940 pounds of flour how many barrels ?

4. Reduce 11,520 sheets to reams.
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5. The pulse of a healthy person beats 70 times in a
minute. At this rate, how many times will it beat in a
leap-year? How many times will it beat in the four
successive years beginning with 1904 ?

CANADIAN MONEY
10 mills 1 cent

100 cents i dollar

BRITISH (STERLING) MONEY
4 farthings i penny (d.)

12 pence i shilling (s.)

20 shillings i pound (£)
NOTE: £l=$4-86§.

ORAL EXERCISE

1. How many pence in 2 shillings ? in 5 shillings ? in 20
shiUings? in £1?

2. How many shillings in 24 pence ? in 60 pence ?

3. How many pounds in 60 shillings ? in 100 shillings ?
in 90 shillings?

4. How many pence in £2 ?

5. How many shillings in £3 10s. ?

6. How many mills in 85 .cents? in $1-20? in $2-36?

EXERCISE 37

1. Reduce to pence: £8, £5 4s., £12 Ss. 3d.

2. How many shillings in 1680 farthings ?

3. Reduce 9285 pence to £ s. d. ?

4. Find the value in £ s. d. of 157 yards of ribbon at
6 pence a yard.

EXERCISE 38 (REVIEW)

NOTE: Before attemptimt to solve any problem read it very
carefully. What seems to be dLIBcult may really be easy.

1. How many yards of carpet 3 fourths of a yard wide
are needed to carpet a room 24 ft. by 18 ft., if the carpet
runs lengthwise ? Do this mentaUy,

t ',
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2. Find the cost of carpeting a room 20 ft. by 18 ft

Wh;*^.'?"
'""'«'«.»' the rate of 52J miles in U hours

4. If 1 lb. 8 02. of cheese cost 24c., find the cost of 4 lb.

at $5.?0 a Sr°'*
'' ' '^' ^''^ '^ ^^^^ ""''^^'^^ 35,000 lb.

of It foTSnn^^'"^ J 'S'^ °^ ^^^^ ^ y^^'' spends 1 fourth

S +iL« f^ r^ *?.^ '°^^"^' 1 tenth for clothing and3^wentieths for other things. How much money dl^'esSe

thJcoTof l^l^ni^^^i' l^^ ^ Y^^* P^'-t ^« 750 ? Findine cost of 18,750 ft. of lumber at $30 a 1000 ft.

it fn m'S^v.^n''^^^^?T °°. ^'* ^P''" ^^^ agrees to payIt m m days. On what day should he pay it ?

9. What will it cost to fence a lot 42 ft bv 120 ft af

S?«;;^^ **- ^'-^y- Solve ,/XS;^

wii'-^d'saughf °' ""^ "
"
""* ^ " 'o"^' '2 ft.

ini^V."''
'?"'' borroirs $1200 from Mr. Riclurdson aitree-

to?ro^%t'^f'. "r.
""

'"t
"«- "' '^^^imZ

P.rtrwipe^ouUhrwhl'JbTT """" '^» " "-" *"

14. By buying eggs at 24c. a doz. and selling them at60a a score, a dealer makes a profit of llO-Or How manyeggs does he sen? Solve this mentaUy.
"^^ °»a°y
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15. If the quotient is 9756 and the dividend 741,456,
what is the divisor ?

16. In 3,947,654 in., how mar- miles, etc. ?

17. In 3,946,834 cu. in., how many cubic yards? In
dividing, use factors.

't 18. A grocer bought potatoes at 40c. a bushel and sold,

them at 15c. a peck. How much did he gain on 425 bushels t<

19. Find the cost of the beans required to plant 5 acres,
allowing 12 quarts to an acre, the beans being worth 45c.
a peck.

20. If a tree sparrow eats in a day seeds which would
produce 75 weeds, a dozen such birds will in July destroy
seeds that would produce how many weeds ?

21. If a woodpecker eats on an average 1690 insect pests
.in a day, how many will 250 woodpeckers eat during May ?

22. Find the total cost of 5800 lb. of hay at $10 a ton,
625 lb. of pork at $12 a cwt., and 5500 ft. of lumber at
$16 per M.

23. The assessed value of a property is $2500. On every
dollar of assessment 15 mills of tax is levied. What are
the taxes on the property ?

24. In the shortest time possible find the results

:

(1) $ 123596-78

91327-23

234-56

78-90

876543-29

5002233

Sum, $

(2) 2469X6=
9839X7=
20135X5=
125839X9=

257X8=

Total,

(3) 24036890741 (4) 873257+927
9302853729

Difference,
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25. Hugh
following

:

McKinnon bought from James O'Reilly the

305 bu. 15 lb. wheat at 52c.
17 bu.' 17 ft. oats at 44c.
10 bu. 6 ft. barley at 48c.
7 bu. 14 ft. Indian corn at 96c.

320 bii, 15 ft. potatoes at 64c.
Find the total amount.

26. At $1 a 100 ft. what will 1 ft. of pork cost in
cents ? at $2 a 100 ft. ? at $4 ? at $6? at $10 ?

27 If you know the price, in dollars, of 100 ft., what isthe price m cents of 1 ft. ?
'

.

COMPOUND DENOMINATE NUMBERS

What is a denominate number? What is a compound
denommate number ? (See page 63.)

You have already noticed that in ordinary numbers 10
units of one kind make 1 unit of the next higher kind,
is that true m the case of compound denominate numbers?
In the number 13 mi. 256 rd. 2 ft. 6 in., what name is
given to the lowest unit ? to the next higher ? to the next ?
to the highest ?

How many units of each kind make one of the next
higher ?

Addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division of com-
pound denominate numbers is usually called compound
addition, compound subtraction, compound mul-
tlplioation, or compound division.

In simple addition, simple subtraction, simple multipli-
cation, -nd simple division, numbers are reduced to other
denominations by multiplying or dividing by 10 • in com-
vouvd addition, compound »i'Mraction, compmind
multiplication, and compound division, numbers are

^^^^^w^M^n^i
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i)i

reduced to higher or lower denominations by multiplying or

dividing by 12, 5i, 320, 144, 9, 30i, etc., as may be needed.
1 ,('

EXERCISE 39

. i
1. Add: 2. Add:

4

-

bu. pk. qt
3 5 6
8 4 1

7 3 5
9 4 3

pt.

1

1

J_

tons cwt. lb.

16 17 74
13 10 20
17 15 19
84 8
11 11 36

t
'

1':.

J

i

;'

1:^

3. Subtract

:

yd. ft. in.

15 1 5
13 2 7

•

i.'i

><
4. Add:

mi. rd. yd.

2 27 1

1 146 2
8 90 4
7 152 1

ft.

2
1

2

in.

8
6
4

9

V Add:

£
19
27
8

49

s. d.

5 11

14 6

7i
18 6f

Note : Part of the sum in Question 4 will be 2i yd. Change
the i yd. to 1 ft. 6 in. and add this to the rest of the sum, making
each of its parts a whole number. In the Compound Rules there
should be no fractions in the answers, except with the lowest unit.

6. .Subtract

:

cu. yd. cu. ft. cu. in.

37 19 869
34 25 1381

7. Subtract:

£ s. d.

276 3 4i
197 14 Q\

8. Multiply

:

9. Divile:

mi. rd. yd. ft. in. tons cwt. ft. oz.

21 187 3 1 9
9

12)37 16 87 12

Slfi*Ea^as^9«rB^
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20 b^ 50 m^''*
^^'^ ^*' ^ ^''* ^ "''°' ^""^^ ^ ^''' ^ *^*-

11. Multiply 36 deg. 54 min. 21 sec. by 11.

12. Multiply 30 sq. yd. 5 sq, ft. 129 sq. in. by 9.

13. A merchant sold to one lady 27 yd. 3 in., and to
another 3 yd 1 m., of a piece of cloth of 100 yd. in lengthBy how much did the part left exceed the part sold ?

^^- ?"o?i^ ^ ^*'' ^^^ ^•l- "*• 27 sq. yd. 8 sq. ft. 127
sq. m. by 240, using factors. 4 .i^(

15. Multiply 1 mi. 100 yd. 2 ft. by 1000, using factors.

16. From a pile of wood containing 36 cords 4 cord ft
there was sold 10 cords 6 cord ft. 12 cu. ft. How muchremamed ?

^<^^u

17. What is the difference between 7 times 5 sq. mi. 250
sq. ac. 145 sq. rd., and 5 times 456 ac. 137 sq. rd. 29 sq. yd. ?

18. Multiply 11 sq. yd. 3 sq. ft. 8 sq. in. by 365.

Process

:

sq. yd. sq. ft. sq. in.

11 3 8
10

113

1133 8

80— 10 times 11 sq. yd. 3 sq. ft. 8 sq. in.
• 10

80=100 "

3
3401
680
56

7
3
6

96=300
48= 60
40= 5

4138 8 40=365
Note: In what other ways could 60 times the multiplicand be

found ? also, five times the multiplicand ?

19. Multiply 1 mi. 150 yd. by 503.

20. Multiply 3 tons 1 cwt. 14 ib. by 2347.

21. Divide 371 ft. 6 in. by 9.

22. Divide 94 mi. 1400 yd. 2 ft. 5 in. by 7.

/.

ii^Frm^-A fBiswPg/iyiarfe mmL'f'9Vfkmmmji ' fPM!S!^^''^''^Tsr-s?^7s^^^f-wsBP:^w?f9m

:
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23. Divide 189 tons 1678 ft. by 387. Show all the
work.

24. How many times is the length 3 ft. 7 in. contained in
21 ft. 9 m. ? First express both lengths in inches.

25. Divide 2 days 7 hr. 9 min. 18 sec. by 3 hr. 27 min
42 sec.

26. How many parcels, each weighing 41 ft. 8 oz., can
be made up of goods weighing 1 ton, and what weight will
remain ?

27. Divide 110 mi. 252 rd. 4 yd. by 2 mi. 42 rd. 5 yd.
28. How many times is 16 hr. 30 min. 20 sec. contained

in 37 da. 19 hr. 48 min. 20 sec. ?

29. Divide 76 yd. 2 ft. 9 in. of cloth between two persons
givmg one twice as much as the other.

'

30. If a wheel is 8 ft. 9 in, in circumference, how many
revolutions will it make in going a mile ?

31. On Monday a hotel used 4 gal. 2 qt. of milk • on
Tuesday 5 gal.; on Wednesday 5 gal. 1 qt. 1 pt.; on Thurs-
day 6 gal. 3 qt. ; on Friday 7 gal. 5 pt. ; on Saturday 3 gal
2 qt. 1 pt.

; and on Sunday 2 gal. 1 pt. What was the milk
bill for the week at 14 qt. tickets for one dollar ?

32. If the large wheels of an automobile are 7 ft. in cir-
cumference, how many times will each one turn in ffoinff
28 miles ? * **

33. How many years, months, and hours from 3 o'clock
p.m. on 15th June, 1852, to 10 o'clock a.m. of 22nd March
1860 ?

'

FRACTIONS

Out of paper

long strips.

make several squares, circles, oblongs, or

^;^'«}?^L-^F^^i^^wp^;^«y;i^;ii^-.
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1. Fold a square once by placing the lower edge care-
fully m line with the upper. Into how many parts has
the square been divided ? Which of these parts is the
larger ?

2. Can the square be folded in any other way so as to
divide it into parts of the same size as those which you got
by your first folding ? Show that each of these is the same
size as each of the first.

3. What name is given to each of these parts?

4. Divide a circle, an oblong, a strip, etc., into halves.

, « ™ o"e half of the circle be the same size as the
half of the square? What halves are equal to one
another ?

6. How would you find the half of any quantity ?

7. What is one half of $4? ofSyd. ?of 12 ft.? ofSqt ?
of 16 ? of 9 ?

8. If one half a pound of beef costs 6c., what is the price
of one pound ? of 3 pounds ? of 2 and one half pounds ?

ORAL EXERCISE

1. Fold a square first by putting the lower edge carefully
in line with the upper, then by putting the left edge carefully
in line with the right. Into how many paits is the square
now divided ? Which of these parts is the largest ?

2. In what other ways can the square be folded to get
parts equal to the parts you now have ? How can it be
shown that each of these parts is equal to each of the first ?

3. What is the name given to each of these parts ?

4. Divide a circle, an oblong, a strip, etc., into quarters
or fourths.

5. Cut off one fourth of the strip, three fourths of the
circle, and two fourths of the oblong.

6. How many fourths are there in one half? in two
halves?
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7. One fourth is what part of one half? How manvhalves of one half are there in three fourths ?
^

do^ou^fTi^f ^°" ^iT ^°"'^^' ^'^'^ °»any fourths

what rfmaL? Tr/°'5?"T,*^" away one fourth.

ftlThrremins'r *'' "'°^^ ^°" *^^« ^^^ °-

fourth??"" rr?
'^"' '' '°' ^^"'•'^ ^°°*^^"«^ i" three

ORAL EXERCISE

oni"?"?rf'"*°^K^f^''^'
^^^''"^^ ^^« t'^ere in a whole orone? m two wholes or two? in three? in 6? in 10 ?m^one and one half? in 3 and one half ? in 5 and one

what remainsr '°' '''' ""''' ^°" *^^« '^'^ '^^ ^^^-^>

the^eL\^'^
^""^ °"' ^"^^ ^°" ^^^ ^'^^ ^"'^ •^'^^ h^^^' ^hat is

5. mat is the result when three fourths are tak*>n

wrnlandthlT 'f '' *^^^" '^'"^ ^ and onelourth?When 2 and three fourths are added to six and one half ?

htllJ ! ?.^u^T^^^ °"* of ten halves? out of 16halves ? out of 5 halves ? out of 17 halves ?

nf'^io^?^ f, ^o^^^J^^ho"^ °^*°y o°es can you get? out

ouf of i«f*^'i o"*^ f 24 fourths? out of 7 fourths?out of 18 fourths ? out of 19 fourths ?
^^un-ns r

8 At one fourth of one dollar each. '

can I buy for 2 dollars ?
^ many books

9 If one fourth of a man's hay crop was sold for 470what was the whole crop worth at the same ratT?
'

is Jhe cU' w:ra';a^V
'''' °' °^^^' °°^*^ ^«^' ^^^^

^^
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wLmIIk! * ^**"*'® vertically into three equal oartsWhat IS the name given to each of these parts ? ^

,
2. Hpw many thirds are there in 1 ? in 2 ? in 4 9 Jn 7 om 2 and one third ? in 6 and two thirds ?

'""^^

thi?as'^':ut"o7'l2thtd3?^uT:f ?5" tH 'f °"* °^ ^

thirds? outof IDtliirds?
^'^'

"
°"* °^ ^^

4. Divide a strip of paper into thirds 9 w«», ^
one third of any Quantify,

?'mSt one thW oT«9of 12 acres ? of 18 bushels ? of 24 ? of 60°

the first ?
^° °^ ^'^^ s*"^e size as

has\eV°'
*^^'^ °^ ' '"'"'^ '"^'^^y i« ^6. how much money

Ipff ^tl '^®u*
°"^ ^^^'^ °^ ^'^ Jnoney and had 20 centsleft. How much money had he at first ?

8. Of what number is 5 the one third ? 4 the two thirds ?

ORAL EXERCISE

of two^ttiS'?'
" "'»* ""» «' <>"> "»"? Of one third?

h.s.^\iX?zrth^^-,:;,%rtwXdsi

.^rjj:-^f.rLrro„r;i'^VLt.ffN'"»-

^fei^?-"^^i
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6. What other names can be given to two sixths? to
three sixths ? to four sixths ?

7. How many sixths are there in 2 ? in 2 and one* sixth ?
in 3 and one half ?

8. How many wholes or ones can we get out of 18
sixths ? out of 30 sixths ? out of 15 sixths ?

9. What is the result when five sixths is taken from 2
and one sixth ? when 2 and four sixths is added to 3 and
one third ?

. V^^P^"^^^^ *" oblong into sixths. What is the one sixth
of 12 ? of 36 ? of 42 ?

ORAL EXERCISE

«rl' P^"^^^^ ^ ^^"*^® ^"^° eighths ? Cut ofiF two eighths.
What names can be given to the part cut oflF ? to the part
remaining ?

* ^aJ^T. ™^"y eighths are there in one half? in two
fourths ? m three fourths ?

3 One eighth is what part of one half? of three
fourths ?

4. What is one eighth of 16 ? of 48 ? of 96 ?

5. How many eighths are there in 3 ? in 5 ? in 2 and
three eighths ? in 1 and one half ?

6. How many wholes can you get out of 16 eighths ?
out of 32 eighths ? out of 28 eighths ?

7. If three fourths of a yard of cloth costs 90c., what
wiU five eighths of a yard be worth ?

, ^1^?^^ ^" °^^°"^ ^^°^® ^i^^^ ^ill bt one half of its
length. Draw also one whose width will be two thirds of
its length.

9. Draw two lines the length of one of which will be
three fourths that of the other.

10. Draw a line 5 inches long.
and then into tenths.

Divide it first into fifths

m
y^l

^i^mm"^- ^ms*.
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Halves, thirds, fourths, sixths, etc., are caUed fractions.
A fraction is one or more of the equal parts of a unit.

nufJ^'^'T
°^ay also be considered as a derumvnate

Z^un^ r "" ""^^'^ '' °"^ '' *^^ '^^^' parts of alarger unit. Just as we call three quarts a denominatenumber for which the unit is one quart, so three fouZ i ^denommate number for which the unit is one fourth.
It will be seen later that a fraction may be considered asthe quotient obtained by dividing one number by another
Fractions may be written in several ways. For instanceinstead of writing "

seven eighth., » ».
' or instance,

or I Wh «f 1,- u
eighths we may wnte 7 eighthsor i, both of which are read in exactly the same way

The form | is the one generally used. Here are two

line. The two numbers are caUed the terms of the fraction
The term below the line is called the denominatoi.that above, the numerator of the fraction

*

EXERCISE 40

^L^ad th. f„U„„„g:
,, J, ,_ ^,^, ^_ ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^_

twdftl!"'tht 'SZ '"J^^=^ «J'
^«"'^. nine

tTCnly-ainths fiftin thirtvfi *
'"^^'i^'H eighteen

«fths, StUl^l .hirti'!^"'''^^
^^'y-'« seventy-

three elevenths, fourteen halve"
'"^^""'^s. fenty-

Bhow Shi? ^ht'S?rA: sf" " '"" '"'^' *»
J*|

'"f^^
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one
•

a^"Jto^Sfthl°'' »f '° ^'^l^
'

^l'^^'
^""^ °°« «e^enth

;

frnik .
""^' ®^®^®"' »"^ one half; four, and threetenths

;
twenty-one twentieths ; eight, and fiVe thirty^econds

onL'^^® ^\ following figures for denominators and

ir^/4r6T7"2;83. '"' ^^"^ '"'^^^^^^^
«'

^^ "««
"'

e. Take the following figures for numerators and suddIv

In the exercise with folded paper you found that 4 =#
or f or f * ^

You can also show by using folded paper or by drawing
figures hke the above that i=A or A or what other
fractions ?

You also found that i=i and, by folding paper or drawing
figures hke the above, you can show that i=f or | orA or
what other fractions ?

So, also, 1= ^ or * or tS or what other fractions ?
So, too, I= 1 or A or what other fractions ?

Now, show to what other fractions 1 1, | and * are equal.
When one fraction is equal to another the two are said to

be equivalent, that is, of equal value. From what you
have already learned, state how a fraction may be changed
to an equivalent one.



FbACTIONS
qj

:* YAT*''\'^' **''' *^®" * *''' ^'^ ™"st each equal i; and

f 1-1 Z 'k ?•'!!;'" !
"' ^ "^"'* *^^ «<»"^ *: "^nd

« *- 1 or A, etc., then | onV must each oqual f
You can now state another method of changinif a fraction

to an equivalent one.
*racHon

What principle in division is this like? (See pa^es 50, 51.)
When the numerator and denominator of one fraction aregreater than those of its equivalent, the first fraction is said

1^. ^^^^^ ^^™' ^^^'^ **^^ «««°"^' ^^^ the second
said to be m lower terms than the first.

When two fractions have the same den<minat(yr the,
are said to be of the same denomiruHum.

EXERCISE 4i

1. How many eighths are there in i? in i? in A? !„£}?

in AMnSr *^""*^'*^« ^'^ there in i? in |?in |?

twelfths •T'ff''^"'''
'"°^ '' *^« ^^"^^i'^^ 'f'^ctiona to

A.%^'r4''' °' *'' '°"°"^"^ *° "^'^^««*^«-- i *. .
^5.^educe each of the following to hundredths: f |, ^,

a Supply numerators in the following: |=„ i=„

j= if^^^^jT^VJ"^*?"^ '° the following
:
4=*fi, t"V=H

* and *, I and i, f and |.
*' * *' * *'''^ *'

7
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11. Examine the Mowing table and extend it

:

oe

00 05 O
0!

•4-3

CM

1

0!

-4-3

a

1-1

a

1
a

1
a.

-4J 1CO
CO

1

OS

i 1 # _1 A A A A A i« a il

i

i i

*

1

1 A
A

A
A
A
A
A A

A
± ^__ I'a A A A
i i A A A
+ A

1

Ai
i ± —

i

A A
i I i 1 A
^

i!?! A
^ A
tV

!

1

1

A

fori' V% "pf/^r/f'* *5 ^"^ "^"'"^^«"* f^^tions

r> #, t, t, etc., and so on.

i.fn'^il^''
°^.t^"^t'^^t "'^"''i'^^ fractions from one denomination

Ll5 '%^'^«f*™«-«
the Reduction Ascending or the Reduc boDescending of Denominate Numbers.

In a former exercise it was found that there were 6 halvesm 3, 7 halves in 3 and one half, 28 fourths in 7, 23 fourthsm 5 and three fourths. 12 thirds in 4, 20 thirds in 6 and
two thirds etc. These facts may now be expressed as

?tlier''^' = ^'^=^'^^=^'^ = ^'

^
Each of the quantities 3h, 5f, 6f is called a mixed

nuinDer, being made up of a whole number and a fraction.

^^m^^^^:.ms^"



^\^Mm^y

imiA UHimm usiAit

FfiACTlONS g-

OB AT, EXERCISE

P^PeJTctS™'
""'"' """'*'=• Name also some im-

i f Wh""™^-' '* '*• "*• '» =* ^*' V, V,

2.™h! v/*i"ir """' "^''°-^-
*• *. «.

with wS^t^'s?"!, it?tl v'-"™""'
'™""™

wither, s™;: '4: i:"?fv."*™ ri t.'™'™'
'^""°"

in Vi^""^^."""^^"''™^ '» ^ch »f the followinr mir,

i» 1& SjrrentiSrTi!t;i!i,tT'"fii-

g^
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ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OP FRACTIONS
In the addition and subtraction of whole numbers onlylike numbers, that is those that have the same dL^n^

«,. o u* V :
^^ ' ^ *^o fractions can be added

di:;^:^
''''' ^^^° *^- ^-^ *^« -- --or

For instance, the sum of 3 fourths and 2 fourths is
5 fourths, but the sum of 3 fourths and 2 thirds is ne^^e

q tZl /o
^""^ denomination (twelfths), the sum of9 twelfths and 8 twelfths is 17 twelfths.

Thatis,i + i= vV +A=H = lA.

This can be shown as follows

:

^ + A

Again, ^— 1= 11—^ = 11

Show this by means of a figure.

What then must we do with fractions which are in
different denominations before we can add or subtract
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EXERCISE 42

«SJ:i:.7:^':.^rj:rx":;;^r-.'---

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

[^ Find the value of;

i+i.

f-f

8. A + H.

10. tV + A + A.
11. T^ +A-A.
12. i-f + f
13. i +i.
14. l-i.

15,

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

i+A.

* +f
*-f
l+i

A-A.
I +i

^ +A-i.
i-i-A.
i+i

29. i-f
l + f

f + A.

l + f

37. I + tV.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

i-A.
f + A.
l + l-f
* + l-i.
f + l-i.

seU altogether? ' ^°^ "^^"^ ^'^'^^s did he
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ADDING AND SUBTRACTING MIXED NUMBERS
Examnh 1 : Find the value of 6J + 3J.

6f + 3i
= 6* + 3#
= &J= 9 + U= ioi

Example 2: Find the value of 4^— 2f.

4i-2|

Now, we cannot subtract ^ from A, so we break 4 into
3 + 1, and 1=14; then 4 = 3^, and 4^= 3^; thus
we have

4A—2M
=m-2M= lT?Tr.

The work may also be set down thus

:

EXERCISE 43

Find the value of

:

1- 12 + f
2. 3-1.
3. 4 +li
4. 6 — 2i
5. 3i + 2.

11. 5i + 2i.

12. 71— 2H.
13. 1U+3|.
14. ^~2^
15. 15f + 9T3y.

6. 5|— 3.

7. 5f + f
8. 4f-i
9. 3i + f

10. 3*-A.

weJe si tT'J?*^- *7,«*^°JP
<>^hay. in one of which there

we'Sht'ybo?hT' '" *'' °''^^ '^ *°°^- ^'^^* -^« *^«

17. From a pole 2U ft. long there was cut off 41 ftWhat was the length of the part remaining ?
^

o' l?n-;fi. wni
'' ^* ^*- ^^"/.^'^'^ 1^ "• ^ide. What lengthOt stnng will pass around it ?

<>.'.-*v-A-
w^s^

Kr- M,4:fjj:''f' '^-^w:--'^" v^<^^i: i :;:U-i. -:;'.:'
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at Slc^ '^^It^ftSatS/ '-'-' -' -^^ ^*

How many yards of ribbon did she buy? * ^'^•

26fbu'^aru?e5 m\f? ^fl
°^^^??* «^^^ "^^f bu.. sowed

he left ?
^* ^"' ^°' ^°"'"- How many bushds had

MULTIPLICATION OP A FRACTION BY AWEOE NUMBER
How much is 3 times f doUars ? 3 times 2 feet ? 3 times2 apples? 3 times 2 sevenths

?

3 times 2 sevenths= 1X3.
What, then, is the value of iX 3? of §X7? off X4?
How can we multiply a fraction by a whole number ?

Example : Multiply | by 4.

#X4=V= Jrf^= 3J.

Instead of dividing the 20 ar 1 the 6 by 2 we find if mn«.
convenient before multiplying, todivid! th?4an^^^^^^^^
O^is IS reaUy dividing the numerator and the denoJnatf;

Thus

3

Jt^ r"""''?
^''' P'*^' ^^^ ^« °°* 'necessary in order

totme term. The product is Y, but this is equivalent

Multiply V- by 12. What, then, is the value of 2| X 12 ?

|xl=L0=3j.

/

'VST—iK ",••,:: SMM/is:.. .<rj( lBarai>IE"'f:
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ffince aU mixed numbers can be changed to improper
fausfaons how then can they be multiplied by whole
nmnbers ?

PW « ^'^^PMcation can also be performed as follows

:

3jX6= (3X6) + aX6) = 18 + 2= 20.

Example: Multiply 8,^ by 35.

7
8^X35= ^2^ == ^-^^-2821;

•r (8X36) + (^X35)= 280 + iji= 280 + 2|= 282f

EXERCISE 44

Doin^ the work mentaUy, where
alae of:

possible, find the

15. 12

16. 22

17. 24

18. 20

19. 28

X2f.

X6A.
X3,V.

X9f
XlOf

20. 4t^ X 36.

IM

1- * X4. 8.^X5.
2. * X8. 9. f X21.
3. 1X7. 10. ^y X 100.

4. i X 6. 11. ^ X 24.

5. AX 9. 12. A X 63.

6. tV X 10. 13. 3f X 6.

7. * X 80. 14. 8 X 5i.

of liat
''^®** ^^^^ containing 16 acres yields an average^^ h olV"- ^^"^ *^" ^^^^ °"«^ber of bushels. ^^

R A^/t 27f cents an hour how much will a man earn in6 days, by working 9 hours a day ?

S' !?ll?
*^* ""^"^ °^ ^2f tons of coal at $7-20 a ton ?

clover^^* * ^"- ''^** ^'" ^« ^^« «°«t of 8 bu. of

m^''m^I^?l • * ""^^^^ ?°"' «°^°<>J- Ho^ far will he

SS^iSreTe'fn"?"""^ ^ "'°^^ ^'^ *^^ "^^'^-^ -^

F^'i,l°T«f ^ol^J"'- ^*^f?'
*°^ ^'•^^ ^as 3 times as many.K*d gives John 3J doz. How many will each then have ?

A
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B

Point out i of the figure ABCD.
Point out I of the same figure.

Point out i of the figure AEFD.
Point out I of the same figure.

Then point out i of ^ of the figure ABCD.
Now AEGH is divided into how many equal parts ?

abcd7
""^ *^^^^ ^"^^^^ ^^"^^ ^""^ ^^^'"^ '° *^® ""^"^^ ^^*

Then AEGH is what fraction of i45CD ?

Hence i of | is equal to what single fraction ?

By di-awiug figures like the above, show how to get a
single fraction for J of J, for f of |.

Without using a figure, state to what single frac-
tion 4 of f is equal.

How then can ^fraction ofafractim, that is, a com-
pound fraction, be changed to a single fraction ?

Example 1 : Simplify ^f of H.
2 2

10 i4_;px;^_4
21 "" 15 ?;x;^~9

3 3

n«5!?K*f!l°
*^® canceUing is done before multiplying inorder that the answer may be given in its lowest terms
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Example 2 : Find the value of | of | of |.

z of - of - = ? of -
^°

9 7 8
9°^ 7X8

_iX^X5 5

?X7X?~21-
It will be found more convenient to do the work thus

:

dWdeJ?^*nnIf /i?^"^^''*^'' ^"*^ denominator here been
w!

Does that change the result ? Why?
"®®°

marrnttml
""'"'"" °°^"^' "^^* «»^*°^« «^"«t first be

Find the value of

:

1. i of i
2. i of i.

3. ioff
4. J of f
5. i of li
6. iVofM.
•7. f of f

.

8. i of i.

EXERCISE 45

9 AofW.
10. iVofiV.

11. tV of f
12. I of A.
13. ^ of 27.

14. H of 40.

15. \^ of 36.

17. H of 6|.

18. I of 9tV.

19. I of f of I.

20. f of I of A.
21. if of H of ii
22. T«iof|of2i.

23. iVofMof5i
16. A of Zl

pence, of f of a pound. ' ^ °^ "^ '"^
'" >°

25. Find the value of

:

(a) I of 3 gal. 3 qt. 1 pt.

(6) f of 7 yd. 2 ft. 8 in.

(c) i of £9 2s. 6d.

mri^^
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26. A man sold J of his flock of sheep and then h of the
remainder. What fraction of the whole flock had he left ?

27. A miner owned | of a mine. He sold f of his share.
What part of the mme did he sell and what part of themme had he left ?

?A ^* man owned a city lot containing 2f acres, and
sold f of It. How many acres did he sell ?

29. John spent ^ of his week's wages and lost ^
remamdcr. What part of his wages did he lose ?
part of his wages had he left ?

io fj^^"" ^^i°it ^*°"™iy ^ '^ ^y ^"' ^ of the remainder
IS by boat and the rest by coach. What is the distance
by rail, by boat, and by coach ?

31. Of a farm of 200 acres, | is pasture and there is A asmuch woodland as pasture. How many acres are there ofwoodland ?

32. In a school of 350 pupils | are in Form IV i of theremamder are in Form III, f of the number then remaining
are m Form II, * of the number still remaining are inForm I, and the rest are in the Kindergarten. How many
pupils are there m each Form and in the Kindergarten ?

DIVIDDJG A FRACTION BY A WHOLE NUMBER /

If a quantity is divided by 3, the quotient wiU be what
part of the dividend ?

If then the dividend is A and the divisor is 3. the
quotient will be what part of the dividend ?

Then

So also

1-3= 1 of -^-2-6-3
11 ^ 3°^ii-ri—IT-

^-^-4= iof ^-5__ 5
7 4 7 28 7X4-

In what two ways may a fraction be divided by a whole
number ?
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oral exercisb
Find the value of

:

1. * -^2.

2. H -f- 5.

3. H-^7.
4. l-f-3.

-^-4.

tV -^ 6.

Find the value of

:

1- U - 16.

2. if ^12.

5.

6.

7. 21 -^ 5.

EXERCISE 46

9. 6| s- 9.

10. IJs-io.

n. 5J-J-12.

12. 4j-*-6.

5. 724-^24.

6. 315 H- 30.

3. 8| -^20.

4. 9tV-^-40.
7. Divide the sum of § and If by 6
8. Divide the difference between | and ,V by 10

farm ?
^^^'^ P*'^* o^ the section is in each

^^I. If 8 ,d. of doth cost $2». what wa, the price a

same rate would be «qd,^7„J 3 aS^sT"''
^"'^^ '' ««

the lots ?
""'' "^"^ "»"W there be in 4 of

sbit.ff/rii/d'-^'thtX'itp"*'' *^- ""»' "-«

^- to an. the ^^;^£Z irre '^te^'

froma'^ZTfrsTinMS.r'wfr-' ** -'
of the part remamtag ?

'^ ' ^'" « *''« '^nBtb

ir«^^^'W^'^«i^'^^^
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MULTIPLYINO A FRACTION BY A FRACTION

Examine these figures to see if they are equal T, fh.

WhafpTJ °'h7
^"^ "^ *^^^ °' -"<^^^ othelwnat part of each figure is shaded ? if *),« «

"""^ra r

f is therefore equal to what part of 3 ?

tha'J'lToTl"''*''
above to show that J= J of 2. and

3-5= iof 3.

*= i of 3;

i is what fraction of 4 ? If * be miiH5«u^ u » ^
can the value of 4 y a k- * j ,

multiphed by 4, how
® ^"® Of f X f be found from the answer ?

Now
and

therefore

'^Mm^m3!^'^S^W^^
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Example 1: Multiply ^ by W.

.7X8

therefore

AX8=

10^21-

10 '

7X8
10 21,

-_ .yxj_ 4

5 3

It l8 more convenient to do the work thus

4.

L v-^— 4 4
;ip ?;~53^=i5•
5 3

Find the value of :

1. f X i
2. i«rX|.

3. iV X i
4. 4 XH.
5. A X i?.

16. ^ X I x-H.
17. 6JX|f X2|.

EXERCISE 47

6. H X iJ.

7. A X U.
8. 11 X U.
9. il X if.

10. 2\ X if.

11- ^ X ^.
12. if X 8|.

13. 5| X 24.

14. 9f X 3A.
15. 8| X 4i.

18. 2J X 3i X ^.
19. 2^ X A X IH.

20. At $i a yard what will 15| yd. of cloth cost ?

of flL'^Jl,s?|
' ^"°^^«<i'^«i^ht what will 2^ hundredweight

the'la^P r^SnteSTora^S,^: ?ntV%*'^^ ^°«^ -
mUes are there between two sT^et^°wMch'S q?-^ "'""^
on the map ?

e"T;«ta wnicn are SJ m. apart
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23. M..ke up the foUowing bill for dress goods •

3J yd. flannel at $} a yd.

i doz. spools silk at $li ^ doz.

5 doz. buttons at $^ a doz.

2 pieces silk tape at $^ each.

24. Make out the cost of the following cake recipe

:

A ft. butter at 24c. a ft.

1 ft. sugar at 6c. a ft.

i qt. milk at 6c. a qt.

t\ doz. eggs at 30c. a doz.

i ft. flour at 3c. a ft.

li ft. seeded raisins at 15c. a ft.
1 ft. almonds at 10c. a ft.

I ft. dates at 12c. a ft.

i ft. citron at 10c. a ft.

He^ild Mnt'^t" wfc'JiYh " ^i"/' «2k. a bushel.

bushel. *wV:l to -Jal 'X r"""'
°'
" »* «*•

»

muWp,^h°"elemSefbt'4"' '* "° '"* "Werenee. and

DIVISION BY A FRACTION

How many times is 20c. contained in $2 ? 9 in in 3 ft v

Example 1 : Divide 4 by |.

* -^ I=H -^«= 32 fortieths -^ i5 fortieths

State what has been done Here.
" ^^- 15=H= o^.
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Example 2: Divide 5 by f
5-^i= V-f-*= 25-*-2=V= 12j.

Explain this.

Example S: Divide 3| bj 2\.

3|-f-2i= V--^¥= 27^18=H= |= U.
Explain this.

NOTE: I -|= H. but iXf= H;
therefore | -j- 1 = | x |.

Now does 5 ^ I= 5 X 4, and does

¥-f= -V-xi?

How then can a fraction be divided by a fraction ?

Fiiid the value of

1. i -^ I.

2. * - i.

3 ^ - f.

4. I - i.

5. H - i
6. W-A.

8. 2i -f- f
9. 2f -f- T^.

28. (I of A)

EXERCISE 48

10. 31 -^2i
11. 51 -^7,^.

12. Q\-^2l
13. 7f-^4i
14. H - 1

A

15. 4|-^9^.

16. 6 ^ f.

17. 20 H-
f.

18. 9 -^ f

.

(A of A).

19. 12 -!- f
20. 8 -^A.
21. 16 H- f
22. 25 -i- 3|.

23. 8§ -^2J.

24. 62J ^ 6i.

25. A -A.
26. H -^ H.
27. H -^ H.

29. 5*^ a of A).

boj^ht^forlei
?''"* '°" "^"^ ^^^^ ^' "^^°" ^- ^«

31. If for I of an acre of land there is paid $37i, what is
the pnoe for an acre ?

*- a, is
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. fa.!' faL"5rtln!sf" '" "''" '" '""-^ ^i" " «""

»rafni?:L°'bSUTo.d11'b'j."'"''^ '^ ''^ ^°- «'

™.^; ."J '"!• °' "'"T** "=°™" * of a sq. yd. of floor how

T^V^i " °"'"* "'" " '"'' '" "="•»«* "floor oo„?ai„i„g

«os?«f" ft.?' o'fTft.?'
""""" "'* '*• """ "'" ^ «»

pa.?io?,.t :',:^zY
""" '"' ^- "'»' *»""' •-

-Pe^d^.nt/TAoTj.ld^yfiLrsSU^^N'^'
39. IVo men 40j miles apart travel toward each othpr

rate of 3J miles an hour. In what time will they meet ?

COMPARISON OF QU.iNTITIES

ORAL EXERCISE

1. What fraction is 1 of 2 ? of 3 ? of 5 ? of 10 ? of 15 ?

of 5
?^** fraction is 2 of 4 ? of 8 ? of 12 ? of 20 ? of 3 ?

22^? 0T9*?
^'^''"°° '" 4 of 12 ? of 16 ? of 28 ? of 6 ? of

J? 0^2^?^?^"? 'V^r^V? :J f,'
°^* '' ^ 0^ ^« ? Of

6 What fraction of $6 is $2 ? of 5 ft. is 3 ft. ? of 10 ftIS 4 ft. ? of 12c. is 5c. ? of 7 eighths is 3 eighths ? of
8 tenth^s^« 6 tenths? of 12 twentieths is 9 ttntiethsl

8
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#J' ^*i ^T*'"""
°^ ^ y^- ^^ 2 ft. ? of 2 gal. is 3 qt. ? of

$1 IS 20c. ? of 12 da. is 8 hr. ? of 1J ft. is 7 in.

8. Express:

(a) 3 da. 12 Iir. as a fraction of 2 wk.

(6) 10s. 6d. as a fraction of £3.
(c) 1 gal. 2 qt. 1 pt. as a fraction of 4 bu.
(.d) 2 ft. 9 in. as a fraction of 6 ft. 3 in.

(c) 4 lb. 8 oz. as a fraction of 10 ft. 12 oz.

9. Express:

(a) ^ of 8 yd. as a fraction of f of 4 rd.

(h) i of 9s. 4d. as a fraction of f of £4 iQs.
(c) i of 1500 ft. as a fraction of | of 2 tons 8 cwt.

I« l^fll^f
fraction of 5 eighths is 1 fou..h ? of 7 tenths

18 3 fifths ? of I IS i ? of I is I ?

11. What fraction of f is f ? of 4 is * ? of V?^ iq 4 9
of 2i is H ? of 3i is 2^ ? of £ is | ? !f ? it ^ ?

"^ ' * ^

12. mat fraction of 6 yd. is 4 yd. ? The cost of
4 yd. will be what fraction of the cost of 6 vd ? If f? vd
cost 75c., what will 4 yd. cost ?

^ • « o ya.

6 i^ yieW
?^'" °^ ^^""^ ^'''^ ^^^ ^"- °^ ^"'"' ^^^^ ^^''"

14. If in 20 min. a typewriter writes 825 words howmany words would be written in 15 min. at the same rateT

U^t'^''^ J'^'*T.°^ 5 is li? If a farmer ploughs

iwh ^.P ;;?/."
^ days how long will it take him toplough 5 ac. at the same rate ?

What would
16. A boy's wages for 12 hr. were $2-46

be his wages for 10 hr. at the same rate ?

17. If this line (-

«s^Xi? '""""•^ "'"'"'• *"> "»»"=• «»" 850 pupils
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EXERCISE 49

MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS

wiktlstTerimetVp
^^""' ''' ^''''^ '^ * ^' ^*« ^-^t»^-

«i?i w!"^"t7^*'
spent tV of his money found that he had

spend ?
""'^ ^'^ ^' "* ^^*' ^°<* b°^ °^"ci> did hf

3 One third of the length of a pole is painted whitP
f red and the rest, 14 ft., is blue. What is tTelenJth ofthe pole, and of the part painted red ?

remaindir^ln''"^ ! f ^'' ^^T ^"*^ ^^^«« ^^^ «<>" ^ o^ theremainder. In what he now has there are 75 ac Howmany acres were there in the farm at first ?

^h^'n^l ^^S"^ i""^^
^* ^^-^^ » yard a merchant loses i of

tie cost?
''' ''°"^''' '^^^ ^°^^ ^* *^ ^^^^tVol

4 S ^"^^ ?u^^ Jl^""®
between them $45-50. If one bov hasI of what the other boy has, find the amount each has

aJ'i7a'^''^"H'''',"*^'"'"^ ^3^ ft- of corn, 25| ft. of oats

Ssi ft.°?
''' ""' ^''' ^°" mny cows, if each is

8. A man mixes together oats, corn, and barley so thatthere are 4ft. of oats for every 3ft. of com and 2ft of barWWhat fraction of the mixture is barley ? kow much barWwill there be in a mixture weighing 450 ft ?
^

9. From 232i yd. of cotton 185f yd. were sold Whnf
will the remainder be worth at lO^c a yd. ?

10. Make out a bill for the following

:

555 ft. of wheat @ 78c. a bu
289 ft. of oals @ 43c. a bu.
432 ft. of peas @ 55c. a bu.

?2i S- °^ timothy seed @ $2-60 a bu
469 ft. of corn @ 64c. a bu.
472 ft. of buckwheat @ 54c. a bu.

11. Mr. Thomas borrows some money and agrees to nav

Whatl",H%"^ '^'f^^ y«^^' ^ of the sum borrowTWhat would he pay for the use of $125 for 1 yr.? for 4 yr ?
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o„3i.^^°^*?®
use of money I pay each year Vy of thesum ^borrowed, what should I pay for the use of $225 for

in ifbi.w^rf^"^ ^^-
'^.''TL^^^ P^'*"^'^ '" a businessm which the former mvested $2000 and the latter $4000.What fraction of the business does each own ? How shoulda profit of $750 be divided between them ?

»Jf'r^^r^ ™^^^ °^"^^ ^^® ^here in a dollar ? 20 mills iswhat fraction of $1 ? If a man pays a tax of 20 mills onevery doUar he is worth and his total tax is $75, what is hewortn r

^..l^^ ^rf!"
sow 240 bu. of wheat, which was f of all he

87tc a^sLr?
*^^ ''^^"^ °^ ^ °^ ""^^^ ^® ^"^ ^^^*'**

16 A woman sold 49j lb. of butter at 28§c. a pound, and

r^Sc ?
"^°°ey purchased cotton at 6|c. a yard. How many

yards of cotton did she buy

17. If it takes A 5 days to do a piece of work, what
fraction of the work does he do in 1 day ? If B does thesame work in 3 days, what fraction of the work does he dom 1 day ? What fraction of the work would A and B together
do in 1 day? How many days would it take A and B
together to do the work ?

18. A does a piece of work in 6 days, and B can do theMme work in 4 days. How many days would it take A andB together to do the work ?

19 A carpenter works 55j hr. at 22ic. an hour. If out of
this he has to pay for 15 meals at the rate of 6 meals for
*1, how much will he have left ?

20. If it takes a boy 3j hr. to walk 7 mi., how long will
It take him to walk 8^ mi. at the same rate ?

21. Divide 45 marbles between 2 bo-s so that one will
nave 4 times as many as the other.

22. Divide $62 betwe n two men so that one will have
f10 more than 3 times as much as the other.
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the?-co1tTd'?he rlUdt'? ^°^L^* "^ ^^^' of i of
His whole gainwLSmlf *'"'^i*'^ ^ °^ ^^^^ «>«*•

goods ?
*^ *^^^- ^at was the total coat of the

24. Airange the following fractions in order of value

:

<* the eighth CkrhiliirtTd"! Si,"'*-. *» "» ^-i

2S if . ^ .

™ =""» ™te wiU be required for 9} ao. ?

shadow of which is fjtt long?
'^'' " ' "»'« t^'

« »i5oo ro^^otherrs'tw^^ciro^hrhe":?

jnd^'soll fherat?he'»r„,T?o'? 1=' %?^ »' * "" «o.
How many papers did he sell ?

' ^'' ^^" ^*s 65c.

31.^e lines represent a merchant's sales for Sep-
tember October, Novem-
ber and December. If the
first line represents sales
amounting to $8000, find
the total sales for the four

09 A
months, using a rule

asfuotsTt^o tKllSTe ^e ITf ''V^^^
«^«^-

i of the whole propertv tffh- ft^^'^f'
*o the second

property, and to the youngest t J^'"^ * .^^ *^« ^^ole
and third together. What 2 p^.k

-^^ *° *^« ««cond
the «ize of his estate '

®*°^ ''®°«'^«' and what was
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PfiACmCAL MEASUREMENTS
(See paces 71-74)

Draw, to a scale i in. to 3 ft., the waU of a house 33 ft.
long, 21 ft. high, and show a door, at the centre of the
ground line, 7i ft. high and 3 ft. wide. Show also two
windows, each 3 ft. wide and 6 ft. high, placed 4* ft. from
the ground line and 6 ft. on either side of the door.

Draw a rectangle 4 inches long and 3 inches wide. Divide
the length and width into inches and join the opposite points.
The whole rectangle is divided into how many parts?

What is the shape of each of these parts ? What is its^e ? Into what square units, then, is the rectangle divided ?
How many square units are there in the rectangle ?

This may be expressed thus :

Area= 3 times 4 square inches, or 3 X 4 times 1 square
mch.

The length and the width of a surface are called its
dimensions.

Now, if the linear units in the dimensims had been feet
what would the square unit lave been? if yards? if rods?

km.

iin

» \e

'€-

^ "- •
^ F

Again, ABCD is a rectangle i in. long and i in. wide.
Divide the length and width into the same linear units,

•namely, i in. Join opposite points.

^e figure ^5CZ) is divided into how many parts? What
18 the shape of each of these parts ? How many of these
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S^n^*fl"^ '"o *t.**°"^
^^"^ ^ ^^* ^ the size of

ll^TnZl ^««--^^^^i« then What part Of

This may be expressed thus

:

Area of ABCD= 2 X 3 X iV sq. in.

T# .u 3
=A or I or i X f sq. in.^ the i and the i were feet, what would the area be ? If

Draw a figure, to i scale, to show how to find the area ofa rectangle 10 rods long by 6 rods wide. iJ^ of on'2J yd. long by Ij yd. wide.

The numb^ of square units in the area of anvrectangle « thus equal to the number of hZarulZ

«„1^T!.*^'*
*^' ^'°*^^ ""^ *^« ''^'^tJ^ »"^t be given inunits of the same denomination; that is. both must i^inches, or both feet, or both yards, etc.

If the area of a rectangle and one of its dimensions be^ven. how can the other dimension be found ?

J!^^^ ^
'1°"* """^^"^ ^°' ^"^'°« the area of a square andalso one for finding its perimeter.

'

ORAL EXERCISE

^2. What ta the area of a rectangle f ft. long and j ft.

Wile P^^S l^L'^eVjet'erT'^"^'^ * "' >°"'' "^ « -

Pi4!?;r; raxr.' .Td't^-e i"
'"^ ^"-- °' «
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6. How many cards 3 in. long and 3 in. wide can be cutfrom a card 9 in. long and 6 in. wide ?
« «»n ws cu«

is ite ^rimllr^'
"^ °^ * "^""^ ^ ^°-

'° *^°^^ '' ^»*
8. The perimeter of a square is 20 in. What is its area ?

ift^.U^** ':;'"i,^
*?^ "^J*^ °' » rectangle whose area is18 sq. m. and whose length is 6 in. ?

{« JS'o^f
is the perimeter of a plot of ground whose area

l^.^f ^'
^'^Mi^i^

^'°«^^ ^' ^^^^^ '« 4 yd. ? How manyyards of wire will it require to go five times round it ?

wniu ^°T™*°y pieces of paper 1 yd. long and i yd. widewm It require to cover a bulletin board 6 yd long and 3 yd

..ni^Q
Ho'^ much will be the cost of a piece of tin 4 ft. longand 3 ft. wide at 3c. a square foot ?

^

a hlLt^i^lJ!??^^!"*''® ^^^^ ^''® ^^^""^ '" tl^e surface ofa blajk-board 15 ft long and 3 ft. wide ? How much will itcost to paint it at 20c. a sq. yd.?

^ }A'^?T !?V? "^^ ^* *^s* *<> P*i"* a wall 18 ft. long and3 yd. high at 10c. a sq. yd.?

In solving problems in land measuring, painting, plaster-
ing, papenng, carpeting, roofing, shingling, and such like
It will be found helpful to draw plans of grounds, buildings'
walls, etc., to a scale.

Instead of stating that a surface is 20 ft. long and 15 ft
wide, it is customary to say that the surface is 20 ft by
15 ft., or more briefly still, 20' X 15'.

EXERCISE 50

bv^9n"r7w2lf'f ^on ^^T ^° rectangular fields
: 38 rd.

40 rf ?
^ "^-^ ^ ^' ^^ ^2 rd.? 80 rd. by

fr.f«^'"i?
*^® dimensions of your school ground and findtne number of acres in it.
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at 15c. a sq. ft.?
'"'' *

^^- ^^ae. What did the walk cost

«w TO. long. Find also Its perimeter,

long? ^ """" * 12-acre Beld which is 60 rd.

«.ld\ot-Can^-3S'i?':;SU' -' t" sod .stHpo,

byWaS ^.rild"""""^ "" '"""' ^ '-"' 24 ft.

fence ? What wffl i? cii t^.t ',!5! '*.?' '«»«"' »« ">e
a sq. yd.? ' *" ''™' •»"> »Mes of it at I5c.

What wijl tho carts^st ^ fc.'TUT'' ^ ""• *" ^ '»•'

build'srr fon'r^h'tt-^'^ft^'a"'' I'-V' ""-posts wUl be required ?
"""'• ^ow many

tomak?:crd',Z7intn;'4'""''«?r'"''''»™<"''«i
no allowanc. bci^g m^a^e'toZrUppC^ "" ' '" "'"'•

Qu'Jiio^" H!ldXd'*Jh1"nu':L'H """^ •»» «i'» in
wiU aotuaDy be rSSrM hST^' ?' ^""" '""bes which
With parts flZ ^i-^fel^Sjl -^»« the tax
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_ 16. Find, by drawing a pattern, the number of souar*

^°?n Joni'tfn^ ''^^^o'^ ^ ^^'^ to make at^J« in. lon«r, 4 m. wide, and 3 in. deep.

17. If a shinjrle covers 4 in. by 3j in. of a roof, how manvshingles wil^ be required for the two sidesTa iS^f of Ibam, each side of the roof being 35 ft. by 20 ft.?
18 How much wiU it cost for shingles for the roof of a

19 If shingles are 4 in. wide and are laid 5 in to the

W^'":! ^Zri""^ ^"°^''^« '^iU^ required for a ^fVftlong and 16 ft. 8 in. from eaves to ridge ?
"'^ ** "^' *" "•

* room^l^J^lor\°i 1^^?^^°^°^ the walls and ceiUng ofa room 21 ft. long 16 ft. wide, and 9 ft. high at 4c a soJd., deducting a window 3 ft. by 4^ ft. and I door1ft Vy

JoS clSs'rcLm Te^'^f^^r' ''^ "^ '^' ^^"-^ ''

££|:sW^-;-^^---om

.ndn'eitSg^fa%rV^^^^

IftTvTff r^^-^-e hil/the\Teto7lVVndow
-ii ft. by 5 ft. and of one door 7 ft. by 3 ft.

^^aow

An^t^i
ploughman ploughs a furrow 1 ft. wide and
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11^

3 aq. ft.? 10 sq. ft.? any number of squwi fit ?
^"

CABPBTING AND PAPEBING

Carpet and waD-paper are made in strips, and the purchasermust buy strips of fuU width.
Purcftaser

Cover the top of your desk with strips of paper of equal

Tk •

-I^'
*"*"^ ^^*^ °^ *" *J^« strips is equa to whalother width ? What two widths would you re^ui^e toWborder to find out how manystrips would be needed Makeall the strips into one long strip. How long will it be ?

un^r ' H
"'^ '^ i/r '°^ '^''^ ^°^ ^^'•P^* ^<"Jd be laid

Hr. L^r.T^f,*^'
"""'^^ of strips required be found?

In some carpets where patterns must be matched, itmay be necessary to purchase more carpet than is actually

This wm apply to waU-paper also. The number of strinsrequired the length of each strip, and the amount of papSwasted m matching patterns must aU be known

wUs^of 16 yards, and it is usually either 18 in. or 21 in. in

EXERCISE 51

1. A floor 18 ft. by 15 ft. is covered with caroet 27 inwide running lengthwise. How many I rips are thiri 9How many yards long is each strip? How many vl^Iof carpet are there altogether' Whaf w.nn^t^ ^ .
cost at $1-20 a yard ?

' ^"^^ ^^® ^^^
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the floor, what would it cost ? " " '^'^ '^ " ^aid across

fa oniric's;" «4S:ft °'
'rr' «> '"• »!"• ™»

22 ft. long and IsT^, J" S?T' »' «>n>et for a Joor
at «2 a jird ?

''^' "">"'>' 'ho carpet cost

totfraSs^vLT/i
ft I'm"?'

"'"
"
^"-

one strip ninninir ImVliIiS S
Pattern be repeated in

".anyinchrw5fbe™^''tT °"A«Ti* '*•.'''"«' Ho»
matching? ^™ "" ^l" "' the other strips in

«t^°tfZKSl1t*Jln°TAi» *««»» S wiU be"""'""• 3 in., and the carpet 27 in. wide?

oaietTflr'ls'H iJ
?^' ^ '" '^d' '111 it take to

«^stSpXr th"'filn;':ff,.S'? '" "• "^'l''. » 6 in 0?
the carpet cosTat «f.?5 a jSS ? " '"'*"^' ^ ^'" "«»

4 S'pSL^'^tns'pS /^-f%f "•/*•> "-^ « "•
is made for openinra 5«. m.Lj 7*°' '"^ "> ^Howance
required ? ho- ^^ rSr^SL""""- °'. '^l^'' ""' •>«

^faTie^lIs? Whatwi5tl;t'"J»^' ,"^1?"^

refuiX'"rer'S?.lTrr '?.'?• "^"^ "^n b«
8 ft., making no .^.Tforo'^SZl^ '*• "' '' "• "^

««ml?;t' ^n.1K !ir-;^'» «' «nin. Of a

Wide. Find the oToXratT.rsiT^S^ ^T' '' "

bel^SKelot^s^^r^S^^f «'»•r -?!.'
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BOABD MEASOBB

t^ulrt " ""' «"»""»»' «' I"">ber is the board

wide, and 1 in. thick contains 3 boardfeet
If each of the above boards werA 9 in ox •

, i .

thick, it would contain 2 2iTJl ' ^ '°- °'" ^^ '°-
. ia contain 2, 2i or !{ times as many board feet.

Lumber is bought and sol: by the board fnnf ..a *upnce is usually quoted at so much "prM " wTl
° '

per 1000 ft. board measure. ' '°^ ""'^"^

luxbef
''" '''° °°' "°' *''°' "« '^'-^^y Bold as inch

The dimensions of a board are given as foUows

:

11' X 8* X li*
which means 11 ft. long, 8 in. wide, and U iu. thick.

ORAL EXERCISE

1. 8'X 4".

2. 9'X 3".

3. 8'X 3".

4. 9' X 4".

5. 10' X 12".

6. 15' X 12".

7. 10' X 6".

8. 4'X 3".

9. 6'X t\

10. 12' X <"

11. 12' X 6".

12. 12' X 5".

13. 12' X 7".

14. 12' X 11".
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Find the number of board feet in planks or scantliaea
whose dimensions are :

15. 12' X 6' X 2". 20.

16. 12' X 3' X 4". 21.

17. 12' X 5" X 2". 22.

18. 12'X2''X2''.

19. 12' X 5" X 4".

12' X 6"Xir.
12' X 10' X 2r.
12' X 8"X'ir.

23. 12' X 6' X 4'

In the preceding oral exer'«ises (numbers 13 to 23), u
will be seen that the number of board feet in a board 12 ft.

long is equal to the number of inches in the width of the
board multiplied by the number of inches in its thickness.

Thus, a board 12 ft. long, 8 in. wide and 2i in. thick
contains 2^ X 8 bd. ft., or 20 bd. fl

Now, an 8-ft. board contains i«r as many board feet as
a 12-ft. board of the same width and thickness. So, also,
a 15-ft. board will contain H as m.any board feet as a'l2-ft.'

board of like width and thickness.

EXERCISE 52

Find the number of board feet in boards, planks, or
scanthngs of the following dimensions

:

1. 15' X 8" X U". 6. 9' X 3r X 4*"

2. 14'X10"X1,V'. 7. 12' X 5" X 21"

3. 8' X 0" X 4".
8. 16' X 2^ X 21".

4. 16' X ir." X 4^'. 9. 14' X 4" X 3".

5. 10"X 5"X3r.
10. How much lumber is there in a stick 24 ft lone

15 in. wide, and 12 in. thick ?

'

11. A man bought 24 planks 15 ft. long, 18 in. wide, and
di m. thick. How much did they cost at 6c. a board foot ?

lo'^?: y^V^^" > *he cost ox 30 pieces of pine scantling
12 X 4 X 5 at $40 per M ?

13 What will be the cost of inch maple for a hardwood
floor for a room 25 ft. by 20 ft. at $65 per M ?
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14. How many board feet are there in a solid pile of
lumber 10 ft. long, 20 ft. wide and 8 ft. high ?

15. How much inch lumber 6 in. wide will it take to-
build a fence 5 boards high around a lot 60 yd. long bv
40 yd. wide ?

> s j

16. How much lumber Ij in. in thickness will it require
bmld a board side-walk 4 ft. wide and i of a mile long

the boards bemg nailed to 3 scantlings 4" X 4' ?

17. How much inch lumber will it require to make a
covered box the outside dimensions of which are 20 in by
1 ft. by 6 in. ? (Make a drawing of this.)

to

MEASURE OF VOLUME OR CAPACITY

The solid figure shown above is called a rectaneulap
block or solid.

If this block were 4 inches wide. 3 inches high and
8 mches long, what would be the size of one of the small
blocks into which it is divided ? If the dimensions were
given m feet, what then would one of the small blocks be ?
With inch cubes build up a block like the figure here

shown. How many cubes wide is the block ? How many
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cubes high ? How many cubes long ?

there in the whole block ?

How many cubes are

When you find the number of cubic units contained in

any solid you are said to find its volume or capacity.

The volume or capacity of any solid figure is the amount
of space inclosed within its bounding faces. It is meas-
ured by the number of cubic units it contains.

Just as rectangular surfaces can be divided into squares,
so rectangular solids can be divided into cvhes. How ?

Look again at the figure on the preceding page. Into how
many slices is it cut ? How many rows are there in each
slice ? How many cubes in each row ?

Its volume = 4X3X8 times 1 cubic unit
== 96 cubic units.

Therefore, the number of cuMc units in the volume
ofany rectangular solid is equal to the number of linear
units in its length, multiplied by the number of linear
units in its width, multiplied by the number of linear
units in its height.

All the linear units must be of the same denomination.

If the number of cubic units in the volume and the
number of linear units in two of its dimensions be given,
how can the number Of linear units in the third dimension
be found ?

ORAL EXERCISE

Find the number of cubic inches in rectangular blocks
whose dimensions are

:

1. 3" X 2" X 1". 3. 6" X 5" X 3\
2. 4" X 3" X 2". 4. 10" X 8" X 5".

Find the number of cubic feet in rectangular solids whose
dimensions are

:

5. 9' X 5' X 3'. 7. 6' X 24" X 12".

6. 8' X 6' X 3'. 8. 4' X 18" X 8".
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Find the volume of rectangular aollda whose dimensions

9. 8' X 5' X 4'. 11. 2' X 18' X 4'

10. 6' X ir X 8'. 12. 3' X 4' X 6".

Find the third dimension when the volume is

:

13. 36 cu. in. and the other dimensions are 4' and 3".

14. 84 cu. in. and the other dimensions are 7" and 6".

15. How many cubic inches of lumber are there in 1 board
foot r

8" x'4^X3™?*°^
cubic inches of earth can be put in a box

17. How many cubic yards of earth must be removed to
leave a rectangular hole 9' by 3' by 2' ?

KXERCISE 53

io^;^^^??
the volume (in cubic feet) of a room ?2 ft. long

18 ft. wide and 10 ft. high.

2. Find the number of cubic yards of gravel which will be
required to gravel a piece of road 40 rd. long and 6 ft. wide

it ^I^^ ^^ ^^'^ °" ^^ ^"- *^««P- What will the gravel be
worth at 60c. a cubic yard ?

,
^* ^V.f^f^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ in a cement walk 30 ft.

long and 4J ft, wide and 15 in. deep ?

4. How many cubic feet of water will it take to fill a
rectangular cistern 4^ ft. long, 3^ ft. wide and 8 ft. deep?

5. If there are 450 cu. ft. in a ton of hay, how many tons
can be put m a mow 40 by 25' by 13j' ?

6. A ton of coal measures about 40 cu. ft. How many tons
can be put into a bin 12 ft. X 7 ft. X 6 ft. ?

ceUariV^X 16'
X^g'?^""'^ ^^"^ """'^ '''" ^* '"'^ *° ^'^ *

8. How many gallons of water will it take to fill a rect-
angular tank 10 X 6 X 4 ?

9. From a trench 3 ft. wide and 2 ft. deep 80 cu yd. of
earth were taken. How long was the trench ?

9
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10. In the wall of a room is a ventUator 2' X If How
many feet of air jst pass through it in order that
ooOO cu. ft. of £ iay enter the room ?

n. At what rate a minute must the air flow through
the ventilator in Question 10 in order that the amount
required mav enter the room in 5 minutes ? What will be
the rate a second ?

12. A room is 20' X 15' X 8'. At what rate a second
must air pass through a ventilator 2J' X 2' in order that
there may be a complete change of air every 4 minutes ?

13. Through a rectangular opening 20 ft. wide and 4 ft
deep a stream flows at the rate of 3 miles ar. hour How
many cubic feet of water wiU pass through the opening in
10 minutes ? How many gallons would flow through in the
same time, assuming 6i gallons in a cubic foot ?

^t.?^^,"'*"^ ^"^^^ 8' X 4' X 2r will it take to build
a soDd bnck waU without mortar, 30 ft. long, 4 ft. high and
IJ ft. wide ?

15. How many cubic feet of masonry will be required for
the foundation of a house, 44' X 30', the foundation wall
being 10 ft. high and 2 ft. wide ?

16. With a rainfall of 2 in. how many gaUons of water
would fall on an acre of land if there are 6i gallons in a
cubic foot?

EXERCISE 54

1. Read aloud the following : In 1907, the expenditure

iTiSSS?^ ^^^^ ^° ^°*^? ^as $7556179. an increase of

iiJoI?!?*
^^^ amount paid for teachers' salaries was

W389524, an increase of $508976. The aggregate attend-
ance was 4^218 Out of 64001 visits, 10958 were paid bytmtees 3647 by clergymen. 16882 by inspectors, and
32514 by other persons. The legislative grant to High
Schools was $87060, and the municipal grant, $112062. In
the CoUegiate Institutes, of 16148 pupils 10279 were in the
Lower School and 1437 in the Upper.

2. A coal dealer delivered at a school 14 loads of coal
of which the weights were: 4220 lb., 4280 lb., 4170 lb..
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26?S ft"S S-^ 2" ^^ *•• 4^0 ft.. 4790 ft.,2610 ft., 3350 ft., 4800 ft., 4480 ft., 4370 ft.

dXpli'' ^°?',*°^*u*^ ^° **»"«• *^« t*'*^^ a°»o"°t of coaldekeered. Find also the average weight in pounds of the

3. Divide 236847 by 64, using factors 4, 4, and 4.

fmt M^^}^ a mue what wiU it cost to build a railwayfrom Montreal to j'ort William, a .stance of 995 miles ?

IfL w'!if' ?t^^
^62-25 for a number of bags of potatoes.

If he had bought 7 more bags he would have paid $67-50How many bags did he buy ?
v u *po( ov.

,.«?i? r^*^ *? ^®°^. * telegram 25c. for the first 10 words,

f*i™ ""^i ^^"^ *^^« 10- '^a*^ it cost to senda telegram containing 87 words ?

h«tl.5/l^ln"*oi?"
^°' the following groceries: 4^ ft.

L m f ^^"
^^An'^1"'^ ® ^2ic.. 3 ft. biscuits @^c. 12J ft. sugar @ 20 ft. for $1-00.

8 ff* Wh'^'$*
'^^ ^' ?^J^- ^°°«' 8 ^*- 4 in. wide, and

assuming that there are U cu. ft. in one bushel ?

nnw -^nSf^T*^ company aUows the above car to carry

f^fL! ^ ?•' i°n "5*°^ ^"«^«^« *«> '""ch would there bein the car when full of wheat ?

thip>,i^^"^'^^i ^^'^tS?."*
^®"« "^5 y^- of cloth for $126-50,thereby gaming $14. What did the cloth cost him a yard ?

mftVwS.^ ^*^,?" ^^.r^
*^® °""'^'' °f ^ours a day each

JZ woJk^'
'° ''*^'' ** ^-^^ ^'^ ^""'' and check

W. B. Jones
T. R. Henry

,

S. R. Lock .

,

D. M. Black .

Mod.

8
9
7

7i

Tue. Wed. Thu. Fri. Sat.

7i 9 8i 9 5
9 8 6*
8i 8 7* 8i 5
8 H 8i 7* 4i

Wages
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12. An express train travelling at an average rate of 35
miles an hour leaves Toronto at 10-15 p.m. for Montreal, a
distance of about 336 miles. At what time should it arrive ?

13. On New Year's Day a gentleman made a resolution
to spend during the year not more than $500 for personal
expenses. On 30th September he found he had already
spent $385. How much a day, on an average, can he
spend for the rest of the year to keep within his resolution ?

14. Find the cost of the following materials for a gown •

9 yd. worsted @ 75c., J yd. sUk at $2, 1^ yd. sUk piping
@ $1, 2 spools silk thread @ 10c., and 2J yd. lawn @ 12c.

15. A man travelled J of a certain distance by boat, f by
train, and walked i of the remaining distance. If he walked
3J miles, what was the total distance ?

16. It was reported that during a storm the wind was
blowing at the rate of 45 miles an hour. What would this
rate be in feet a second ?

17. During the month of March, 1910, Mr. Brace de-
posited in, and drew from, his bank the following amounts •

1st Mar. had in bank $522-64 ; 3rd Mar. deposited $96-24

:

10th Mar. deposited $164-58; 12th Mar. drew $112-92;
15th Mar. deposited $81-00; 16th Mar. drew $97-87; 21st
Mar. drew $2004; 26th Mar. deposited $95-83; 30th Mar
drew $9-75.

Rule a page of a bank-book to show the balance after
each transadtion and at the end of the month.

18. A farmer has a cow which gives, on an average, 6 qt.
1 pt. of milk daily. If he sells the milk at 5jc. a quart,
how much will he receive for it from the 1st June to 30th
Sept., both dates included ?

19. How many feet of lumber U in. thick will it require
for tne floor of a room 20 ft. long and 16 ft. wide ? What
will it cost at $50 a thousand feet ?

20. Divide $186 among three men, giving the second
twice as t^uch as the first, and the third as much as the
other two.

21. If it costs $6-75 to plough 3} acres of land, what will
it c<»t at the same rate to plough 9} acres ?
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22. A lot containing | of an acre was sold at $12 a
foot frontage. If its frontage measured 82 ft. 6 in., what
was the price an acre ?

23. For proper lighting of a school-room the window
space should measure i of the floor space. Does your
school-room supply the necessary amount of light ?

FACTORS

What is meant by factor? prime factor? composite
number ?

The prime factors of a number can be found only by trial.

The composite factors of a number may be found either

(1) by trial, or (2) by finding the prime factors of the
number and then multiplying two or more of these prime
factors together.

ORAL EXERCISE

1. What are the factors of 12 ? of 16 ? of 28 ?

2. Name five prime numbers, five composite numbers.

3. Which of the following numbers are prime • 6 11 17
21,23,39,47,51? '

. .

4. Name all the composite numbers between 18 and 42.

5. Of what numbers is 5 a factor ? 2 a factor ?

6. Of what number are 2, 3, and 5 the factors ?
'

7. Of what number are 2, 2, 2, 2, and 2 the factors ?

8. What are the prime factors of 6 ? of 15 ? of 20 ?
of 27 ? of 36 ? and of 45 ? Name aU the factors of each
of these numbers.

9. Which of the following numbers will 3 divide • 718
324, 6587, 3855, 42368 ? (A number is divisible by 3 when
the sum of its digits is divisible by 3.)

10. Which of the numbers in Question 9 will 9 divide?
CA number is divisible by 9 when the sum of its digits is
divisible by 9.)
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Example
: Find the prime factors of 2520.

We set down the work thus :

Explaruitum
: We divide b 2, the Jirst

prime number. When 2 no longer divides
exactly we divide by 3, the sectynd prime
number. When 3 no longer divides exactly
we divide by 5, the third prime number, etc

2)2520

2)1260

2)630

3)315

3)105

5)35

7
The required prime factors are 2 2 2 'I q k ««,! -7

and 2520=2X2X2X3X3X5X7 '

EXERCISE 55

ite&fS5,°f "" '*™^ °"-"«" " «" -"-i""' of

9. 882.

10. 1962.

11. 4335.

1. 324.

2. 336.

3. 390.

4. 392.

5/ 420.

6. 495.

7. 605.

8., 840. 12, 5390.

13.

14.

15.

16.

6293.

, 7995.

1875.

12447.

17. 13041.

18. 18291.

19., 19800.

20. 36498.

mCHEST COMMON FACTOR

What numbers divide both 12 and 18 ? What is thegreatest number that divides 12 and 18 ?

A number that divides two or more numbers exactly iscaUed a cominon factor, a common maasu^ or acommon divisor.
*i4o*aa,« or a
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The greatest factor common to two or more numbers
is caUed their highest common factor (H.C.F.), or
grreatest common measure (G.C.M.).

When two numbers have no commcmfactor greater than
1, they are said to be prime to each other.

ORAL EXERCISE

1. Name all the factors of 18 and of 24.

2. Name all the common factors of 18 and 24.

3. Name their highest common factor.

4. Name all the factors, all the common factors, and the
highest common factor of 28 and 42.

5. Name all the factors, all the common factors, and the
highest common factor of 6, 8, 10.

6. How, now, can you find the highest common factor of
two or more numbers ?

7. What is the highest common factor of 9 and 15 ? of
16 and 36 ? of 12, 18, and 30 ?

8. Name two numbers which are prime to each other.

9. PVom the following, select pairs of numbers which arepnme to each other : 7, 9, 10, 15, 14, 16, 21.

10. From the list of numbers in Question 9, select pairs
of numbers which are not prime to each other.

Name all the common factors of 48 and 64. Which is
the greatest ?

Again using prime factors

:

48=2X2X2X2X3
64=2X2X2X2X2X2

and their H.C.F. 16= 2X2X2X2.
Therefore there is another method of fanding the H.C.F. of

two or more numbers. What is it ?
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The work m^ be set down thus

:

2)48 64

2)24 32

2)12

2)6

16

8

3 4

T'.eH.C.F.=2X2X2X2= 16.

EXERCISE 56

Find the highest common factor of

:

1. 45 and 75. 9.^037 and 6598
10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

2233 and 4147.

2108 and 3813.

3056 and 3629.

112, 128 and 192.

,182, 221 and 299.

15. Il65, 220 and 385.

2. 153 and 374.

3. 272 and 425.

4. 13, 52 and 91.

5. 60, 84 and 96.

6. 455 and 728.

7. 928 and 1073.

8. 1536 and 3584.

anH^Q*.?""^ ^l^
gTcatcst whole number by which both 738and 954 can be exactly divided.

^wtu «oo

17. What is the length of the longest cord which will

lot which s 154 yd. long and 132 ft. wide ? How manv

ofThe low'"**"*
'^ "^^ ^"^ ^ *'* ^^°^^ '' theZiSr

MULTIPLES

When one number contains another exactly, the former
is said to be a mnltiple of the latter. What number is a
multiple of 7? of 3 ? of 6?
A number which is exactly divisible by each of two or

more numbers is caUed a eommon multJpIe of those
numbers. Name a common multiple of 4 and 6 : of 8 and
12; of 3, 4, and 5.
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The least common multiple (L.C.M.) of two or mow
numbers ,8 the smallest number which wlU exactly contain
each of them. What is the L.C.M. of 2, 3, and 5 ?

ORAL EXERCISE

1. Name the first 6 multiples of 5, of 7, of 3.

2. Name the first 8 multiples of 4, and of 6

5. When the least commcm multiple of two or more
numbers is found, how can other common multiples be found ?

q ?;h^9**^^*oH^^ P"'"® ^^'^^o" 0^ the L.C.M. of 2
Io^^Ia^^I ^** '""s* ^ *he prime factors of the

^Sh^i^V'K*"^^^ ^^^ Then how can tKclo?numbers which are prime to each other be found ?

7. What is the L.C.M. of 2, 4, 6, and 8 ? Whv is this thA

;^ch^ of these numbei. fa it ntSl;'to''ttke'^u'nt1

ExampU 1 : Find the L.C.M, of 24, 30, and 36:
24=2X2X2X3.
30=2X3X5.
36=2X2X3X3.

Now. it is erident that the L.C.M. of these three numbers
mi^t contam aU their dWererd prime factors, 2, 3, and 5wid that each of these factors must be repeated as many
times, and no more, as it is repeated in that number in
which It occm^ the greatest number of times. Thus 2 must

^r^if- o >?^' ^ *''^'*' "^^ ^ °°^- ^«°<^ the required
L.CJI. 18 2X2X2X3X3X5 or 360.
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The work may be set down thus

:

2)24, 30. 36

2)12, 15, 18

3) 6, 15, 9

2, 5, 3

L.C.M. = 2 X 2X3X2X5X3 or 360.

Example 2: Find the L.C.M. of aU the multiples of
2 and 3 from 2 to 20, inclusive.

The numbers are : 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 18,
and 20. Now, since 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, and 10 are each contained
in one or other of -he remaining numbers, it is only neces-
sary to find the L.C.M. of 12, 14, 15, 16, 18, and 20.

The work will then be as follows

:

2)12, 14, 15. 16. 18. 20
2) 6, 7. 15. 8. 9. 10
3) ^, 7. 15. 4. 9. a

7, 5, 4, 3

L.C.M. is3X4X5X7X3X2 X 2= 5040.

In the third line 3 and 5 were struck out. Why ?

EXERCISE 57

Find the L.C.M. of the following:

1. 16, 18, and 20.

2. 12, 28, and 64.

3. 27, 36, and 42.

4. 22, 25, 30, and 33.

5. 15, 30, 42, and 75.

6. 12, 14, 16, 32, 50.

7. 12, 15, 16, 18.

8. 22, 77, 143.

9. 8, 12, 16, 24, 36.

10. 5, 7, 9, 11, 15, 21, 27
11. 36, 40, 45.

12. 26, 39, 51, 65.

^ 13. 80, 64, 108, 720.

% 14. 36, 60, 65, 78.

15. 221, and 533.
16. 144, 186, 496.
17. 918, and 969.

.J

A
(I

> 18. 240, 480, and 960.

19. Four bells toU at intervals of 12, 14. 20 and ^1
seconds respectively. If they aU commence together, afterwhat mterval will they again toU together ?

^jl^S^^'^^'^^iiS^ls"^^
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the same insS ?
^'°* ^ °" *^« ««>«°d a«ain at

77?V.Z ?re wgrs^ T^^i ^^•'t'^^^ °^ -fai^I^ -
with a vdre fenw ^th ni^ ^^-

v^® '^^^^ *<> '^close it

between the posts SSST "\ ^'^^ *^« distance

be needed. a>m«; a fc^
*^' ""'"^^ °' P<»«*« '^^i^'h will

22. A number on being divided by either 7 lo ir

• FRACTIONS

EXERCISES FOB DBILL

EXERCISK 68

"sed rten the reduction L 'Sta^Xe^p'p'""*"'
»

oner How.t'eiVJrrS^Ce?'""^^'
Supply numeratora for each of the foUowing:
«• iVr= TT. 8. iVW= ir rs J
«-w=^, 9.^=,;. f-^Z-

^•W-T. ll.ft= ,„. 15. «=^.
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Supply denominators for each of the following

:

16. H =A.
19. WV= ". 22. \ =-1".

17. fl =Ai.
20. Mi= ". 23. A= ***.

18. TVf= ". 21, m= *. 24. H=^.
Reduce each of the following fractions to its lowest terms •.

25. Vk!

26. H
27. T%,

28. -AV.

29. -iJYj.

30. IH.
31. m.
32. Ht.
33. m.
34. m.

35.*TtT7.

36. VW.
37. Trn-

38. ifH.

39. i-fjf.

40. MH.
41. HH.
42. IM.

43. Read aloud all the fractions in this exercise.

EXERCISE 69

1. What is a proper fraction ? What is a mixed number ?
To what fractions can mixed numbers be reduced ? Ho^ ?
Is this process Reduction Ascending or Descending?
Explain.

2. What must be done with fractions before they can be
added or subtracted ?

3. What is meant when it is said that two or more frac-
tions have a' eommon denominator ? What commcm
aeru>m%wUor\a the most convenient for use? How can
it be found ?

Reduce to equivalent fractions having common denom-
inators:

4. i i f 7. i. A. iV
e. 1 1, «. 8. A, i4. «.
6. f A, f a i, -A, «.

10. A, tV, a, «.
11' Ts> A» "Aj a. A-

Arrange the following fractions in order of magnitude

:

12.|,A.«,H \ 13. A.A.H.A.

\

i»^JP^ mms^^.1^
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Add or sabtract as indicated

:

14. « +H+ H.
15. i + l+« + A.
16. ,V+*+«.
17. H +A + H.

r^s 18. f H-l+i + l-fi

\ ^» A + T3r +«+«+«.^ 20. H-^.
21. «-«.

7^22. H-^.

23. «-H.
24. H-H.
25. VW~H.
26. «-A + A.
27. H-ifr-A.

.28. U—i +H-A.
29. T«r+A-i-A.
30. I -(|+-tV).
31. * +(f^_^)-4^.

find the value of the following:— 32. 2,Hr + lA. 3^34f +14^-13^-1^.
33. m +&H. 38. 9A~ 51 +11VV.
34. 5A -2A. 39. 6H—2A-1«.
35. 11H-7A. +40. 14 - 31 + 6f~ H. ,i

,>^36. 22f + m+5f+f^41. 6^-2^ +4^_3^.;^-
42. Prom 9|— 2A, take the difference between

&sV ^nd 7A.

KXERCISE 60

1. How are fractions of fractions simplified ?

2. In this process what use is made of cancellation ?

3. Fold a piece of paper in such a way that you can
show: iof iof it, |of iof it, f of iof iof it.

4. Draw a line and mark on it i of i of i of the line.

Simplify

:

5. i of « of 3f 9. H of H of (4i-2f).
6. M of H of H 10. tt of *^ of (I +i*-ii)
7. H of ff ofH of 6|. 11. U of -H of H of $800.
8. i of « of H of 11^. 12. H of H of I of $750.
NOTi!

:
Fractioas coonected by " of " must be taken together and

simplifled before ?<eing added to, or subtracted from, other fraotlons.

'-14i^^i.
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^ Find the value of:

I
13. -H of A + * of 3* + i of i of 4f. \

14. « of 4i-H of 1tV +A of H of 8i.
•

15. 3i--| of 2i + i of 2i— 4 of 2*.
/

BXBRCISK 81

1. How is the product found when a fraction is multi-
pUed by a whole number ? by a fraction ? by a mixed
number ?

2. mat use is made of cancellation in the multinlica-
tion of fractions ?

xv""*

Simplify

:

8. « X«.
4. H XH.
e. 3A X lA.

6. 3* X7H.
7. 2tV X 4|.

8 3AX96.
9. A X|f X«.
NOTB: QuanUtiM joined by the sign of mnltiplication mtut be

multiphcd together before being add«l to. or lubtraoted from, other
Quantities.

Find the ralue of

:

16. iXf+f Xli+fXli
17. 4tV— 2| + HX4i.
18. (* + i|)x(| +A)xHxm.
19. T^ + Aof li-iSr of AX3f.
20. 7i X (9i-5T>r)-2i X 9*-5tV.
21. Suggest business problems the answers for which

would be found^by solving examples 7, 8, 12, 16, and 17 in
this exercise.

HX H XH
«X « XH*.
4i X 5i X IVV.

9f XlTVrX2H.

10.

11.

12.

la

14. 4«X if of 2«.
15. f of HXA of 6i.
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y

g^mxea number ? How w a whole number divided by a

w «?V!? ^« °»«I«PKcation questions which are the eauiva-lent of the foUowing questions in division

:

^
-^i *^f «-^|. «H-4i 7i-^2|, U-^f
3. Find the quotients for the exercises given in Question 2.
Simplify

:

-4f 8. 93*-t-8f
^-

. 9. 21 -*-f

H. 10. 9f -i-51.

lA. 11. 18 -f-iV.

4. 18f

5. A
6. tV

7. 271

Explrnation.' Sometimes 3i -*- 3f ia written

12. 8i s-75.

13. 3iJ^y^.
14. 7A -^62,V.

15.33A-5-2VVr.

3*' " ^then called a eomolez fVafitlon »k.4. :-*_??

H-4. |= 5i|==3^f
2k, etc.

-/-
Simplify

16. ~.

17.:^
26*

18. ^.
70

19.i-

20.^

21 ii

22. ?i

28. ^

24 i^

26. L2Lii

26 ^XH

'^^<\
^r-^^-
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Pind the value of

:

27. (3i-2i)H-(3iXi). 29.«of6f-*-i|of«.
28. mx2iXW -*-

2i. 30. (3i-i +i)H-(2|+H).

tJh ?^*^«,HP questioaa the answers for which would befound by solving 9, 12, 20, 22, 27 in this exercise.

BXERCISE 63

In order that there may be no confusion in exercises
where fractions are connected by the sims H v -^
it is agreed that:

» t.
,
x,

. .

(a) Operations of multiplication and division are to be
performed in the order in which they occur from left to
right.

(b) Operations of multipUcation and division are to be
performed before those of addition and subtraction.

(c) Quantities within brackets are to be considered as a
single quantity.

, Simplify

:

"^
1. i* of « of 7i-f-4iX|f. -^
2. AV + bV of V-tV of3i-^8i.
3. (2iXA-5i + 16i)H-(i6i-5i +A + 2i)

5. (4|-2f)H-3J-f8-5AXH.
6. 2i + 14-f-i^r— 2f

^ 4i"^2f
8. (1| X I of 21) -^ 23.

9- l!XM-i*Xi?.
10. 5iXlA'-3fH-24-H.
11. li-f-(i-H-4i)X4i

12. llHXlA-^2i + 7-3jX2| + i-4-2iX|.

7. ".?-

*^"^«».' PSt'i
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1. A man haviag $1260 spent $840 of it. What fraction
remains of the money he had at first ?

2. (a) Express 1 gal. 1 pt. as a fraction of 1 bu.

(6) If 6J bu. of wheat sell for $5-20, for what would
1 gal. 1 pt. sell at the same rate ?

3. Divide $630 between two partners, giving one i more
than the other.

4. A farmer sells

:

3460 lb. of wheat at 75c. a bu.

1785 ft. of oats at 48c. a bu.

6837 ft. of pease at 65c. a bu.

1468 ft. of pork at $8-30 a cwt.

How much did he receive for all ?

5. IMnd the average of the following amounts : $36*
$44|, $83,^. $92i, $55tV.

6. A says he can do in 6 days a piece of work which B
says he can do in 4. In what time should the two working
together do the work at their own estimate ?

7. A walnut board 13 ft. 6 in. long, 11 in. wide, and 2 in
thick, sells at 11^. a board foot. How many feet of pine
at $36 per M could one purchase for the same money ?

.?:«?*'^® °^* * ^^^^ ^o'* *^e foUowing quantities of lumber
at $30 per M :

30 pieces measuring 12' X 8' X 2"

50 pieces measuring 10' X 12' X 1"

40 pieces measuring 12' X 4" X 4'

15 pieces measuring 16' X 3" X 6'

21 pieces measuring 8' X 4" X 5'.

9. (o) What fraction of the sum of I, f and tV is i ?

(6) Divide $30 among three boys so that one will
get $f as often as the second gets $f and the
third gets $fy.

10

P^?*--g;feg^==iiil iii
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fhrLi' ."^ ^^ ^i^°*^ ? ?"™^«'' ^^ marbles divided them intothree equal parts and lost one of these parts at olav hJdmded what were left into nine equal pa^nd ^vj aw^^five of these parts. He then divided what werTleft into

^Tk!^"wf"*^ *"^ ^^^ *^^« °f these parts He had 8marbles left. How many had he at, first?
"« ^aa »

12. A piece of cloth, when measured bv what was fh/«iff»»f

™dott, ?
"""'' "'"' ""^ *"• '"^°»' l«°«tl' of

«is- wm" fb'r^i'°-
°"^° *« »«' ef a-es. how ma„y

14.

(6)

(a) mat is the price, in mills, of one ft. of hay

?sl? f^i^""
^^*^ ^^2 ? $10 ? $8 ? $7 ? $9 ?

$8i ? $9| ? any sum in dollars ?

Using (a) find the cost of 270 ft. of hay at

%^n f^'°'.
°^ ?^?^ ^- ** ^7i a ton" of4330 ft. of coal at $6i a ton.

than B^2d B^i^4 Z?f/' ?'-'"^ ^' ^^^'^^ ^ ^^^O mowtiiun 15, ana « ?J4 more than twice as much as C

ft^witt Sf'ft *°lT'^ ?. *• °^ *«* ^hi«h cost 35c. a

ttc'St^fuldV^by-s^S^^^

woJk in^lO?;??/ ^i ^'\ ^ ^^l ^ ^^" «°i«hed a piece of

hTworki'lfc dar? ' ''"^' '' '^^^ ''''''' ^"^ ^^

thi~nfo-^!""fT° ^""^^ * Of J^'8 estate to his wife ^ oftheremamder to his son, and the rest, $4500 toSsdauirhtfirWhat was the total value of the estate ?
*^^*^'-

flni?;
^"^ ^*,

^^^^^ ^h^oh contains 101 gal wate- i«

many hours will the cistern be filled ?
^^

!r-
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2C. Two trains are 81i miles apart and are running
toward each other, one at the rate of 35^ mUes an hour
and the other at the rate of 28^ miles aa hour. How far
will they be apart in 40 minutes ?

21. A newsdealer buys papers at the rate of 2 copies for
3c. and sells them to the newsboys at the rate of 3 copies
for 5c. How many copies will he require in order that hemay make a profit of $1 ? How much will the newsboys
make by selling the papers at 2c. each ?

DECIMALS

Give the place name for each digit in 444444. How
does each 4 differ in value from the 4 immediately to its
right ? from the second 4 on its right ? from the 4 immedi-
ately to its left ? from the second 4 on its left ?

If a digit be put to the right of the units' digit, its place
value should be what fraction of the place value of the
units' digit ? If a digit be placed two places to the right of
the units' digit, its place value will be what fraction of the
place value of the units' digit ? Its place value would be
what fraction of the place value of the digit to the right
of the units' digit ?

Hence digits to the right of the units' digit represer.
fractions. What would be the denominator of the fraction
represented by the digit immediately to the right of the
units' digit ? of the fraction represented by the digit two
places to the right of the units' digit ? three places to the
right?

Ordinary notation can now be extended to include
fractions whose denominators are 10 or some power of 10
that is 10, 100, 1000, 10000, etc.

Such fractions are caUed decimal firaetions or simply
decimals.

^S2=afc. ^fF'iJgl2=K33f' -T.
mmmm Hi ^MM
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All other fractions are called eommon or Tulgar frac-
tions.

In order to show whether a digit represents an integer
or a fraction, a dot (•) caUed the decimal point is placed
to the right of the units' digit. All figures to the left of
this point will represent integers, and all to the right,

fractions.

Thus in 36-45, the 3 is tens, the 6 is units, the 4 is tenths,
and the 5 is hundredths. The value of each digit depends,
as in whole numbers, upon the place it occupies.

NOTATION AND NUMERATION
(See vagB 4, and Review Exercise 3.)

To read and write decimals the Table for ordinary
numeration and notation is extended as follows

:

1

73

1

1
-a

3

i
a
3

-S
3

§

1

g

m 1
3 g

^
8

1

1
a
3
W

-a
c
a

1

3

1

4

1

i
a
3
a

1
s
.0

1

3 1 2
5 6 7 8 9

•31.24 is read
: Three thousand one hundred and twenty-

four ten-thousandths. What is the place value of the 3 ?
2? 1? 4? 31? 12? 124? 312?

567089 is read
: Five hundred and sixty-seven and

eighty-nine thousandths. It is a mixed decimal and is
read as a whole number and & fraction.

-'m^<sm^m?^a^t^!^^m^^mi^MEim;!mi?^\ ^^-'•^K'iiimm^mrw
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Now, in integers, any part of a number is read by giving
the part read the place name of its right-hand digit.

Thus in 567089 the part underUned is : Six hundred and
seventy hunareda.

The same is true of decimals and 567089 may be read

•

Five hundred and sixty-seven thousand and eighty-nine
thotiaandthe.

Give place names to the following parts of 567089 • 67
56, 6, 8, 9, 670, 708, 6708, 7089, 89.

'
'

EXERCISE 65

1. Read the following: -3, -7, 1-3, 24-6, 306-8, 2001-4.
2. Read thefoUowing: -42, -75, -08, 3-51 2-04 18-fla

27-01, 30-87, 60-03, 218-42, 500-05, mvOB '
'

B-m^lts^^'foO^f'e^.i''' 006. 2.412,

75^:3^42^:^"^°*= •''^' ''''' 0035. -0008,

5. Write :Tix-tenths, five and three-tenths, seventv-

^^ ^S^^' ^^ ^"'^^^ ^'"^ three-tenths, eig?ty-four

dJSflif^h ''T ^'i
^^*y-«^ hundredths, S^un-dredths, three hundred arid four and five hundredths,seven thousandths, fourteen thousandths, eleven ZfeiSShundred aga fifty-seven thousandths, six thouZd fwo

aSl,'^P^/f^*
thousan<Khs,/five thousand two hundSS

affi nme and twenty-seven ten-lhous3ndths.

Stenths.^'^
*^ *^°*^^'

® ""*^' ^ "°^*'' ^ ""'^8 a°d

8 LS?T ^f
'^""fe^ths: 9 units, 7 units, 3 tenths,

8. Express as thousandths : 4, 03, 5, 3-2 9201 12

y^^^3Si.' .T^i?,:-'^-^'* ^^• ^l^s^fjr
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10. Examine: 63. OB-S, 6.30, 603 and 6-03 and atotewhat chance w made in the value of a number wh^ acipher « placed before the integral part ; after Jhe de^
digit to the left; between the decimal point and tS firstngnifiamt digit to the right.

NOTB
:

The digit! 1. 2. 8. 4. 6. 8. 7. 8. 9. are called «,rn(/fc«rf digit*

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTIGN OP DBCMALB
In the addition of integers how are the addends arranged?

In subtraction how is the subtrahend arranged under the
minuend ?

The same order is observed in the case of addition and
subtraction of decimals. Units are placed under units, tens
nnder tens, tenths under tenths, etc.

This arrangement will be carried out most easUv by
placmg the dedmal points under each other.

^xompfc I: Find the sum of 6-32. 46817 -09
8878256, 3-14.

yS^^^i. wox/, w.

Arrange these thus

:

^
6-32

46-817
•09

867-8266
3-14

The digits in the same columns are added as if all were
whole numbers, 10 units of any order being equal to 1 unit
of the next higher order.

ExampUi: Prom 36504 take 98-736.

The work is set down thus

:

36504
98-736

266-304

From what has the 6 thousandths been taken f

-^;^^^BK:|!.^'
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ORAL KXIRCISI

find the value of

:

1. -3 + 4 4- -6 + -8 +9. 3. -6 + -8 + -04 + 005.

2. .5 + -24 + -26 +.123. 4. 6-2 + 3-5 + 2-81 + 3-44.

5. -7—3, -64—25, 81—07.

6. -53—4, 7—8, 6-63—2.

7. 6—25, 9— 3-8, 10— 514.

8. -23 + .46—17, .42+88—53.

9. 8-3 + 2-9— 403, 61—304 + 2-8.

10. $135 + $-62— $-48, $3-42— $1-86, $0-75 + $0.4.

EZERaSE 66

Find the value of

:

1. -6 + -9 + -46 + .38 + -834 + 416.

2. 93 + 18-7 + 625-4 + 3-8 + 53-8.

3. 2984 + 1583 + 26.37 + 69-45 + 3798.

4. 3446 + 87-5 + 9.432 + 786 + 6-7.

5. 4396 + 5376-84 + 6397882 + 3261-984.

6. 3125642 + 64-85 + 6-928 + 743 + 11-42 + -8.

7. -284 + 3-8 +41 +-9 + -04 + 63 +8-463 + -915.

8. $390 + $87 + $1404 + $015 + $26 + $9-875.

9. $28-5 + $37-876 + $715 + $0-46 + $6-218 + $0-75.

10. -45—27, 7-85-3-97, 82 4— 57-6.

11. 24-36— 15-4, 54-8-26-87, 8-35-2-463.

12. 92— 4-36, 16—425, 67-82— 48.

13. 23-41—5178, 7641— 2674-853.

14. 49-4— 3-86217, 1003—5-846, 10—00423,
937-436- 488-679.

15. 64-25 + 37-5

—

8-49 + 103— 754.

•^1
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I

f

I

16. "lia—284 + .3-.oe+.98-.5.
17. 3664.14-315004 +87.196— 46882

Ja ,^I'r^-^^ + ^3-^-l«>0« + 635.37-36.
19. 4532.04—.0049 + .837-2146 5-947-3 -^
20. 53.8 + 8.64^46.008-3.4 f 19—0547'
21.|64.20 + S38.124-,0.85-|23.1+|5-S.0575.

tol;rtW2^3l.nes'^;Zi? 'JJ?'l""««'
'^^ Ottawa

mUes, and from SudbuS'tr^PoJf 5?n?*^ ^ '^^'^^"^ "^S-Z

How far is it from S^X^^F^rt wlmTm?
'"^^ "^^^^

March. 5.275 thous^dSic w'^.°"T'^.,<'"bi« '««*
! «

cubic feet ; in Mav4 ft fh«, ?
' ?• -^P'^^' 217 thousknd

1-385 thou^d ^bic feet "^^J'"^'^?^* ' ^^^ ^S,
did he use in the six months^ "^ *^''^°'^ ^^^'^^ '««*

first, and in the thiSThe^JiL*2?' '°°'^, *^*« J° the
the first and second ^5^^ %f^J *^'^' ^^ *h«> «
there in the three fa3? ™*°^ ^'^^ °' ^°d are

mU?sthe'^';5tay^«7Sth"fH-2!,«'^* ^^^' 296.67
the fourth day. an5''m^t iL^^^^^^^^^^^

°^a««
bas .t yet to go to complete a vo'age^f'ISoo'^^es'?':

'^

ma^er:^Sl?Z'^^^^^^ a. nit.,enous
^^^ty.^ The rest is water.^' li^^n/^p^Sts^^o? ^aL^

saf
;
a^d^^s^ij^tS^ ?hfrrsttf r'^^'

-^^^
apple-pie is fatty ?

'^ ^^^^y- How much of

How much water dW it toke^p?
""* ' ^'^ »«""''=•
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MULTIPLICATION OF DECIMALS

What is the value of AX 3? of 3 X^PofiaXT^?
What is the value of A X A ? of H X A ? of f« X « ?
Whatis the value of W^ X llPofx^ X A?ofT*^ X ff?
We express these results, decimally, as follows •

i^ lZ'% 3 X.7= 2-1, 19 X .7= 13.3.

i*Qvif~o^ 1-7 X.3= .51. 2-3X1.3= 2.99.
•19 X 11 = 2-09, .07 X .1 = .007. .09 X 33= -297.

It is evident that the only difference between the multipU-
<»tion of whole numbers and the multiplication of decimals
IS, that m the latter the decimal point has to be placed
Compare the number of digits in the decimal part of each

of the above products with the number of digits in the
decimal parts of the multiplicand and multipUer.

Example 1 : Multiply 37-85 X 47.
What is the pUux value of the 5 ? of the 7 ? .WhatwiU be the ptoce value of the product 35 ? In what place

after the decunal, then, should the 5 be put ? The work is
done thus

:

37-85

47

26495
15140

177895

Explaruitum
: The 5 is thousandths, the

9 IS hundredths, the 8 tenths and the 7 units.
Hence the decimal point is placed between
the 7 and 8.

Multiply :

- 1. 37 by 8.

2. 459 by 9.

3. 78.643 by 67,

4. 5816 by .45.

5. ''•3 by 7-6.

KXERCISE 67

6. 9-42 by 5-1. 11. 354 by 726.
7. 92-77 by 34-8.^12. 4375 by 577.
« -273 by 9-5. 13. 819 by 614.

14.^ 12-28 by 3-9.

15/2.43 by ^8.

8,

9. -348 by 05.

10. 476-54 by 3-62,

4
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/

16. Multiply 4-32156 by 10, by 100, by 1000 What
ohr/«S' r^'I ^^^ °>»"^P^^« make iiTe poSSon
l^\y^^ ^i''* ^ ^"""^ ^^e'^ could '^e at ohwS

19. How many ounces are there in 4375 ft. ^ U =^ '

20. How many feet are there in -525 miles ? l"^^ O
21. How many pounds are there in -348 tons ? 5 6 r^ / *'

22. Reduce -625 bu. (a) to pecks, (6) to pecks and ©Ulons.
23. Reduce -34 wk. to days^Eo^ &inu^ 'efc^'^'^V -^

24. The circumference of a wheel 'is'3'.l4ie^ik'«^ its

Seler ?
^** ^ *^' circumference of a wheef 6 \n

cos?' wTfitft "^"^ ^^^ f^^ ** * «^i^ 0^ -125 of theircost. What will he receive for goods which cost him $480 ?

26. One pound of milk wiU make -1087 ft of cheeseHow many pounds of cheese can be made fi^mmtZ
^27. What will be the cost of 80-4 tons of coal at $6-85 a

28. A baU team won -625 of all games played If the

?eam'win°'?*^"'''
""'^''^ ^^ ^' ^o-^any'Zt did Jhe*

tnn^^i,^"* ?
certain school there were enrolled during the

WM 876 ot?hT/, ^^>i"^"';u
'^' ^''"^^^ d*"y Sance

IX attend-ce7"^^
What was the average

wt^ what* ^*h??h''°*'** ,^- "• *° ^""d a cement

JSiflllJe?
°~' of a walk 80 ft. long and
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DIVISION OF DBCHIALS

151

In the division of integers by integers, aow is the first
digit in the quotient obtained? How may its place value
be known?

If 65879 be divided by 53, what is the first digit in the
quotient? What is its place value? What then must be
the place value of the second digit in the quotient ? of the
third? Again if 658-79 be divided by 53, what will the
first digit in the quotient be? What is its place value ?
What is the place value of the second digit? of the third

?

of the fourth ?

658-79 may, therefore, be divided by 53 as foUows:

12-43

63)658-79

128
106

227
212

159
159

If the divisor had been 53 or -53, how could it be
changed to the integer 53? What change must then be
made in the dividend to leave the quotient unchanged ?

It IS clear, therefore, that in the division of decimals the
divisor can always be made a whole number. For instance
16-37 -H 42 = 1637 -f- 42 and -00378 -f- -64= -378 -4-

64*

Hence the division of decimals can always be performed asm the above example. It will be seen that in dividing by
a whole number the decimal point in the quotient come*
immediately above that in the dividend.

.# *

ii'-i,. j^'^xJftie', sji^t^&- -
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' Si

1

;

!•

XJUBCISE 68

13. 8-31183 by 2306.

14. .35209 by 25-7.

^5. 24 by 192.

,. 16. 640 by -256.

^ 17. 5658 by -0123.

^18. 004 by 2-5.

19. 12 by 0006.

20. 694204 by 5860.

21. 461071 by 122-3.

22. -348336 by 492.

23. 5 by 125.

^ 24. 8 by 625.

Divide:

1. 87-6 by 35.

2. 32-68 by 19.

3. -1518 by 46.

4. -7332 by 6.

5. 2-64 by 8.

6. 3-75 by 25.

^ 7. -9 by -12.

8. 9-6188 by 3-46.

^ 9. 30-5 by 61.

10. 1131-264 by 4-8.

/ 11. 3-381 by -00147.

^2. 22-104 by -0072.

25. Divide 437-25 by 10, by 100, by 1000, by 10000.
What chanfire is made in the position of the decimal point
by each of these divisions ?

26. What is the quotient when 4368 is divided by 100 ?
When 37-5 is divided by 10000 ?

9 ^^-oPat* V^ ^' ^ ^y ^' 8 by 600. 7 by 8, 1 by 16,
2 by 25, 9 by 20.

Divide, correct to four places of decimals

:

28. 64375 by 9-573. 31. 3 by 7.

29. 4-50775 by 123-5. 32. 1 by 13.

30- 6 by 17. 33. 14 by 19.

34. If a pound of sufrar costs 4-25c., how many pounds
can be bought for 85c.?

35. How much wheat at $-96 a bushel must a man sell
to pay a debt of $455-05 ?

36 A train runs a distance of 36-8 miles in 116 houn
What is its rate in miles an hour ?

'm%
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37. What is the width of a sheet of paper whose lenjrth
is 12-5 in. and which contains 92-5 sq. in.?

38. How many hundredweight of flour are there in
3620 ft.? What wiU the flour be worth at $2-65 a
hundredweight ?

39. Find the value of 4350 board feet of lumber at $45-50
a thousand feet.

40. Find the value of 600 cu. ft. of gas at $1-35 a
thousand cubic feet.

41. In an Imperial gallon there are 277-274 cu. in.
Find to two decimal places the number of gallons of water
which will be required to fill a rectangular trough 3 ft. wide,
4 ft. deep, and 9 ft. long.

42. The total attendance at a certain school for the
month of March, in which there were 23 teaching days,
was 652. Find to two places of decimals the average daily
attendance.

43. A base-ball team played 78 games of which it won 53.
Find to three places of decimals its winning average.

44. The Cook Cheese Manufacturing Company during the
season of 1909 used 614095 ft. of milk in making cheese
which was sold for $6768-30. If the season's expenses
amounted to $1096-54, find, in cents, to 6 places of
decimals, the price which they could pay a pound for the
milk.

45. If, in Question 44, the amount of cheese manufactured
was 59473 ft., find to two decimal places the number of
pounds of milk required to make one pound of cheese,

46. Find the amount paid to patrons who supplied
78040 ft. and 65457 ft. of milk.

RKDUCmON OF DECIMALS TO VULGAR FRACTIONS

Example : Express -32 as a vulgar fraction

:

•32= 32 hundredths=^= ^-
again 6-32= H*=6M= 6A.
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EXERCISI 69

Express as vulgar fractions in their lowest terms : ,

1- -3, -6, -8, .37, .45, -64.

2. .05, 025, .001, .675, .317, .144.-r

3. .7375, .0112, .0175, -0674, .3225.

.A^. 4.75, 10-25, 12064, 7275, 1512. f
REDUCTION OF VUL6AK FRACTIONS TO DECIMALS

Refirarding a vulgar fraction as the quotient obtained bydividing the numerator by the denominator. 1J3I4
(See page 105.)

. 4
o ».

res^'t S^7r ^ ^' * '*'"°'*^ ^'^'^^ 3-^ ^y 4 and the

ExampU: Reduce 4 to 4 places of decimals:

f =3-^ 7= .4285.

EXERCISK 70

1. Doing the work mentally, reduce to decimals •

iiill f t'
*' *• ^'V.,A,W,

T^, w, A, -sV, T^, ^, A, VV, tjV VV, t/V, a. a.
4*. Keduce to decimals

:

"^. pi'
'''?^' ^ *^' ^*' ^' ^' **' **• ^- •

^

3. Keduce to four places of decimals

:

*» i I'r. w, tV. h, h. W. a. vw.
4. Find to four places of decimals the value of •

A + -173— 1 + -9624 -if.
5. Find to the nearest cent the value of •

$f + $-55+$|-$i.38+$A.

will be the value of what he now owna if fil -k 1 ^ .

is worth 16400 ?
^ " *°® ^^0^^ stock
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. y«? *
^T**^""*-^ ^ 12 hr., what fraction of a work-dar

^}2,^^: ^ ™*°' ' '^° "^^^^ decimal is this fraction equal ?
At $2-40 a day of 12 hr. how much would a man earn in
10 hr. 30 min.?

8. What decimal of 1 bu. is 2 pk. 3 qt. 1 pt. ? What
will 2 pk. 3 qt. 1 pt. of chestnuts be worth at $3-20 a
bushel

?

9. What decimal of 11 ib. 9 oz. is 2 ft. 5 oz. ? If 11 ft
9 OT. of butter be worth $3-70, what will be the value of
2 ft. 5 oz.?

10. Express 2h qt. as a decimal of 1 ^al.
3 gal. 2J qt. of wine cost at $4 a gal.?

What will

EXERCISE 71

- }-^ ^^^^° ^<^* 0^ ^a*er weighs 10 ft. If cast-iron is
7-2 times as heavy as water, how many cubic feet of cast-
iron will weigh as much as 3060 cu. ft. of water ?

2. Find the number (rf pounds in -175 of a ton 4- -235
of a hundredweight+-35 of a pound.

3. Add together -029 of 1 da. 3 hr., .45.of 11 hr. 10 min
and -89 of an hour, and then express the answer in minutes
ana the decimal of a minute.

««t
?^^*8S, in inches, the difference between | yd and

•875 ft » J". »uu

6. A base-baU player's "batting average" is calculated
by finding what decimal the number of his "safe hits" is
of the number of times he was " at bat." Find the batting
average, to three decimal places, of the player who out of
59 times at bat" made 18 "safe hits."

f. o / f^^'^^*®'' ™a?e 1148 runs in 68 innings. Calculate
to z decimal places the average number of runs an innings.

7. Find to two decimal places the average weight of 7 bovswhoM individual weights were: 88 ft., 95 ft., 93 ft
110 ft., 102 ft., 87 ft., and 101 ft.

' ""
8. Divide $35-36 among 4 men and 3 boys givinff to

each boy -14 of a man's share.

4.

y|^
i- ...S^tf^

3,
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9. Find the cost of 6250 laths at 32 cents a hundred.

10 Out of 100 parts of rice -3 parts are fat. A parts are

J^f ?/w!f
*' *S P~*®'*i *"** "^^-2 parts are starST^^t w water. How much water wiU there be in 60 ft. of

n,ii\A* *
w****'" "l°® * *<*" °' '«"» ore yields -55 tons ofpure iron. How much pure iron will there be in 86-4 tonsor ore r

"WMH

12. A gentleman finds that he spends -15 of his salanr
for msurance, -48 for living expensS and -10 for chS^He mvests the remainder, $810. Find his total salary

wilfni^J^^rfJa*'"*®:;**^^®
^^^'^^ K^^o'"* 1289.4 miles andWmmpeg 1414-9 miles west of Montreal. An express

leaves Kenoij at 5.30 a.m. and arrives at wfnnfpTS
M^o^""' ^ ^^^ *^'™*' "^^ °' *^« «^"«« « 'nUes

14. Find the value of: 3 X 03— -01 X 002 X 10-4.

15. By cancellation, find the value of

:

11-52 X 1-04 X 3-36 divided by -48 X 26 X 76-8..

16. By cancellation, find the value of

:

6-6 X 2-24 X 1-56 X 1-08 divided by 3 X -44 X 2-8 X -81.

-J^i: ^ ^^^ ^"^^ ^'^ ^"- °' 0**8 an acre on 10-25 acreswhich yielded a crop averaging 384 bu. an acre. If his seedgr^n cost him $-56 a bu. and his other expenses amounted

aJ $.48^ bu T"^' ^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^"^"* ^^ °**^

18. The Maple Leaf Cheese Factory in 1909 received from
ite patrons 2,259,294 ft. of milk. The receiptrS)m8aW
cheese were $23874-95 and the expend were $^1 92ihe remainder of the receipts was paid to the patrons formilk supplied. Find to five decimal places the price p^dfor the milk m cents per pound. What would be paid topatrons supplying 90934 ft., and 68934 ft. of milk ?

«>fti?kiU° ST*^? ^®.'^? *^^ o^«««« manufactured was
^/7^ ft., find to two decimal places the number of pounds
of milk required to make 1 ft. of cheese.
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THE METRIC SYSTEM OF WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES

In almost every civilized country, with the exception of
Great Britain, her Colonies, and the United States, the
metric system of Weights and Measures is in general use.

In this system there is one standard unit, that of
length, caUed a metre, from which are obtained the units
of area, of volume, and of weight. It is the one ten-miUionth
part of the distance from the equator to the pole.

Prefixes: In learning the Metric Tables it is necessary
to memorize carefuUy the foUowing prefixes and their
meanings

:

Deka = 10. Deci = ^.
Hecto= 100. Centi= y^.
Kilo = 1000. MiUi =T^o.

MEASURES OP LENGTH

The unit of length is the metre, equal to 3937 inches.

10 millimetres (mm) 1 centime! e
10 centimetres (cm) 1 decimetre
10 decimetres (dm) i metre
10 metres (m) 1 dekametre
lOdekametres (Dm) 1 hectometre
10 hectometres (Hra) 1 kUometre (Km)
Note : The most important units are in heavy type.

Approximately, 8 kilometres = 5 miles.

Exampk 1 : How many millimetres are there in 43
dekametres?

lilii
43 dekametres= 43 = 430000 millimetres
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R 1

t-i i-

{ i

£b:j)tonatum ; Dekametres are the units of the fourth
denomination above millimetres, and the value of each
denomination is ten times the value of the denomination
next below it. Therefore, the number of millimetres is

10000 times the number of .dekametres.

ExamjAe 2 : How many metres are there in 564 centi-
metres?

all
564 centimetres=564= 5*64 metres.

Exjdanation : Centimetres are the units of the second
denomination below metres. Hence the number of metres
is found by dividing the number of centimetres by 100.

NOTS : It is clear that in the Metric System, Bednction is merely
a question of moying the decimal point.

BXERCISB 72

1. Usinf a metre stick, measure the length of objects
about you : Your desk, the window, the school-room floor,

the doors, the walls, the black-board, etc.

2. How many metres in a kilometre ? in a hectometre ?
in a centimetre ? in 5 dekametres ? in 3-2 kilometres ?
in 1479 centimetres ?

3. Express 3142-69 metres as hectometres, as kilometres,
aa millimetres.

4. Read 2415-637 metres, giving the metric denomination
of each dl^^t.

5. EJxpress 457-382 decimetres as centimetrep as hecto-
metres, as millimetres, as kilometres.

6. What is the difference in inches between 4 yards and
4 metres ?

7. What will 6 metres of cloth cost @ 85c. a metre ?

8. What will be the cost of 3-85 metres of ribbon @ 40o..

a metre ?

0. The distance between two towns is 20 Km. What is
the distance in miles ? If the distance is 20 mi., what is
the distance in kilometres ?
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10. Find the value in metres of :

4.2 Km + 3-75 Hm + 9436 m + 42-5 cm.
11. Find the value in metres of:

23.4 dm X 6— 3482 dm -H4 +621 m

8UBPACB OR SQUABE MEASUBE
100 square millimetres 1 »^ i. x

100 square ^ntimehS '. ' '
'

'

J S" S!?-
™!*"

100 square decimetrS^
'

"
'

'

} f3' 1^^^^'^

100 square metres. .

'

'

'

J
2* ?t*'* *

100 square dekametres
'

"
'

*

t f?' uS?"**J*
100 square hectometres

. [ [ ] J ^ &t«"
EXERCISE 73 t

1. Reduce 346 sq. mm to sq. Hm, to sq. cm.
2. Reduce 4683 sq. Dm to sq. dm, to sq. Hm.

CUBIC MEASUBE

1000 cubic decimetre,.
] [ [ [ ; [Zt'^Z""

EXERCISE 74

een'uSr *'^" "• ^ '° """^ «'»'»»'^. '- «»bic

mJ;^'^ ^^ ""• "^ '" """c decimetres, ta cubic

make a «Sf?/-.?^'° °?,'^®« °^ «»rt^ ^»1 be removed to

2 m hi^h^ ^'^ ^""^ '-2 ^°» Jo"*. 8 m wide anl

6. How many cubic metres in your school-room ?
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KEASUBE8 OF CAPACITY

The unit of capacity used fc. ' measurinjr liquids and
dry substances is the Hire. It equals a cubic decimetre.

10 millilitres (ml) l centilitre

10 centilitres (cl) 1 decilitre

10 decilitres (dl) l litre
10 litres (1) 1 dekalitre
10 dekalitres (Dl) l hectolitre
10 hectolitres (HI) i kUolitre (Kl)

KXIRCISB 76

1. Cionstruct out of cardboard a cubic box, the length of
one side being 1 decimetre.

2. Read 364-75 1, giving the metric denomination of
each digit.

3. How many decilitres in 2 dekalitres ? in 4 millilitres ?

4. How many litres will it take to fill a rectangular
tank 3 m long, 2 m wide, and 1-5 m deep ?

5. What will be the value of 6-34 kilolitres of wine at
50c. per litre ?

6. A box measuring 30 cu. cm will contain how many
litres?

I'll

MEASURES OF WEIGHT

The unit of weight is the gramme. The gramme is the
weight of a cubic centimetre of pure water at its greatest
density.

1 centigramme
1 decigramme
1 8ri*tunme
1 dekagramme
1 hectogramme
1 kilogramme (Kg)

A kilogramme (sometimes written kilo) is about 2i lb.

A metric ton (T) i? 1000 kilogrammes or nearly 2204-6 Vb,

10 milligrammes (mg)

.

10 centigrammes (eg) .

10 decigrammes (dg) .

10 grammes (g)
10 dekagrammes (Dg) .

10 hectogrammes (Hg) .

7-M^.
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1. Express as grammes

:

123 eg, 2980 Kg, 4900 mg.

2. Express as milligrammes :

25 dg, 32 g, 124 Kg.

3. Express as kilogrammes

:

64000 dg, 425 T, 863 Hg.

4. What will be the weight in kilogrammes of a rectangu-
lar mass of water 1 m in length, 5 dm in width and
2 dm in height ?

5. Lead is 11-3 times as heavy as water. What will be
the weight in kilc^^rammes of a rectangular bar of lead
•52 m long, -35 m wide, and 125 m thick ? How many
pounds will it weigh ?

6. Find as a decimal of a gramme the value of

:

•06325 Kg + 3975 g + 91 mg.

7. Find the value of 326 Kg of copper at 2-5 francs per
kilogramme.

EXERCISE 77

1. What is the difference in feet between 16 Km and
10 mi?

2. A train runs at the rate of 48 Km an hour. In how
many minutes will it go 660 m ?

3. Find the cost of 80 Kg 125 g of butter at 64c. per
kilogramme.

4. Gold is 19-3 times as heavy as water. Find the wei^tm kilogrammes of a solid gold cube whose «jdge is 5 cm.

5. How many cu. m of wood are there in a pile 6-40 m
long, 150 m wide, and 2 m high ?

6. How many litres of grain will fill a bin 1-25 m high,
1^20 m wide, and 3 m long ?

7. The distance from Toronto to Montreal is about 338-5
mi. What is the distance in kilometres ?

8. How many metres of carpet 30 cm wide will it
require for a floor 7*5 m long and 6 m wide ?

iilta
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COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC

Substitute the proper numerators in the following

:

• ^^ TTnr > J = rrff » f ^^ rrr*

The fraction tH is found to be so useful in business

transactions that a special name and symbol are given to it.

The name is per eent. and the symbol is %. For instance,

\h= ^%t or 5 per cent.; 3 per cent. =^=3% =Tfir= .03.

100
2i% •025;

^^-ioo 35;

60
*= 100=«^= «^^' .175=a=i7jV

KXKRCISK 78

1. What is the per cent, equivalent for A, A. t, H.W ?

2. Find the per cent, eguivalents for i, f f, ^, |, Jf

.

3. It will be found useful to remember the per cent,
equivalents for the eighths, the sixths, the tenths, the twen-
tieths, and the twenty-fifths. Make out the table for these.

4. Find the per cent, equivalents for: .07, -0375. -125
•0025, 3-5, 1425.

'

5. Find the vulgar fraction equivalents, and the decimal
fraction equivalents for

:

6%, 3i%, 17J%, 125f%, 8i%.

6. Find
: 12% of 375, that is,^ of 375 ; 28% of 225 •

6i% of 369; &^% of $4323; 62i% of 5424 acres.

7. What fraction is 3 yd. of 16i ft.? what per cent.?

8. What per cent, is : 8 of 48 ? 36 of 96 ? $42 of $630 ?
24 oz. of 2 ft.? 5t qt. of 3 pk.?
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9. What per cent, is 16 of 32 ? $1-50 of $45 ? 35 of

3J doz.? 6i of 4it ? 81 ft. of 7 ft. 6 in.?

10. Find the number of which 24 is 3%, 63 is 4i%,
728 is 104%, 6 is i%, 32 is §%, 935 is 85%.

11. A merchant sells goods valued at $450, but is able

to collect only 80% of the amount. Find the amount
collected.

12. At a certain examination the total marks given were

4200. How many marks did a student receive who got

65i% of the total?

13. The population of a town is found to have increased

20% every 10 years. Its population in 1881 was 6250.

What was its population in 1891 ? in 1901 ?

14. The average daily attendance at a school for the

month of October was 92 % of the number on the roll. If

the number on the roll was 325, find the average attend-

ance.

15. A casting which weighs 480 ¥b. contains 96^% of

copper, and the rest is tin. How many pounds of tin are

there ?

16. A man receiving a salary of $1200 a year spends

14% of it for board, 10% of it for clothing, and 13i% of

it for other expenses. How much can he save in 6 years ?

17. A library contains 4800 volumes, of which 1440 are

fiction. What fraction of the library is fiction ? What per

cent.?

18. A banker lends a farmer $469 and receives $18-76

for the use of it. What per cent, is this of the sum loaned ?

19. Of 8280 candidates who wrote on a certain examirv
tion 3925 passed. What per cent, failed ?

20. To 63 gal. of wine there are added 12 gal. of water.

What per cent, of the mixture is the water ?

21. Of 51,000,000 bu. of wheat sent out oi Canada all but

850,000 was sent to Great Britain. What per cent, of the

wheat exported did Great Britain receive ?
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WW Wf^H^^J"^^**. ^* ^3-60 was sold fc N-20.What fraction of the cost was the gain ? What rex cent. ?^NOTE
!

The gain or loes is usually expressed as a per cent of

ITnfwif
"^ * ^°?® for $150 and sell it so as to gain $30.For what per cent, of the cost do I sell it ?

wJlulSS °1l^lf*w^f?K
^»«.^500, and the selling pricewas ^nw. What was the gam per cent.?

nmm5^iK2^^l??**? ^°^ ^1^ *^e seUer makes aprofit of 15%. What does it cost him ? At what should he

^Sii« •°'*^' H^ ^ ^** ^'^«»° of the cost is theselling pnce m each case ?

26. Goods damaged by fire were sold at a loss of 16%Ktiie total loss was $3600, find the original cost of the

10?' %n^I ^!ii ""^u*^*^ !?^ ^^^-^^ «^°>°« thereby

Jhem for $'l2.75
?"' '"' ""'^ '^' '''' "^'^ °^°*- ^^^ ^« ^^^^

•S?'o/^i®^
merchant mixes 40 lb. of tea at 45c ner ftmth 20 ft. at 30c. per ft. What is his gain oer cenJ byselhng the mixture at 50c. per ft. ?

^

«4?V" ^?^.^ j^ ??^."®*^ ^y «®"^°« a sewing-machine for$42, for what should it be sold to gain 33J % ?

30. A sold goods to B at a profit of 10%. and B sells

2S? *°w ^i^/.P"*^* °f 15^- If C paid $506 for thegoods, what did they cost A ?

COMMISSION

One person sometimes employs anether to transact for
him certa . business, such as buying, selling, or renting
property, buying or selling goods, coUecting accounts
sohciting orders, etc. The person so employed is caUed an
aarent, a broker, or a eommUgton merchant, acoord-mg to the nature of the business in which he is engaged
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The person employing the agent is called the agent's
principal.

Name some agents in your neighbourhood, and state the
nature of the business in which each is engaged.

Instead of receiving a wage or salary, these agents
usually receive a commission, that is, a certain per
cent, of the value of the 1)usiness they do. What
advantage is there in this mefiod ?

EXERCISE 79

1. At 3% what is an agent's commission for selling a
farm for $4000 ?

2. At 2J% what is an agent's commission for buying a
house for $2400 ?

3. For collecting accounts an agent receives a commission
of 5%. What will be the amount of his commission for
collecting $750 ?

4. A book agent receives 25% on his sales. What will
be his commission for selling 6 sets of books at $12-50
a set?

5. An agent sells 450 bbl. of apples at $4 a bbl. on a
commission of 31%. How much will his principal receive
from the sales ?

NOTE: It is customary to deduct the commission foi selling,
from the amount of the sales and transmit the balaaoo to the
principaL The amount returned to the principal is called the
net proceeds.

6. How much shall I have to send my agent in order
that he may purchase for me 600 bu. of oats, at 35c. a
bushel, after deducting his commission of 4i % ?

7. For renting a house a real estate agent charges 2 %
of the annual rent. What will be his commission for
renting a house at $18 a month ?

8. For selling $6200 worth of goods an agent receives a
oommission of $155. What was the rate charged ?
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9. A commission merchant bousrht goods worth $3050
Jind received $54-75 as his commission. What was the
rate charged ?

10. A dealer sent his agent $1842-75, instructing him to
retain his commission and purchase goods with the bahnce.
The agent's commission was $22-75. ^Vhat wag the rate
charged ?

NOTE: It is customary to deduct the commission for buying,
from the money reoeired, and invest the balance.

11. For selling goods on a commission of 3j% an agent
received $39-90. For what amount did the goods sell?
How much did the agent's principal realize from the sale ?

12. A broker received $24-80 for purchasing goods on a
commission of 2f %. What was the value of the goods
bought ? How much did they cost the broker's employer ?

13. A canvasser for a newspaper is allowed 22J % of all
subscriptions received by him. How many subscriptions at
$4 each must he secure in order to earn $135 commission ?

14. A machine agent sold twelve binders on a commission
of 15%. If his employer received, as net proceeds, the
sum of $1632, what was the selling price of each binder ?

15. An agent remits to his principal $2488-50 as the net
proceeds from the sale of 2800 bu. of wheat. Find the
agent's commission if he 'charges at the rate of li%. Find
also the selling price of the wheat a bushel.

16. A broker bought 20000 bu. of corn at 58c. a bushel,
and sold it next day at 60c. Find his total commission if

he charges i% for buying und also ^% for selling. Find
also his employer's net gain.

17. An agent sold 782 cwt. of flour on a commission of
2i%. If he paid $97-75 for freight and remitted his
employer $2189-60, find the selling price of the flour.

18. I send my broker $2790 with which to buy cotton at
9c. a yard after retaining his commission of 3i%. How
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many yards of cotton did In buy ? What was his commis-
sion ? What fraction of the cost of the cotton was the
money sent?

19. A commercial traveller was ofifered (1) a commission
of li% on his sales or (2) a salary of $30 a week with a
3% commission on his sales. He accepted the first oflfer

which he found to be $1140 a year bettor than the second.
What amount of goods did he sell ?

20. A man having bought 3000 lb. of tea instructs hia
broker to sell it at 51c. a pound and invest the net
proceeds in sugar at 5c, a pound. How many pounds of
sugar were bought if the broker's commission for buying
and for- selling was 2%. What was the broker's total
commission ?

TAXES

Who owns your school-house ? What did it cost ? Who
furnished the money? How was it collected? Who
decides how this money is to be expended ? What is the
money called ?

In every city, etc., it is usual to appoint officers, called

assessors, whose duty it is to v^lue all the taxable property
in the city, such as land, buildings, incomes, money, stock,

furniture. The total of these values is called the assessed
value, or the assessment, of the city, etc. The amount for

which each individual is assessed is made known to him by
a notice from the assessor. Try to obtain one of these
notices.

The total taxes are then levied on thf total assessment,
and each ratepayer pays a share which is the same
fraction of the total tax that his assessmctit Iz of the total

assessment. The amount to be paid is calculated, usually,

at the rate of a certain number of mills on eaeh dollar
of assessment. This rate is called the rate of
taxation.

iMiaiiii
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Each ratepayer receives a tax-bill in some such form
as this

:

No. on Roll.

.1910

^^ Con Lot „.

I* THE mmiCIPAI CORPOEAnOK OP HOBTH MOVAOHAIT, Dr.

To tmount of Tuea leried for 1910

On acres aafcUoroa :

1.—For
«.—For
8.—For
4.—For
6.—For
6.—For
7—For

8.—For
9—For
10—For
11.—For

IS.—For

TOTAL ASSESSED VALUE, f
Conntr Purpotea, at g Mills
Township Parposes. at i* Mjug
Public School Rate, Section No, 1. at 3 Mills
Public School Rate, Section No. 2, at 3 Mills
Public School Rate. Section No. 3, at 1 Mill
Public School Rate, Section No. 4. at 2 Mills
Special Rate. Drain Tax
Statute Labour Commutation da;sat75c. per daj-
Doe Tax
Arrears of Taxes
General Pub. School Rate (Co. and Tp.) a Hills
Separate School Rate, at \\ Mills

RECEIVED PAYMENT
TOTAL TAXES

. Collector

EXERCISE 80

1. What is the rate of taxation when $9 taxes are paid
on an assessment of $4500 ?

Example: $4500 pays 9000 mills

1 " 2 "

therefore rate = 2 mills on the dollar.

2. What is the rate of taxation when the taxes and the
assessment are respectively: $19-80 and $3600? $178-20
J^d ^$21600? !^6875 and $550,000? $141,750 and
97,075,000.
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3. What amount of taxes can be raised when the assess-
ment, and the rate on the dollar are, respectively, $2500
and 6 mills? $3560 and 7 mills? $4800 and 12i mills?
$8i^2218 and 20 mills ? $166880 and 19 mills ?

4. What is the assessment when the rate on the dollar,
and the taxes are, respectively, 4 mills and $1640? 7^
mills and $1125? 5 mills and $13750? 16 mills and
$146000? 20i mills and $982125?

5. A man has an income of $1800. If $600 is exempt
from taxation, what amount of taxes will he be required to
pay at the rate of 15 mills on the dollar ? What will be
his net income ?

6. A municipality decides to build a bridge to cost
$15000. If the assessment of the municipality be
$10000000, what will a man who is assessed for $4000 have
to pay toward the cost of the bridge ?

7. A school section is assessed for $280000. What
amount will a ratepayer, who is assessed for $5200, have to
contribute toward a teacher's salary of $700 ?

8. Mr. Henderson bought a house for $7500 on which he
pays $105 taxes. If the rate of taxation be 17i mills
on the dollar, for what per cent, of the cost of the' house
is he assessed ?

9. A city assessed for $12000000 levies a rate of
13j mills. What amount of taxes will the city thus obtain
after paying 2J % for collection ?

10. An Ontario city in 1909 had an assessment on real
property of $7769128, a business assessment of $659210,
and an income assessment of $210180. Find to the nearest
cent the amount of money collected for school purposes
if the total school rate was 8-9 mills on the dollar.

11. A township is assessed for $630000. The taxes are
3^ mills for county purposes, 2f mills for township purposes,

2\ mills for schoiol purposes, H mills for other purposes, and
a poll-tax of $1-50. If 120 persons pay the poll-tax, find

the total taxes raised.

Note : a poll-tax is a tax of a specified sum on the iodividual.

i . ...A.'?i-^i3«;
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mifii*n?S"!f1,*^®
following Tax Table for a rate of 6i

SS^ for $7m"'
"" '' "^ findthetaxpaidon proper^

TAX TABLE FOR RATE OP 5-25 MILLS

Assess-
ment Tax Assess-

ment Tax Assess-
ment Tax

$1
2
3

$0-00525
001050
001575

$4
5
6

$003100
002625
003150

$7
8
9

$003675
004200
004725

The tax on $7000 or $7 x 1000=|.03675 x 1000=$38.75
" " 300 or $3 X 100= -01575 x 100= 1-575

60 or $6 x 10= -03150 X 10= .315< i> II - *«— 0J.0

J r = -026

17365
=$38-67

$5ib.''on$m
''"' *^"^' '°' *'^ ^ -' '^ -"^« 0-

miS 3tmm:1nr8i*'.'l?J^'^
''^ ^^^ ^- -^- of 4

tftJ^k ^^of * M®,
^^"^ **?^^' ^°^ *J^e tax on $950 at 4 mills$6275 at 3J mills, and $9725 at 8^ mills.

'

DUTIES OR CUSTOMS
The preceding section explained and dealt with taxes

levied for ocal purposes. There are. however, other taxes
levied for the support of our federal and provincial govern-
ments.

Name some of the purposes for which these governments
use their revenue. Who usuaUy collects the money for this
revenue? Where is it collected? Where is your nearest
port of miry f

,
These taxes are called dnties or enstoms and are of

three classes
:
those levied on commodities (ij brought into
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the country, (2) sent out of the country, and (3) produced
or manufactured in the country.

The first are caUed import duties, the second export
duties, and the third excise duties.

Name-some commodities liable for each of these duties,
and state what the duty in each case is.

For the purpose of duty, goods or commodities may be
divided into four classes

;

(1) Those which are admitted free.

(2) Those which are subject to an ad valorem duty,
that is, a certain per cent, of their invoiced value.

(3) Those subject to a specific duty, that is, a
certain amount a pound, a yard, a piece, etc., without
reference to the value.

(4) Those subject to both an ad valorem and a specific
duty. Name some goods in each of these classes.

At present goods manufactured in Great Britain and in
some British colonies receive in the matter of duty, when
imported into Canada, a preference over the goods imported
from other countries.

A list of goods with their duties is called a tariff.

EXERCISE 81

Find the duty on the following

:

1

.

250 bbl. of apples, the duty being 40c. a bb!.

2. 625 ft. of molasses, the duty being 50c. a 100 lb.

3. $375 worth of silk, the duty being 30%.
4. 6 carriages invoiced at $110 each, the duty being 35%.
5. 560 ft. steel rivets invoiced at 6c. a ft., the duty

being 7oc. a 100 ft. and 25% ad valorem.

6. 80 gal. of japan invoiced at $1-15 a gal, the duty
being 20c. a gal. and 22i% ad valorem.

iiiii
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7. A jeweller imports 2 doz. watches invoiced at $7-50

a watch. The duty being 30% , find the amount paid. Find

also the total cost of the watches to the jeweller.

8. Knitted goods manufactured in England are subject to

a duty of 22J%, those manufactured in the United States

to 35% . How much will be saved by importing $320 worth

of such goods from Great Britain instead of from the United

States ?

9. Dress goods imported from Great Britain are subject

to 40% less duty than those imported from other countries.

What will be saved by importing from Britain dress goods

valued at $1600 if the regular duty imposed on such goods

from other countries is 25% ?

10. Select your own rates and find the duty on the follow-

ing : 1 doz. axes invoiced at $1 each, 24 blankets at $3-50

a pair, 12 pair rubber boots at $2-50 a pair, 20 gal, coal oil

at 18c. a gal., 8 bbl. of flour at $6-25 a bbl.

11. Find the duty on an importation of 6 tons of sugar

invoiced at $3-50 a 100 lb., the duty being 31^0. a 100 ft.

What will be the total cost to the purchaser ?

12. An implement dealer imports the following: 6 ploughs

invoiced at $20 each, 3 binders at $125 each, 4 cultivators

at $40 each, 8 wagons at $75 each

:

(a) Find the amount of duty paid, if on ploughs

and cultivators there is a duty of 20 % , on

binders 17^%, and on wagons 25%.

(6) For how much must the whole be sold to yield

aprofitof 12i%?

13. A grocer imports 60 boxes of raisins containing 25 ft.

each invoiced at 8c. a ft. He pays a specific duty of §c.

a ft., $7-50 for freight, and $2-50 for warehouse charges.

If he retails the raisins at 3 ft. for 35c., how much does he

gain ? What is his gain per cent.?

14. A bookseller imports a set of books invoiced at $12

and pays a duty of 25 % . If he sells the books for $18 what

will be his gain per cent.?
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Just as one who lives in a house, or on a farm, which is

not liis own lias to jmy for the use of that house or farm, so

a person who borrows money has usually to pay for the use

of that money.

What is the nime given to the money paid for the use of

houses, farms, etc.?

Money paid for the use of borrowed money is called

interest. The money borrowed is called the principal.

The total sum paid to the penon or persons from whom
the money is borrowed is called the amount. Of what

two sums is the amount made up ?

The interest for one year is a certain per cent, of the

principal. This per cent, is called the rate of interest

per annum.

When one buys goods on credit he is, in reality, borrowing

money, and is, therefore, sometimes charged interest on the

value of the goods bought. So too, a banker with whom
money is deposited uses borrowed money and \isually pays

interest on it.

It is the custom for the borrower to give to the party

from whom he borrows a written acknowledgment of his

debt as well as a promise to repay 4;he money. This written

document is called a promissory note, the form of which

is as follows

:

$25000. Ottawa, Ist Nov., 1909.

Three months after date I promise to pay James H.

Broadbent, 6r order, Two Hundred and Fifty ^ Dollars

for value received, with interest at 5 % per annum.

J. D. Crawford.

The person who signs the note (J. D, Crawford) is called

the maker.
12

llili
_^__
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The person to whom the mooey is to be paid (James H.
Broadbent) is called the payee.

The sum borrowed ($250) is called the fkee of the
Bote.*

When dates are given, interest for 'a part of a year is

nraally calculated by days. For instance, a $250 account
due on 1st November but not paid until 1st February
would be 92 days overdue, and interest on it for that period
at 5 % would, therefore, be VWr <rf the interest for one year,
or AV of rb of $250.

I

EXERCISE 82

1. Find the interest on $640 for 3 years at 5i% per
•nnuqi. (Interest= 3 X t^ of $640.)

2. Find the interest on $200 for 1 year at 6% per
annum; $350 for 2 years at 4% per annum; $50 for
2J years at 3% per annum ; $280 for li years at 3i% per
annum ; $75-50 for 6f years at 4i% per annum.

3. Find, to the nearest cent, the interest on, and the
•mount of, $428-25 for 2 years and 3 months at 6%.
(Interest= ^"4^ of principal, therefore amount = iijj of
principal.)

4. Find, to the nearest cent, the interest on, and the
amount of, $562-85 for 3 years and 73 days at 5%; $4200
from 5th May, 1909, to 8th September, 1909, at U%
$3725 from 10th June, 1909, to' 8th May, 1910, at 3}%
$6250 from 8th January, 1910, to 6th March, 1911, at 4%
$10000 from 30th April to 8th October at 5i%.

5. On what principal is the interest $45 in 2i years
at 6% ? (t^ of principal= interest.)

6. On what principal is the interest $60 in 2 years at
6%? $144 in IJ years at 4i%? $25-50 in 6 months at
4i%? $198 in 90 days at 5i%?

7. In what time will $250 give $75 interest at 6% ?
(Interest for 1 year= tH of $250= $15.)
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8. In what time will $025 give $12-50 at 4% ? $4280 rive
$748 interest at 5% ?

w^^iti^^

9. Find the rate per cent per annum when the interest
on $840 for 2i years is $105. (Interest for 1 year= $42=m of principal= 5% of principal.)

10. Find the rate per cent, per annum when the
interest on $6000 for 1 year is $240 ; on $1600 for 9 months
IS $72 ; on $2190 for 80 days is $1680.

11. At what rate per cent, per annum will $1000 amount
to $1030 in 8 months ? $620 to $713 in 3 years ? $360 to
$40320 in 4 years ?

•ow w

12. On 5th January, 1910, Mr. Jackson borrowed $250
and agreed to pay interest thereon at 4j% per annum.
How much did he owe on 5th April, 1910 ?

13. On 6th June, 1910, Thomas Black, of Samia, got
from Henry Stone goods valued at $125 and agreed to pay
for them in four months with interest at 6% per annum.
On what day was the account due ? How much did Mr.
Black owe Mr. Stone on that day ?

14. Write a receipt for the interest on a loan of $80 for
5 months with interest at 5^ % per annum.

15. If you deposit in a savings-bank $120 on 1st

.

January, and $180 on 3rd February, how much should there
be to your credit on 3l8t March if the bank allows you
interest at the rate of 3i% per annum ?

16. A savings-bank which pays interest at the rate of
4% per annum makes up ite interest on 30th June. If the
interest on any account is equal to the difference between
the interest up to 30th June on all sums withdrawn and
the interest on all sums deposited, find the amount of
Henry Rust's account on 30th June if on 10th January he
deposits $200, on 15th February withdraws $150, on 25th
February deposits $250, on 4th April deposits $400, on
8th May withdraws $200, on 30th June deposits his
interest.
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17. On 6th January a customer buys goods valued at

$136, but does not pay his bill until 4th June. How much
should he then pay if theme, ^ant charges 4% interest

on all accounts ?

18. On 4th September I buy goods worth $200, and am
allowed 30 days in which to make payment. After that
time I agree to pay 3% interest. How much shall I owe
on 10th December ?

Note : On demand notes, payments may be made at any time.
The amount of the note at the date of each payment is found, the
payment is deducted from that amount, and the balance bears
interest until the next payment, and so on.

19. On 1st February, 1910, Mr. Brown gave the Bank of

Commerce a demand note for $2000 bearing interest at

6%. Counting by months, what would be the amount due
on 1st April, 1910 ? If Mr. Brown then paid $400, what
would the balance be ? What would be the amount of this

balance on 1st June, 1910 ? If Mr. Brown then paid $300
what would the balance be ? What would be the amount
of this balance on 1st September, 1910 ? If Mr. Brown
then paid $900, what would the balance be ? What would
be the amount still due on 1st December, 1910 ?

TRADE DISCOUNT

It is a custom among certain manufacturers and whole-

.
sale dealers to issue catalogues containing a list of prices

as well as a description of the goods they are offering for

sale. These catalogues are intended, for the use of the

trade, that is, for the retail merchants who handle the

merchandise described. The prices given are called the

list or catalogfue prices and a reduction from them is

usually allowed to the trade. This reduction is called

trade or commercial discount, and is quoted as a per-

centage of the list price.

When the manufacturer or wholesale merchant wishes to

change his prices he does so either by changing the rate of

discount or by giving additional discmmts.

^317 T7^. iTWTm ,-}*<*%J k WSKK TPMLir^SilBMSMlJkl W^ySMi.
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If two or more discounts are allowed, the first one is a

discount off the list price, the second ofif the remainder, the

third off what then remains, and so on.

The price remaininsr after all discounts are deducted is

called the net priee.

Retail merchants fix for their goods a Selling price, just

as the wholesale merchant has a list price for his goods.

This is usually called the marked priee, and is a per-

centage of the cost price. Customers are sometimes

given a discount off this marked price.

EXERCISE 83

1. Find the discount from each of the following list prices

at the rate given: $1 with 10% off, $4 with 25% off,

$10 with 30% off, $9 with 33j% off, $15 with 5% off,

$25 with 20% off, $40 with 12i% off, $75 with 8% off,

$120 with 37i% off. $600 with 40% off. Solve all these
merUaUy.

2. Find the net price for each list price in the pre-

ceding example.

3. Find the discount and net price for each of the follow-

ing amounts at the rate given : $12-50 with 10 % off, $15-25
with 8% off, $25-75 with 20% off, $50 with 15% off, $225
with 30% off, $626 with 25% off, $4250 with 37i% off,

$637-25 with 4% off, $982-80 with 33^% off, $3264-80
with 3% off.

4. Find the net price of goods listed at $400 with dis-

counts of 30% and 10% off. (Net price=A of tV of

$400.)

5. The net price of an article listed at $16 was $12-80.

What was the rate of discount ? (Discount= $3-20 = ^/V
of the list price= i^% .)

6. Find the net prices for each of the following: $625
with 20% and 10% off, $3275 with 40% and 5% off, $4000

'/.''i<j v.> Xlb; Z.a^ I wnt'^HAjasifaSi or.
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JJ*ii??u^°A^^^ ''J
^^^ ^*^ 37i% and 10% off,

$2160 with 15% and 5% off.

'

I.
J' 5°^-.*^® ^®* P"<^8 for: $800 with 30%, 10% and

l^L^^^Li^ "^^^ 20%, 20% and 3% off; $4650 with
33J%, 10% and 5% off; $3400 with 10%, 10% and 10%
off; $765 with 20%, 10% and 5% off.

8 A customer paid $3-60 for an article of which the
marked price was $4. What rate of discount did he receive ?

9. Goods for which the Ust price was $90 were sold to a
retail merchart for $58-50. What was the rate of discount ?

10. The list price is $500. What is the difference be-
tween a discount of 40 '^ and two discounts of 20% and 20% ?

11. "IJe catalogue price of -certain goods was $1575, off
wnich there were given two discounts of 33i% and 6%How much less would they have cost if there had been a
single discount of 40 % ?

12. A merchant buys from a manufacturer cloth which is
catalogued at $3-20 a yard. He gets a discount of 25%
and sells the cloth at a gain of 20%. At what price did
he sell it ?

13. What is the list price of knives for which a retail

Sfi
«

^o°*
P*^^ ^ ^ ^o^®'^ after getting a discount of

14 A wholesale merchant gives 25% and 10% discount.

I^i^^.JTo^
*^ ^^^ P"^ ^ Sfoods for which he received

440'50 ?

15. A retail bookseller to whom the wholesale merchant
allows discounts of 20% aud 15%, buys a book of which
the catalogue price is $2.60 and sells it at a profit of 30%.
What does he get for it ?

16. A merchant, who sells goods on 60 days' credit,
allows 3% discount off all bills for cash. How much does a
customer save by paying cash for a bill of $265 ?

l^'
^-feJ'chant allows a customer 5% off his bill for

cash. What is the amount of a bill for which a customer
pays $39-90 cash ?

^TWUniti. 'J'l^tU\"V^Wi'^'^JTt QCI^^ ^TT^I Ifi-XXVlilBM^HHt.C *"
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18. If, in the preceding question, the merchant was
marking his goods at a profit of 33^%, what was the cost
of the goods for which he received $39-90 ?

*19. A dealer sold a plate glass for $150, less discounts of

20%, 10%, and 5%, and made a profit of 20%. What did
the plate glass cost him ?

20.

Mr. J. D. Winch,
Orillia.

Bought of The Furniture Co
Netr-60 days.

Terms—3% discount if paid in 30 days.

Toronto. 17th Dec, 1909.

Kitchen Chairs (;;^ 795) @ $ 2-50

Kitchen Cupboard(;^ 524) @ $20-50
Extension Tables(;^ 150) ® $18-00
Bar Back {^ 369) @ $17-50

Less iO%, 10%

$ c. $
60 00
20 50
36 00
35 00

50151
69 69

81

c.

81

Note : # means number. Thus # 795 means No. 795 in the
catalogue issued by The Furniture Co.

Is the above bill correct ? What amount would settle the
bill on 29th December, 1909?

Supply names and dates, and make out bills in the above
form for the following

:

21. Bought 3 account books @ $3-50 each, 5 doz. exercise
books @ 25c, each, 10 Morocco bound notebooks @ $1-25
each, 5 gross penholders @ 60c. per doz., 4 double inkstands

@ $1-25 each. Discounts 20% and 5%.
22. Bought 4 diamond rings @ $35 each, 6 gold lockets

@ $6-50 each, 3 watches @ $30 each, 1 silver-plated tea-

set @ $35, 2 cut glass vases @ $8-50 each. Discounts 30%
and 10%.

23. Bought 30 half-pound tins spice @ 7c., 25 lb. baking
powder at 8c., 20 lb. ground pepper @ 35c., 150 lb. coflfee

@ 40c„ 200 Ife. Japan tea @ 35c., 100 ft. rice at 6c^
12 boxes raisins @ $4. Discounts 25% and 12^%.
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COMPOUND INTEREST
If Mr. Longford borrows from Mr. Sinclair $200 with

interest at 5% per annum, he will owe at the end of the
year $200 and $10 interest. If now he is unable to pay the
interest, he is reaUy borrowingr $210 from Mr. Sinclair for
the second year, the interest on which will be $10-50, and
the amount which Mr. Longford will owe at the end of two
years is $220-50. The difference between this amount and
the original principal is caUed the eompound interest
on that principal for two years. That is, $20-50 is the
compound interest on $200 for 2 years at 5% per annum.

The ordinary interest on $200 for 2 years at 5% is $20
which is called the simple interest. In what respect
does compound interest differ from simple ?

The method of finding compound interest is the same
as that used for simple interest.

Example: Find the amount of, and the interest on.
«1500 for li years at 4% per annum, the interest to be
compounded semi-annually:

FIRST SOLUTION

$1600= first principal
•02

$30= interest for first i year.
1500

$1630=amoont after first i year.
-02

$80-60* interest for second i year
1680-00

11560-60«amoant after 1 year.

;02

181-21 .interest for third ft year.
1860-60

|1801-81>:amoimt after 1| rears. Interest=$81.«L

i^^^^m
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SECOND SOLUTION

Amonnt after any i yr. = l-OZ x princiml at the beginniiur

of that i year.

Amount at the end of first i yr. = l-02 x first principal

= second principal.

Amount at the end of second ^ yr.=l'02 x second principal

s 1*02 X 1^2 X first principal

= third principal.

Amount at the end of third i yr.=l-02 x third principal

= 1-02 X 1-02 X 1-02 X first principal

= 1-061208 x^lSOO

» $1591-81

Interest for 1^ yr. = $1591-81 - $1500 =$91-81.

Note : For brevity it is usual to write l-02» instead of 1-02 x 102
and 1-02? instead of 1-02 x 1-02 x 1-02, and so on. The small figure

placed above and to the right of the number indicates the number
of times the factor is repeated, thus : 3x3x3x3x3 is written 3^.

Since the amount at the end of li yr.= 1-061208 X prin-

cipal, what fraction of the principal must the interest be ?

The amount at the end of each half-year may be written

as follows

:

The amount at the end of first i yr.=l-02 x principal.

The amount at the end of second ^ yr.»l-02>x principal.

The amount at the end of third i yr. = 1-02^ x principaL

What would represent the amount at the end of 6 years

(12th half-year) ? At the end of 7 years ? At the end of

10 years ? At the end of 5j years ? At the end of 8^
years?

What was done in the second solution above was to find

the amount of, or the interest on, $1 for the given time at

the given rate, and multiply this by the number of dollars

in the principal.

"T^LS^S&isSir"
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IXXRCISX 84

(In these exercises find results to the nearest cent)

1. Find the amount and the compound interest of $500
for 3 years at 4 % . [Interest= (l-04»— 1) X $500.]

2. Mnd the amount and the compound interest of $200
for 2 years at 5%; $3000 for 4 years at 6%; $2000 for
3 years at 5\%; $4800 for 4 years at 3^%; $6000 for
4 years at At%.

3. Find the amount and the compound ^interest of $300
for 2 years at 4% compounded half-yearly. (Amount=

4. Fmd the amount and the compound interest of $800
for Ij years at 3h% compounded half-yearly; $5000 for
2J years at 5% compounded half-yearly; $2000 for 1 year
at 4 % compounded quarterly.

5. Find the amount of $1 in 4 years at 5% compounded
yearly. Use the result to find : (a) The amount of $650
for 4 years at 5% compounded yearly

; (6) the sum which
in 4 years at 5% compounded yearly will amount to $7250.

6. Find the principal which will amount to $3800 in
1J years at 5% compounded half-yearly; $5200 in 2 years
at 6% compounded half-yearly; $4750 in 1 year at 4%
compounded quarterly.

7. A savings-bank which pays 4% per annum com-
pounds its interest half-yearly on 30th June and 31st
December. How much will a man have to his credit on
31st December who depodts $300 on 1st February and
$900 on 1st August ?

8. Find the difference between the simple interest and
the interest compounded half-yearly on $" ^)r Ij years at
6% . Use the result to find

:

(a) The difference between ; simple interest
and the interest comp anded half-yearly
on $900 for ij years at 6%.

(6) The sum for which the difference between the
simple interest and the interest com-
pounded half-yearly is $28-30 for li rears
at 6%.
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9. What is the difference between the simple interest
and the interest compounded yearly on $3600 for 2
years at 3J%.

INSURANCE

Every year much property is destroyed or damaged by
fire. So seriously do most persons fear the loss which they
might suffer from this cause that it is now an almost
universal custom for property owners to enter into an
agreement with certain companies by which, in return for a
stated annual payment, the companies will pay a specified

sum for any loss sustained.

These companies are called Fire Insurance C<yinpanie8»
The agreement to compensate for loss is called insurance.

The written contract between the property owner and
the company Ls called a policy.

The sum specified to be paid in case of loss is called the
amoont or face of the policy, or the risk.

The cost of insurance, that is, the payment made by the
property owner to the company, is called the premium,
and it is a percentage of the risk.

Rates for insurance vary for different locations, for differ^

ent businesses, for different kinds of property. Why ?

EXERCISE 85

1. What is the premium on a $500 policy at f% ?

2. What is the premium on a $2200 policy at 65c. for $100 ?

3. An hotel worth $12500 is insured for | of its value at
1^% . What is the premium ?

4. Find the face of the policy on which $19-20 is paid as
a premium at | %

.

5. What amount of risk can I get for $25-60 at 80c. per
$100?

1
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6. A dealer insured his stock of goods for $64000, paying
as premium $96. Find the rate of insurance ?

NOTE: What fraction is the premium of the amount of the
policy? What per cent? • "i »"«

7. A manufacturer insured his factory valued at $12000
for 87J% of its value and paid a premium of $280. What
was the rate of insurance ?

8. A building worth $6000 is insured for $4500 at 9%.
la case the building is destroyed, what will be the owner's
net loss ?

9. A factory worth $8000 is insured for $5000 at 2J%,
and is damaged by fire to the extent of $6000. What is
the owner's net loss ?

10. A farmer insures Us house for $1200 and its contents
ror $750, his bam for $1400 and its contents for $800.
Find the total premium paid at |%.

11. If brick houses are insured for 75c. a $100 while
frame houses are charged 1%, what is the diflference
between the premium paid for insuring a brick house and a
frame house for $1840 each ?

12. Mr. Leslie insured his house for Ar% and found that
in case of loss he would recover the value of the building as
well as the premium paid. If the premium was $45, what
was the value of the house ?

13. For what sum must grain valued at $2485 be insured
at f% 80 that in case of loss the owner may recover the
value of the grain together with the premium paid ?

14. Mr. Hay insures at lj% his goods invoiced at $23800
for 80% of their value. If they should be destroyed by fire,
what would be Mr. Hay's total loss ?

15. A stock of goods is insured in the London Assurance
Co. for $5500, in the Queen Assurance Co. for $3500, and in
the Mutual Assurance Co. for $6500. If the goods are
damaged to the extent of $9000, how much of the loss
will each company have to pay ?

16. An insurance company which charged a rate of i%
received $60 for insuring a house for i of its value. Find the
value of the house.

^''irJSgSRK^fiFflHN 7 J^TMnts^grtgrnMBwrii'.'
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17. Is your house insured? in what company? for

what sum ? at what rate ? Read the policy and calculate

the premium to be paid.

BANK DISCOUNT

A great deal of a bank's business consists in discounting

notes, that is, in cashing or paying them before they are

due.

If a person, say, Mr. Sidney Johnston, wishes to borrow

money from a bank, he may do so on one or more of several

kinds of notes, but the form of the one commonly used is as

follows

:

$1000.00 Chatham, 10 Dec., 1909.

Ninety days after date I promise to pay to the order of

rnmothy Newton One Thousand VW dollars

at the Standard Bank, Chatham.

Value received. Sidney Johnston.

Mr. Newton endorses this note by writing his name

across the back of it, lind so becomes* responsible for its

payment by Mr. Johnston or by himself.

Mr. Johnston, or Mr. Newton for him, may then take the

note to the Standard Bank and receive cash for it, provided

the bank oflBcials are satisfied that both men are reliable.

The bank, however, will not pay the full amount of $lC»iK)

but will deduct a percentage of it ; and the sum so deducted

is called bank discount.

If the note is presented at the bank on 10th December,

1909, and the bank's rate of discount is 7% per annum,

the discount will be ^A of rh of $1000, or $17-84.

The amount which the bank would pay on the note would

be $1000 -117-84, or $982-16, which is called the proeeeds

of the note.

•i • SAi*-.. T UUUH'M'eZXKW'MISiBK.;?* J ri
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In what way does bank discount resemble trade discount ?
Although the time named in the note, that is, the^rnai time, for payment is 90 days, the discount for

93 days is taken, because in Canada a note is not legaUy di'c
until three days after it is nominally due.

These three extra days are caUed days of ffrace, and
banks always include them in the term of discount.

If the note is not presented at the bank untU, say
1st January, 1910, the bank will then deduct only 73
that is 93-20, days' discount.

The number of days from the day on which the bank gets
a note to the day on which the note is legally due is caUed
the unexpired time or the term ofdiaamnt.

Since the above note was not worth $1000 until it was
due, this sum is called the vcdw of the note at matuHty.
In interest-bearing notes the value at maturity includes the
interest due on the legral date for payment.
The bank discount on a note is a percentage of its

value atmatuHtyfor the term of discmnt at the bank
rate of discount.

The proceeds are the value at maturity less the bank
discount.

«

Look again at the note on page ITs! What was the
$250 called ? What was the value of this note at maturity ?
On what day was it legaUy due ? If Mr. Broadbent sold it
to the bank on 6th January, 1910, what would be the term
of discount? If the bank's rate of discount is 6%, what
would be the discount ? What the proceeds ?

EXERCISE 86

Rant n?M *^* '^^"u"^' }^^^' ^^^*™ Lynch gives to the

?S?n n
Montreal his note, endorsed by John Lawrence, for

$300 payable m 3 months without interest. Write the

r. jik-rd'n'STT •J:-.-^^.,.-Js:
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note, dating: it 5th January, 1910. On what day was it

legally due ? Find the proceeds if the bank's i-ate of discount

is 6%. (Bank discount=^ of tIt of $300. Proceed*
= $300 -bank discount.)

Find the day of maturity, the term of discount, the
discount, and the proceeds of the following

:

2. A 60-day note dated 4th October, 1909, for $400
without interest and discounted on the same day at 5%
per annum.

3. A 90-day note dated 3rd May, 1910, for $1000 without
interest and discounted immediately at 5h %

.

4. A 4-month note dated 8th June, 1910, for $6000
without interest and discounted 4th July, 1910, at 5 %

.

5. A 90-day note dated 6th July, 1909, for $6000 with-

out interest and discounteu 26th July, 1909, at Sj^ %

.

6. A 6-mon1h note dated 10th June, 1910, for $1500
without interest and discounted 20th July, 1910, at 6%.

7. If a 60-day note without interest is immediately dis-

counted at 7 % , what fraction of its value at maturity would
the discount be ? What fraction of its value at maturity
would the proceeds be ? If the proceeds were $3605-90,
what would be the value of the note at maturity ?

8. For what sum must a 90-day note be drawn so that
when it is discounted immediately at 5 % the proceeds may
be $1441-40 ?

9. For what sum must a 3-month note dated 10th May,
1910, be drawn so that if it is discounted on 2nd June, 1910,
at 6i% the proceeds may be $3605 ?

10. On 6ih February, 1908, R. T. Sutton borrowed $600
from M. L. McBain on a 6-month note bearing interest at
5% per annum. Write the note. On what day was it

legally due ? What was its value on the day of maturity ?

11. If Mr. McBain endorsed the note in the preceding
problem and sold it to the Royal Bank on 26th May, 1908,
what did he get for it if the bank's rate of discount was
5i%?
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Find the day of maturity, the value at maturity, the
term of discount, the discount, and the proceeds of the
following

:

12. A 90-day note dated 17th May, 1910, for $2500 with
interest at 5% and discounted at the bank on 3rd June
1910, at 7%.

13. A 4-month note dated 14th August, 1908, for $1200
with interest at 5% and discounted at the bank the same
day at 5%.

14. A 60-day note for $3650 without interest reaUzed
$3608 when discounted at the bank on the day it was
drawn. What was the value of the note at maturity ?
What was the term of discount ? What was the discountMr this term ? What would be the discount for one year ?
What fraction is the year's discount of the value at
maturity ? What, ther^'f re, is the rate of discount ?

15. A 3-month note for $365 dated 1st July, 1909, and
bearing interest at the rate of 4% yields $364-19, when
discounted at the bauk on 23rd July, 1909. Find the bank's
rate of discount.

STOCKS

A man who goes into business for himself invests ;n it

an amount of money which is called his capital. At
regular periods he compares his total receipts with his-
total expenditures, and the excess of the former over the
latter is called his profits on the invested capital.

If the man has a partner, the two men form what is

commonly called a firm, and the required capital is

obtained by each man furnishing a part of it. The profits
are divided between them acayrding to the ammint
of mxmey each invested. The same course would be
followed if there were several partners.

It often happens, however, that a business undertaking
may be too large for one or two men to supply all the
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money which may be needed, and so a number of persons

unite and form what is called a stock company or cor-

poration. They arrange to raise the money necessary for

the business by fixing the capital of the company at a

settled amount, not of money but of stock. This stock is

then divided up into an equal number of shares, ^nd each

share is valued at a fixed amount, usually $100, which is

called the par value '^f a share of stock. These shares

are then sold.

A person becomes a member of the company by buying

one or more of its shares of stock. He is then a stockholder

or shareholder and is given a stock certificate.

The prafits of the company are called its dividend and

are divided at. regular periods among the shareholders

according to the number of shares each possesses.

Stock is not money, but it can be bought and sold for

money, and a shareholder can get money for his stock only

by selling it to some person who is willing to buy. The

price paid for it will depend largely upon the success of the

company and upon the amount of the dividend.

Although as stated above, stock is usually divided into

$100 shares, there are stocks with shares of different

amounts, such as $1, $5, $10, $50, $200.

With the exception perhaps of some mining stocks,

the market value of the shares is quoted in stock-lists,

newspapers, and elsewhere as a percentage of the par value.

Thus, Bank of Toronto stock listed at 215 means that a $100

share sells for $215.

Stock is at par, at a discount, or at a premium,
according as its shares sell for, below, or above their par

values. The market value of stock must be clearly

distinguished from its par value.

13

anai
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Stock is generally bought and sold through a stock-

broker. He charges for his services a percentage of the

par value of the stock.' This charge is called brokerage.

EXERCISE 87

1. What is the par value and the market value of 25 shares

of Dominion Bank stock at 241 ? of 60 shares of Dominion

Steel stock at 74i ? of 57 shares Toronto Railway at 126i ?

of 23 shares Lake Superior at 27 ?

2. How many shares can be bought of Twin City Railway

stock at 113 for $3,390 ? of Imperial Bank stock at 230 for

$9,430 ? of Mexican Light and Power stock at 66i for

$3,657-50 ? of Bell Telephone stock at 146^ for $4,248-50 ?

3. What is the annual dividend obtained from 36 shares

of stock which pays 6% ? from 92 shares of stock which

pays 12i% ? from 44 shares of stock which pays 3i%
half yearly ? from 85 shares of stock which pays 5% half

yearly ?

; of $100 will there

of $150000 stock ?
4. How many shares of the par vaiu<

be in a total capital of $50000 stock ?

of $250000 stock ? of $3000000 stock ?

5. What will be the dividend on each share of stock

when the capital and total profits are respectively, $20000 and

$1000 ? $250000 and $11250 ? $750000 and $52500 ?

$1500000 and $123750 ?

6. What is the rate of the dividend when

:

(a) $11000 stock gives an s.nnual income of $495 ?

(6) $6200 stock gives an annual income of $434 ?

(o) $9000 stock gives an annual income of $382-50 ?

Id) $7500 stock gives an annual income of $400 ?

7. The holder of 58 shares of railway stock sells at 65

and invests the proceeds in a bank-stock at 145. How
many shares of bank-stock does he buy ?

8. A man invests $6150 in a bank-stock at 123. If the

stock pays a dividend of 7% per annum, what is the man's

income from his stock ?
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9. Mr. Thornton instructs a broker to buy for him 25
shares of Lake of the Woods stock at 135f. If the broker
charges i% commission, what does the stock cost Mr.
Thornton ? How much does the broker receive ?

10. I instruct my broker to sell for me 18 shares of
Nova Scotia Coal stock at 69. If he charges i % brokerage,
what do I receive for the stock ?

11. A man invests $3,780 in stock at 94i and sells when
the stock rises to llOJ ? How much does he gain by the
transaction, if he has to pay { % brokerage for buying and
the same for selling ?

12. What annual income will be obtained from investing
$10,010 in a 6% stock at 125, brokerage being l%?

13. The holder of $7,200 stock which pays an annual
dividend of 5% sells at 96^ and invests the proceeds in an
8% stock at 119J. What will be the difference in his
annual income, brokerage for buying and for selling being
i% in each case ?

14. A man invests $3,820 in a 3 % stock at 95i, $6,000 in
a 4% stock at par, and $8,660 in a 5 % stock at 108i. How
many shares of stock has he? What is their total par
value ? What is his total income from his stocks ?

15. Mr. Riddell invests $4,800 in a 6% stock at 120.
How many shares of stock does he buy ? What will be his
annual income? What fraction is this income of the
money invested ? What per cent, therefore, is the rate of
interest on the money invested ?

16. If I invest $5000 in an 8% stock at 125, what rate of
interest do I receive on the money invested ?

17. If I pay $75 for a share of 6% stock, what rate of
interest shall I get on the money invested ?

18. A man has $4200 which he can loan at 5i% per
annum or invest in a 6% stock at 105. How much larger
will his income be by taking the better investment ?

19. How much money must be invested in a 7^% stock at
115 to give an annual income of $300?
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20. Ho^ much 4% stock must I have to give me an

income of $360 ? What would it cost at 80 ?

21. A man who invests in a 10% stock finds that he is

getting 6i% interest on the money invested. What is the

price of the stock ?

22. A man ao wishes to make 5% interest on his

money invests it in a 7i% stock. What price per share

would he be willing to pay for the stock ?

23. A man invested $6300 in a 3i% stock at 104} and

sold at 108}. He then invested the proceeds in a 6% stock

at 162^. Find the change in his income, if the brokerage

for buying and selling was i% in each case.

24. How much would the broker receive for the three

transactions in the preceding problem ?

25. By investing in a 6% stock, Mr. Brown finds that he

is getting 8% interest on the money invested. What did

he pay for the stock ?

26. Look up the stock-market reports in your daily

papers, and find the amount of a day's sales for any one

stock. Find, also, the amount of the brokerage at i% paid on

a day's transactions in any one stock.

27. Two men form a partnership to conduct a dry goods

store. One invests $5000 and the other $7000. If their

yeariy receipts amounted to $15000 and their expenses to

$14100, what rate per cent, dividend can they pay on the

money invested ? What will be each man's share of this

dividend ?

28. Three men formed a partnership in which they invested

$6000, $7500, and $9000 respectively. Their annual profits

were $2500 of which all but 10% was paid as a dividend to

the partners. What was the rate of the dividend, and what

was each man's share ?

29. A, B and C formed a partnership, their total invest-

ments being $20000. After paying expenses which were

20% of their total gains, A received $1,280 net, B $1,120,

and C $800. Find the amount invested by each and the

amount of expenses borne by each.

m^t
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EXCHANGE

The buying and selling of goods is constantly going on

between all parts of the world, and as a result it is necessary

to have some means by which the payment of money can

be made between places distant from each other.

The settling of accounts between persons residing at a

distance from each other by means of written orders is

called exchangee. These written orders, such as cheques,

drafts, express money-orders, etc., are called bills of
Bzchange.

If Mr. James Ka.' , living in Peterborough, owes $50 to Mr.

William Wye, livii g in Ottawa, in what different ways may
Mr. Kay pay his debts ?

Paying^ by cheque : In the example above, if Mr. Kay
has money to his credit in any bank, he may make out a

cheque for $50. Write the cheque.

This cheque he will send to Mr. Wye who can get it cashed

at some bank in Ottawa. The bank will likely deduct a

small sum from the face of the cheque.

Paying^ by bank draft : Instead of sending the above

cheque Mr. Kay might go to a bank and buy a bank draft.

This draft is sent by Mr. Kay to Mr. Wye who gets it

cashed for its fuU value in Ottawa. Mr. Kay would likely

have to pay for the draft a little more than $50.

C!ommercial draft : The account between Mr. Kay and

Mr. Wye may also be settled by Mr. Wye making a draft

on Mr. Kay. Write the draft.

Some bank in Ottawa pays Mr. Wye on this draft $50,

less the cost of exchange, and sends the draft to a bank

in Peterborough which collects the money from Mr. Kay

"i. M-iiAS"^,
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I

The sum to be paid for drafts or bills of exchange Is

usually a certain per cent, of their face value, and the

difiference in percentage between the face value and the

amount paid is called the rate of exchange.

Post-office, Express, and Bank Money-orders are

in form much like bank drafts. They are bought and

cashed at post-oflBces, Express Companies' offices, and at

banks, respectively. They are sold for a slight advance

over their face values.

For Post-Office Orders issued in Canada, for payment in

Canada and United States, the advance above the face value

is as follows

:

For $5 and under, 3c. Over $30 and up to $50, 15c.

Over $5 and up to $10, 6c. Over $50 and up to $75, 25c.

Over $10 and up to $30, 10c. Over $75 and up to $100, 30c.

For small sums the post-office also sells postal notes of

the following denominations

:

(1) 20c., 25c., 30c.. 40c., and 50c., each of which costs

1 cent extra

;

(2) 60c., 70c., 80c., 90c., $1, $1-50, $2, and $2-50,

each of which costs 2 cents extra ; and

(3) $3, $4, $5, and $10, each of which costs 3 cents

extra.

The odd cents are made up by attaching postage-stamps

to the note ; for instance, 38 cents would be majie up by a

30c. postal note and 8c. in postage-stamps.

The extra charges for express and bank money-orders up

to $50 are the same as those for Post-Office Orders.

In case of Foreign Exchange, that is, exchange between

two places which are in different countries, we shall have to

consider not only the rates of exchange, but also the value

of the coins used in the two places.
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The values of the coins of a few countries are here given

:

Country Coin Canadian Value

Great Britain .

,

1 pound $4-86$

19-3 cents

23-85 cents

France
]

Belgium
Switzerland . . j

Germany

1 franc (100 centimes)

1 mark (100 pfennige)

EXERCISE 88

1. At the rates quoted above, find the cost of post-
office money-orders for : $410, $14, $26-50, $30-08. $47-75
$74-99, $93-30.

'

2. For each of the following sums what postal notes
would you buy, and what would be the total cost in each
case

: 45c., 95c., $1-65, $2-93, $3-79, $4-85, $5-92, $9-15,
$26 ?

3. What is the difference in cost between money-orders
and postal notes for: 85c., $3-30, $6-40, $18, $23-75, $28.
$30, $40-15 ?

4. The rate of exchange being i%, find the cost of a
bank draft for $360, $2000, $236-50.

5. Mr. James Wilkinson, St. Thomas, buys $1200 worth
of goods from Brown Bros., Toronto, and sends them a
draft, issued by the Merchants Bank, for the amount
Write the bank draft. What will it cost Mr. Wilkinson
exchange being at i % ?

'

6. The Atlantic Lumber Co., Halifax, sold $2400 worth
of lumber to R. Higgins & Co., Montreal, and drew on
them for the amount through the Bank of Nova Scotia.
Write the commercial draft. How much would the Lumber
Co. get from the bank, exchange being at i% ?

7. Mr. F. Davis, of Simcoe, sends Mr. R. Carter, Belleville,
a cheque on the Bank of Hamilton in payment of an account
of $160. Write the cheque. What will Mr. Carter get for
it, exchange being at i% ?
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8. What -will a Toronto merchant pay for a draft on

Chicago for $3200, exchange being at i% ?

9. What will be the face of a draft for which $720-90 is

paid when exchange is at i % ?

10. What must be the face of a cheque so that when it is

cashed at a bank the proceeds will be sufficient to pay a bill

for $319-20, the bank's charge for exchange being i% ?

11. What must be the face of a cheque so that when the

bank's charges of i% for exchange are deducted, the

proceeds will be sufficient to pay a bill for $139-30 ?

12. When $1565-20 is paid for a $1560 draft, what is the

rate of exchange ?

13. What is the value in Canadian money of: £1240,

3500 francs, 4800 marks ?

14. $6400 is equal to how many pounds ? $4530 to how

many francs ? $8000 tc how many marks ?

i

r

t

t

I *

EXERCISE 89

1. A man buys two farms. For the one, containing 65

acres, he paid $48 an acre, and for the other, containing 85

acres, he paid $64 an acre. If he sells the first at a gain

of 12J % and the second at a loss of 6i%, will he gain or

lose on the whole, and how much ?

2. A banker receives on a certain day payments for the

following: $360 and interest for 3 mo. at 6% ; $150 and

interest for 1 yr. at 5% ; $800 and interest for 4 mo. at

4i% ; $250 and interest (simple) for li yr. at 4%. Write

a receipt for the full amount paid in each case.

3. In a certain season a ball team won 54 games and lost

16. Find its winning average, that is, the per cent, of games

won.

4. A gentleman bought a $1200 automobile at 15%
discount, and after using it for two seasons sold it for 33|%
i«B8 than he paid for it. How much did he receive for it ?
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5. Three persons are partners in a business in which the

first invests $1200, the second $1600, and the third $800.

What per cent, of the business does each own ? How should

a profit of $2400 be divided among them ?

6. Mr. Saunders insures a stock of goods worth $14,000

for 80% of its value at li%. If the goods are entirely

destroyed by fire, what is the loss, including the premium
paid?

7. A draft cost a merchant $1,515. The rate of exchange

being 1 % , what was the face of the draft ?

8. A manufacturer sells an article for $3-24. The mate-

rial cost him $1-55, the labour 55c., and other expenses 40c.

Find his gain per cent.

9. For selling some property on a commission of 2J%
an agent received $29-50. What did he receive for the

property ? What did his employer receive for it ?

10. A dealer bought 6000 tons of coal at $4 a ton.

He sold 33^% of it at an advance of 25%. He then sold

20% of the remainder at an advance of 20%, and the rest

he sold at $4-75 a ton. Find his total gain.

11. What would be the compound interest in two years

on $1400 at 4% hsJf-yearly. What would be the simple

interest on the same sum for the same time at 4^ % per

annum?
12. An agent receives $1,624 to invest after deducting a

commission of li% on the amount invested. Find his

commission.

13. The sum of the principal and the interest for 4 mo.

at 6% per annum was $326-91. Find the principal.

14. At ic. a ft. and 35% ad valorem, what will be the

duty on 280 ft. of candied orange-peel invoiced at 15c. aft.?

15. Make out a 90-day note for $600, dated to-day and
payable to Henry Martin at your nearest bank. Discount it

immediately at 6% and find the proceeds.

16. A roll of 120 yd. of cloth was sold for $216 at a loss

of 10%. For what should it have been sold a yard to

give a profit of 20% ?

^

re<,%.'.'^' r-£j.»:~>'
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17. On a demand note for $1000, dated 1.5th Jan., 1910,
and drawing interest at 6%, the following payments were
made : 26th Feb., 1910, $125 ; 28th March, 1910, $220

;

17tb June, 1910, $400. How much was due 6th Sept., 1910 ?

18. A premium of $66 is paid for insuring a cargo of
grain for | its value. If the rate of insurance is li% and
the grain worth 80c. a bushel, find the number of bushels
in the cargo.

19. How much tax must be paid by a man whose property
is assessed for $8500, if the rate is 6^ mills ?

20. Mr. Edwards buys 100 shares of stock at 106, and
after receiving 4 quarterly dividends of If% sells it at 115^.
What was the total amount of his dividend ? How much
did he gain on the purchase and sale of his stock ?

21. Make out a bill for the following

:

Bought of the Red Book Co. : 4 gross lead pencils @
$3-25 ; 6 doz. qt. ink @ $7-20 ; 40 reams foolscap @ $1'20

;

10 gross pen points @ 35c. ; 120 ib. blotting-paper @ $7*50

a 100 fib. Discounts 10%, 5%.

22. A note for $300 was dated 1st October, 1909, and
drawn for 3 mo. If it was discounted at the bank on 10th
November, 1909, at 6%, find the proceeds.

23. A* merchant buys a book, the list price of which is

$7-50, at a discount of 30% and sells it for $8. What
is his gain per cent. ?

24. I buy at 120 a stock which pays an annual dividend

of 6% . What rate of interest per annum do I get for the

money I invest ?

25. What must be paid for a sight draft for $1200, if

exchange is at f% ?

26. A grocer buys 45 doz. eggs at 20c. a doz. but finds

that 15 eggs are broken. At what price a doz. must he
sell the remainder to clear 16f % on the total cost ?

27. What can one afford to pay for a 6^% stock in order

that he may receive 5% interest on the money invested ?

e^;=i^fiAfei '
.•/' " t'"i'*4c>'."A'rti>^' •Jft!--.»J-j • JV- -i'-*. ''ii/r:iA-
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SQUARE ROOT

When a namber is multiplied by itself the product is

called the square of the number, and the number is called

the square root of the product. For example. 16 is the

square of 4, and 4 is the sqtuire root of 16.

It is evident, that when a number can be factored and

its factors arranged in two groups, each containing the same

factors, the product of the factors in one of these groups is

the square root of the number.

Example: 324=2X2X3X3X3X3
= (2 X 3 X 3) X (2 X 3 X 3).

The square root of 324 is 2 X 3 X 3 or 18.

EXERCISE 90

1. What are the squares of : 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 7, and 6 ?

2. What are the es of : 12, 15, 18, 45, and 90 ?

3. What are the sq ire roots of : 9, 16, 49, 121 1600,

and 8100?

4. What are the square roots of -25, Vr, -49, 1-44, and i ^

5. What are the lengths of the sides of squares whose
areas are : 64 sq. in., -09 sq. yd., 3600 sq. rods, { sq. mile ?

6. What is the perimeter of each of the squares whose
area is given in Question 5 ?

7. iind, by factoring, the square root of: 324, 1089,

7921, 9801, 15625, 65536, 2809, 125-44, 527076.

8. A lot is 81 ft. wide and 169 ft.

long. What is the length of the side of

a square that has the same area ?

9. The width of a lot is f of its

length. If the lot contains 30 acres,

find its perimeter.

The numbers 9, 64, 169, and 625 are perfect squares,

but the numbers 10, 27, 85, and 113 are not. Why ?

Jk
^if&O^-'.-, j3m.:*mr^

•^' *'
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f

Square the numbers 1 and 9, 10 and 99, 100 and 999,

1000 and 9999, and the decimals 1 and -9, 01 and -99,

•001 and -999. From the results it will be seen that there

are twice as many, or 1 less than twice as many digittt in

the square as in the number itself. Hence if the digits of a

number be separated into periods of two digits each, begin-

ning at the decimal point, the number of periods will be the

same as the number of digits in the square root of the

number.

Thus: 5/59/32/25 will have 4 integral places, and

41/43/-49/69 will have 2 integral and 2 decimal places.

Knowing this, the value of the highest digit in the square

root of any number can be found by inspection.

Example: Find the value of the highest digit in the
square root of 4761. Separating the digits into periods we
get 47/61, which shows that there will be 2 plaices in the
square root.

Therefore, the highest digit in the square root is a tens'
digit. Now 6 tens, or 60, is the greatest ten whose square
is contained in 47 hundred. Hence, the tens' digit in the
square root is 6.

ORAL EXERCISE

1. How many digits will there be in the squares of
integral numbers containing 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 digits ?

2. How many digits will there be in the squares of
numbers containing 1 integral and 1 decimal place ? 2 in-

tegral and 1 decimal place ? 1 integral and 2 decimal
places ? 3 integral and 4 decimal places ?

3. How many digits will there be in the square roots of
numbers containing 3, 4, 5, 7, or 10 integral places ?

4. Ho many digits will there be in the square roots of

numbers containing 3, 4, 5, 7, or 8 decimal places ?

5. How many digits will there be in the square roots of
numbers containing 3 integral and 1 decimal place, 4 in-

tegral and 3 decimal places, 5 integral and 5 decimal places ?

''.-L-.?^;. T <~"^ fMESlSIWrTa:?!ii!.ig^E\^B-t3^S^ SVXlSBtMKn
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6. Wha< will be the value, and the place of the highest

digit in the square roots of : 265, 3708, 4956, 13464, 53872^

6921463, -2618, 43215 ?

7. By looking at the endings of the numbers in Question 6,

state which numbers cannot possibly be perfect squares.

In multiplying 37 by itself, the work may be set down as

follows

:

30 + 7

30 + 7

900 + 30 X 7

+ 30 X 7 + 49

900+2X30X7+49
= 30» +2 X 30 X 7 + 7» =1369.

Employing this method, find the squares of 25 and 94.

Similarly 375« = 370* + 2 X 370 X 5 + 5«.

It is evident that if the steps in the above multiplication

de retraced, the square root of 1369 will be found. Now the

first digit in the square root of 1369 is 3 tens, that is, 30,

and so the question is to find the 7.

Squaring the 3 tens and subtracting the result from 1369

there will be a remainder of 469.

From the multiplication it is seen that 469= 2 X 30 X
7 + 49= 7 X (60 + 7). So the 7 will be found by dividing

469 by 67. But since the 7 is not yet found an approxi-

mate quotient is obtained by dividing' by 60, that is, by

2 X 30. The quotient 7 is then added to the 60 and the

sum multiplied by 7 and the result is 4'39.

Example 1 : In finding the square root of 1369 the work

may be set down thus

:

13/69(37
9

67) 469
469
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Explaruitwn : Separate into periods of two figures each.
Find the square root of the gi'eatest square in 13. This is

3, the first figure in the square root required. Subtract"
this greatest square from 13 and take down the next period
and the result is 469. Now take twice the part of the
square root already found and the result is 6. Divide 6
into 46 and the quotient is 7. Place the 7 to the right of
the 3 and also to the right of the 6. Now multiply 67 by 7
and subtract the product from 469 and there will be no
remainder. The required square root is 37.

Example 2 : Find to one decimal place the square root
of 3246.

32/46/-00(56-9

25

106) "746

636

112-9)11000

101-61

8-39

Here the first two digits are found as in Example 1,

and taese two digits are then considered as a single digit

and the work of finding the third digit is exactly the same
as that done in finding the second.

The steps in the methods used to find the square root of
a number are a^ follows

:

1. Begin at the decimal point and separate the digits

into periods of two figures each.

2. Find the greatest number whose square is contained
in the left-hand period, place it at the right as if it were
the first digit of a quotient, subtract its square from the
left-hand period, and to the right of the remainder add the
next period for a dividend.

3. Double the part of the square root already found and
place the product at the left for a trial divisor ; divide the
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dividend, leaving out the right-hand digit, by this trial

divisor, and the quotient will be the second digit in the

square root.

4. Place the second digit to the right of the trial divisor

and multiply the whole divisor thus formed by this second

digit; subtract the product from the dividend, and to

the right of the remainder place the next period to get the

next dividend.

5. Again double the part of the scjuare root now found,

use the product for a trial divisor, and find the third digit

of the square root as before. Then so proceed until all the

periods are taken down.

EXERCISE 91

Find cli-^ square root of each of the following numbers

:

1. 3844, 4096, 5329, 8464.

2. 19881, 24336, 37249, 65536, 97969.

3. 173056, 277729, 356409, 654481, 772641.

4. 2819041, 7387524, 38576521.

5. 1296, -3249, -6241, -7744, 0289, 0729.

6. 7-29, 1156, 146-41, 491401, 3411409.
7. -150544, -327184, 1218-7081, 5-774409.

8. Find the square roots of the following correct to
three places of decimals

:

2, 3, 5, 10, 17, 123, -9, -51, 6-2, 4-25.

9. Find the square roots of the following fractions

:

10. Find to three places of decimals the square root of
each of the following

:

i, I A, -jV, 4i, 3*.

11. If in two years, at interest compounued annually, the
amount is 1-1025 of the principal, find the rate percent, per
annum.

12. At what rate per cent, per annum will a sum of
money amount to 1-4641 of itself in four years at interest
compounded annually ?
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13. Find, in rods, the perimeter of a square plot of ground
containing 8 acres.

14. A rectangular field is 45 rods long and 25 rods wide.

Find the length of the side of a square field whose area is

the same as that of the rectangular one.

MENSURATION
1. AREAS

(1) Rectangles

For the measurement of the areas of rectangfles and

squares see pages 70 and 71.

(2) The Triangle

flUi

Wliat part of the whole rectangle is the shaded triangle

in each of the above figures ?

How is the area of the rectangle found ?

The measure of the area ofa triangle^ the measure

of the Ixise X the measure of the altitude.

Note : The length of the perpendicular from any anefular point

of a triangle to the opposite side is called the altitude of the tri-

angle; and the side upon which the perpendicular is dropped is

called the base.

EXERCISE 92

1. Find the area of a rectangle whose base is 15 ft. and

altitude 8 ft. What will be the area of a triangle having

the a&me. base and altitude as the rectangle ?

2. Find the area of a triangle vhose base is 22 ft. and

altitude 11 ft. What will be the area of a rectangle having

the same base and altitude as bhe triangle ?
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3. Find the area of a triangle whose base is 13 ft. and

altitude 7 ft. 4 in.

4. Find the number of feet of inch lumber which will be

required to make a triangular floor having a base 18 ft. long

and an altitude of 14 ft. 2 in.

5. Look at the walls of your house or barn. What parts

of them are triangles? Get the measurements of these

triangles. Find how many feet of inch lumber it will

require to cover the gable end of the barn, also how much

it will cost to paint it at 15c. a sq. yd. How much inch

siding will it require for the four walls of your house or

barn ? How much will it cost to paint the barn ?

6. Construct triangles. Measure carefully the lengths of

their bases and their altitudes, then find their areas.

7. The area of a triangle is 12 sq. yd.; its base is 9 ft.

Find its altitude.

8. The area of a triangle is 135 sq. in.; its altitude is

1 ft. 6 in. Find the length of its base.

9. The area of a triangle is 60 sq. ft. Find all possible

lengths of the dimensions, which can be given in integral

feet, of the rectangle whose area equals that of the triangle.

(3) The Right-Angled Triangle

In the rigrht-angfled triangle the side opposite the

right angle is called the hypotenuse.

been given to the other two sides ?

On each of the sides of a right-

angled triangle, ABC, construct a

square. Place the twc small squares

as shown by the heavy lines, and the

large square as shown by the dotted

lines in the figure. You will see

by placing the triangle (1) on the

triangle (4) and the triangle (2) on the triangle (3) that

:

The square on the hypotenuse = the sum of the

squares <m the other two sides.

14

What names have

s

/J
I

9

•3
^ ••••-?/
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exercise 93

1. Tbe base of a right-angled triangle is 4 ft.^ the
altitude 3 ft. What is the area of the square on the

hypotenuse ? What is the length of the hypotenuse ?

Construct the triangle and measure the sides.

2. Find the length of the hypotenuse of a right-angled

triangle whose base is 12 ft. and altitude 9 ft.

3. A wall is 15 ft. high and 20 ft. long. Find the distance

from the upper right-hand corner to the lower left-hand

comer.

4. What will be the length of a ladder required to reach

the top of a 16 ft, wall if the foot of the laidder is placed

16 ft. from the wall ?

5. Find the length of wire which will reach from the top

of a telegraph pole, 20 ft. high, to a point on the ground
24 ft. from the foot of the pel

6. The hypotenuse of a righ; -angled triangle is 16 ft. and
the base is 6 ft. Find the altitude correct to 2 places of

decimals.

7. Mention lines in your school-room which will be the

sides of right-angled triangles. Measure two of the lines

for any triangle and then calculate the length of the third.

Check your answers by measuring the lines.

(4) The Circle

What is meant by the diameter of a circle ? by the

radius ? by the circumference ?

Mention some objects about you whose surfaces are

circles. Measure their diameters and their circumferences.

By division find to two decimal places the number of times

the circumference contains the diameter.

It will be found that approximately

:

The circumference ofa circle= 3^ times its diameter.

LXERCISE 94

1 . What is the circumference of a circle whose diameter

is 14 ft. ? 8 ft. ? 6 ft. ? 20 in. ?
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2. What is the circumference of a circle whose radius
18 6i ft. ? 9 ft. ? 12 ft. ?

3. What is the diameter of a circle whose cirsumference
is 33 ft. ? 18 ft. ? 75 ft. ?

4. A wheel 4 ft. in diameter will make how many turns
in going 2 miles ?

5. The diameter of a circular garden is 21 yd. How
much farther will a man have to walk to reach the opposite
side if instead of crossing the garden he goes around it ? .

6. A locomotive runs at the rate of 42 miles an hour
'

The diameter of the driving-wheel is 6 ft. How many
turns does the wheel make in a minute ? in a second ?

(5) Area ofa Circle

Cut a circle out of leather or

stiff paper. Divide it into

halves and place one half on
top of the other. Now by
cutting from the centre of the

circle to, but not through, the

circumference, divide the two
halves into the same number of

triangular shapes as small as

possible. Then open out each

half and insert the parts of one hali between those of the
other, as shown in the figure below.

It will be seen that, if there are parts enough, the
figure will become a rectangle.
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The measure of the area

= ^ the measure of the circumference of the
*

circle X the measure of the radius,

= i X V X 2 X the measure of the radius X the

measure of the radius,

=^Xthe aqiuire of the measure oj the

radius.

EXERCISE 95

1. Find the &i-ea of a circle whose radius is 7 ft., 5 ft.

3 in., 19 yds., 24 ft. 6 in.

2. Find the area of a circle whose diameter is 8 ft.,

15 ft., 10 ft. 2 in., 12 yd.

3. Find the area of a circle whose circumference is 22 ft.,

33 yd., 40 rods.

4. How many acres of land will be inclosed by a circular

race track 1 mile long ?

5. Find in yards, correct to two decimal places, the

circumference of a circular garden containing J of an acre.

6. Find in rods, correct to two places of decimals, the

diametar of a circular field containing 5^ acres.

7. Find the area of a circle whose diameter is 14 feet.

Give dimensions for rectangles having the same area as the

circle.

8. Measure the diameter of a 25-cent piece, of a 50-cent

piece. Find the area of each.

(6) Area of the Cylinder

How many faces has a cylinder ? Name objects which

are cyliu.rical in shape. Is your pencil a cylinder ? Is a

5-cent piece a cylinder ?
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How is the area of the two ends of a cylinder found?
1* ^^^^ °^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^ *^"* ^*^® curved face of a

cylinder and then unrolled, as shown in the preceding figure
what would be the shape of the paper? How is its area
found ?

The measure of the area of the curved face of a cylinder
is, therefore, found by mvltiplying the meamre of its
circumference by the measure of its altitude.

EXERCISE 96

1. Find the area of the curved face of a cylinder whose
circumference is 10 ft. and altitude 8 ft., circumference
15jr ft. and altitude 5* ft., circumference 3 ft. and altitude
18 in.

2. Find the area of the curved face of a cylinder when its
altitude is 20 ft. and its diameter 4 ft. 8 in.

3. What will it cost at lie. a sq. ft. to paint the out-
side of a cylindrical silo the radius of which is 6f ft. and
whose altitude is 21 ft.?

4. A lawn roller is 3 ft. 6 in. long and 21 in. in diameter.
How many square yards of lawn will it cover in making 225
turns?

5. Find the difference, in square inches, between the total
area of a cube 7 in. long and the total area of a cylinder
7 in. in diameter and 7 in. in height.

6. The area of the curved face of a cylinder is 396 sq. ft.
The altitude is 12 ft. Find the diameter.

7. Find the area of the curved surface of a cylinder the
base of which contains 9f sq. in. and the height of which is
16 in.

2. SOLIDS

^^ijjjuiig

We have here the figures of three Suiids. The first is
known as a rectangrular (in this case square) prism ;
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the second is a triangralar prism; and the third Is a

cylinder.

How is the volume of the rectangular prism found ? How
can the volume of the triangular prism be found ? In both

cases the numbCT of cnUc imits in the volume equals the

number of square units in the area of the base muItipHed by

the number of linear units in the height. The same is true

of the cylinder. The general statement is

:

The measure of the volume of a prism or cylinder

= the m£asure of the area of the base X the measure cf

the altitude.

EXERCISE d7

1. What is the volume of a square prism whose altitude

is 15 ft. 6 in. and the side of whose base is 4 ft.? Find also

the area of its laten-l surface.

2. What is the volume of a triangular prism 30 ft. high,

one side of whose base is 8 ft. and the length of the perpen-

dicular on it from the opposite angle 5 ft.?

3. What is the volume of a cylinder whose diameter is

12 ft. and whose height is 32 ft.?

4. How many cubic feet of water will a circular cistern

hold if the diameter is 6 ft. and the depth 1(H ft.? How
many gallons will it hold, there being 6i gal. in 1 cu. ft.?

5. The water from a flat roof is carried into a rectangular

cistern 6 ft. square. If the whole roof is 36 ft, long and

28 ft. wide, how high will a rainfall of i in. raise the water

in the cistern ?

6. If there are 450 cu. ft. in 1 ton of com fodder, how

many tons of fodder can a farmer put into a circular silo

14 ft. in diameter and 20 ft. in height ?

7. Take note of triangular prisms, rectangular prisms,

and cylinders about you. Make the necessary measure-

ments and find the volumes.

EXERC >E 98

1. A flag pole 48 ft. high casts a shadow 64 ft. long.

How far is it, in a straight line, from the top of the pole to

the end of the shadow ?
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2. If there are li bu. in a cubic foot, how many bushels of
grain can be stored in a circular tank whose diameter is
30 ft. and whose height is 63 ft.?

3. If a ton of coal measures 40 cu. ft., how many tons
can be stored in a rectangular coal shed 60 ft. 4 in, long
24 ft. wide, and 10 ft. high ?

, 4. There are 6i gal. in a cu. ft. In 20 min. how many
gallons of water will flow through a 3^ in. pipe if the water
is running at the rate of 3 miles an hour ?

5. Find the difference ip rods, correct to two decimal
places, between the peiimeter of a square field containing
10 acres and the circumference of a circular field of the
same area.

6. How many square inches of cardboard will it take to
make a triangular prism 18 in. long, the end of which is a
right-angled triangle whose base is 8 in. and altitude 6 in.?
What will be the volume of the prism ?

7. How many cubic inches of lead will it take to make
3 ft. of 2i in. pipe, the lead being i in. in thickness ?

8. Find tho area and volume of a cylinder whose diameter
is 14 in. and altitude 30 in.

9. A church steeple 72 ft. 6 in. high casts a shadow 58 ft.

long. What will be the height of a flag pole which at the
same time casts a shadow 64 ft. 8 in. long ?

10. Using a scale i of an inch to a foot, draw on a sheet of
paper a plan of the whole of the ground-floor of your house.
At present prices, find the cost of 1 in. lumber which would
be required to make the flooring.
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MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS

In working problems in Arithmetic there are in every

solution two steps with each of which the pupil must make

himself familiar.

To illustrate : Find the value of 3720 ft. of wheat at 90c.

a bushel.
^

1st step—Thinking out the solution

:

The total number of pounds of wheat is given. The

number of pounds in one bushel is known. The number of

bushels can, therefore, be found.

The value of one bushel is given ; hence the value of any

number of bushels can be found.

9nd step—Doing the work :

60)3720

62
•90

$55-80

These are combined thus

:

In 60 ft. there is 1 bu.

3720,

60

1 bu. is worth $0-90

In 3720 ft. there are'

3720

60
bu. are worth

$0-90 X 3720

60
$55-80.

EXERCISE 99

1. Read aloud the following: In 1^08 the total value of

the production of lumber, lath, shingles, cross-ti^, poles,

and pulpwood in Canada was $67,425,044.

The production of sawn lumber is shown by the figures to

be in the neighbourhood of 3,347,126,000 ft. board measure

per annum, valued at $54,338,036. In this, Ontano leads

with a production of 1,294,794,000 ft., valued at $24,398,077,

Quebec being second with 690,135,000 ft., of the value of

$10,838,608. and British Columbia third with 647.977,000 ft..
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worth $9,107,186. The other Provinces rank in the follow-

ing order: New Brunswick, 308,400,000 ft., valued at
$4,081,402; Nova Scotip, 216,825,000 ft., of the value of
$2,873,730; Saskatchewan, 91,166,000 ft., valued at
$1,576,820; Manitoba, 56.447,000 ft., valued at $867,969;
Alberta, 41,382,000 ft., valued at $593,244.
The total production of wood pulp is 363,079 tons, made

from 482,777 cords of wood, and valued at $2,931,653.

2. In Question 1 check the accuracy of the amounts
3,347,126,000 ft. and $54,337,036.

3. Taking as correct the figures given in Question 2, find

to the nearest cent the average price a thousand at which
the lumber was valued.

4. Make out the following bill

:

G. S. McKinley, Cobourg, sold C. F. Bayard, Brighton, on
15th April, 1907

:

6 doz. gimlets @ 87^0.

15 doz. garden rakes . . . @ $3*00

5i doz. steel shovels . . . @ $8-50

12 gross screws @ $1-10

15 doz. 3-in. bolts . . . . @ 75c.

250 ft. nails @ 5ic.

3i doz. chisels @ $8-00

3 doz. hammers @ $13-50

14 doz. springs @ $2-50

5. A railway passes through John Miller's farm for a
distance of 130 rods, the right of way being 75 ft. wiae.
At $120 an acre, what is the value of the land taken by the
railway ?

6. If a boy buys peaches at the rate of 5 for 2c. and sells

them at the rate of 4 for 3c., how many must he buy and
sell to make a profit of $4-20 ?

7. A man bought a piece of property for $1,800 and
agreed to pay for it in 9 months with interest at 6% per
annum. What amount will be due at the expiration of the
time?
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8. A merchant bought 3 boxes of soap each containing
112 lb. He kept it all summer and it lost i of its weight.
He then sold it at 13c. a ib. Find his gain if the soap cost
him 25c. for 3 ib.

9. Find the cost of papering the walls of a room 20 ft.

9 in. long, 11 ft. 6 in. wide, and 12 ft. 3 in. high, with paper
22^ in. wide, at 15c. a yard.

10. A farmer sells a horse for $203-50 at a loss of 7i %

.

What did the horse ' - him ?

11. (o) Find the value of 4689 + 6543 + 2847 + 5279 +
7406 + 9975 +3987 + 6584 + 4968 + 7897.

(6) From 6244 subtract 768 and repeat the process
till a remainder less than 768 is found.

(c) Multiply 798 by 7 and repeat the process until the
multiplier has been used 4 times.

12. At $20 a thousand find the total cost of 55 scantlings
18 ft. long, 4 in. wide, and 3 in. thick ; 9 scantlings 14 ft.

long, 5 in. wide, and 4 in. thick ; 8 scantlings 12 ft. long,
6 in. wide, and 5 in. thick.

13. Pure milk is worth 7c. a quart. If 2 quarts .of water
be mixed with every 1, ^llons of milk, what will a quart of
the mixture be worth ?

14. Divide $2400 among A, B, and C so that A will have
$50 more than B and $70 more than C.

15. Five men agreed to do a piece of work, but two of them
did not come, and as a result the work was prolonged 3^ days.
In what time could the five men have done the work ?

16. At 15c. a yard find the cost of the canvas for a wedge-
shaped tent 10 ft. square and 8 ft. high, the sides being 9 ft.

5 in. to the ridge-pole and the canvas being 30 in. wide.

17. A real estate agent bought a lot at 10 % below "its

assessed value and sold it at an advance of 30% above its

assessed value, thereby gaining $810. What per cent, did
the dealer make on his investment, and at 20 mills on the
dollar what was the amount of the taxes paid on the lot ?

i
-

s

t
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18. A hardware merchant bought 29 stoves listed at $24
each, and received a discount of 8% and 10% off. He sold
the stoves at a gain of ^% on the net cost. For what sum
did he sell them ? If he had sold them at 10% below the
list price, what sum would he have gained ?

19. A man owing $9260 is able to pay only 48c. on the
dollar. What is his property worth ?

20. The average person inhales 30 cubic inches of air
at a breath, and breathes 18 times in a minute. When
one tenth of a given volume of air is breathed, the whole
volume is unfit for breathing. In what time would two
persons vitiate the air in a bed-room 15 ft. long, 12 ft. wide,
and 10 ft. high ?

21. (o) Simplify (2J + 3H + 4| + 2f) h- (3,^— 2W).
(ft) Find the value of 39-216 X -428 -^ 0642.

22. A farmer sells a merchant 6 loads of potatoes weighing
with the wagon 35G7 lb., 3375 ft., 3742 ft., 3827 ft.,

3664 ft., and 3149 ft. If the wigon weighs 1568 ft., and
the potatoes are worth 65c. a bushel, how much should the
farmer receive ?

23. A passenger on a railway train notices that the train
passes 6 telegraph poles every 15 seconds. If the poles are
55 yards apart, at what rate in miles an hour is the train
running ?

24. Frank pledged his watch to a pawnbroker for $25.
At the end of 40 days he redeemed it for $26-50. What
rate of interest did he pay ?

25. Four men contracted to do a piece of work for $8600.
The first employed 28 labourers for 20 days of 10 hours each

;

the second, 25 labourers for 15 days of 12 hours each ; the
third, 18 labourers for 25 days of 11 hours each; and the
fourth, 15 labourers for 24 days of 8 hours each. How much
should each contractor receive ?

26. Reduce 6 mi. 240 rd. 4 y
'. 2 ft. to the decimal of a

mile.
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27. What will be the value, at $12 a ton, of the hay in a
mow 60 ft. long, 34 ft. wide, and 16 ft. deep, if a cubic foot

of the hay weighs 4^ lb. ?

28. I bought goods at 25% and 20% off, sold them at an
advance of 30 % on the net cost, and gained $475. What
sum would I have gained had I sold at 10% advance on the
list cost ?

29. A merchant insured his stock for | of its value at li %

.

The premium w£.s $91-50. What v/as the value of the stock ?

30. A 60-day note for $300 without interest is dated
1st June,. 1905, and is discounted at the bank on 29th June,

1905, at 5^ % . Write the note and find the proceeds.

31. Divide 375493276 by 8796 and check your answer.

What is the fourth remainder in the process ? Write it in

full.

32. A man sold a pile of 20-inch wood at $5-20 a full cord.

The pile was 80 ft. long and 6 ft. high. He received in

payment $24-25 cash and the balance in flour at $2-75 per
cwt. How much flour did he receive ?

33. A tank in the form of a cylinder 8 ft. in diameter is

filled with water to the depth of 7 ft. How many gailons

does the tank hold ? Note : A gallon = 277i cu. in.

34. At what fraction of the cost price are goods marked
so that the marked price may be lowered 20 % and leave a
profit of 6|% ?

35. A borrows $450 for which he pays $2-25 a month.
In what time will the interest thereon be 60% of the

principal ? What is the rate per cent, per annum, simple

interest ?

36. A dealer has two sorts of tea, one of which he could

sell at 75c. a ib. and make 25% on h<s outlay, and the other

at 45c. a ib. and make 12^%. What pei cent, profit will

he make if he mixes them in equal quantities and sells the

mixture at 65c. ' nound ?
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37. A man's income is derived from $60,000 stock paying
a dividend of 3^% . If he sells his stock at 80 and invests
in a 5 % stock at 96, how much will his annual income be
increased ?

38. For 9 bushels of wheat and 7 bushels of corn a
farmer received $11-20. The wheat was worth 32c. a
1 ashel more than the corn. Find the price of a bushel of each
'jnd of grain.

39. The assessed valuation of the real estate of a
municipality is $2,350,640 and that of the personal property
is $876,500. The year's expenses are: For schools,
$10,000; for interest, $2579-96; for roads, $8500; for
salaries, $6400; for sinking fund, $8500; and for other
expenses, $15,000. The municipality receives $5800 fi-om
licenses. What tax must be levied on the dollar to meet
the net expenditure ?

40. A merchant sends his agent $8200 instructing him to
invest it in city property after deducting a commission of

2i%. If the property is bought at $25 a foot frontage,
how many feet can the agent buy ?

41. Fill in the following statement of seven weeks' cash
receipts and prove the correctness of your work by adding
horizontally and vertically

:

Week Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Total

1st

2nd ...

.

3rd ...

.

4th

5th

6th

7th

$65-91

54-36

81-27

54-77

81-29

29-04

40-01

$88-74

70-29

29-82

86-41

43-81

63-83

28-42

$41-82

36-42

26-71

21-86

87-90

27-60

72-89

$33-60

84-72

21-90

90-82

21-44

86-92

27-34

$44-18

6318
29-16

80-27

24-33

36-81

27-42

$29-41

98-72

23-18

36-87

20-09

74-71

64-13

Total

42. If 70 men can do a. piece of work in 6 days working
8 hours a day, in how many days can 15 men do one quarter
of the work, working 7 hours a day ?
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43. A man spent i of his money, then | more than | of
the remainder. He now found out that he had still left $H
How much money had he at first ?

44. Find the cost of making a road 4 mi. 120 rd. 11 yd
long at $760 a mile.

45. A man owes $3689-20 but can pay only $2305-75.
What can he pay on the dollar ?

46. A pile of ordinary brck is 8 ft. 6 in. high, 14 ft.
long, and 15 ft. wide. What is the pile worth at $7-5()
a thousand, the dimensions of an ordinary brick beine
8 in. X 4 in. X 2 in. ?

47. A retail dealer sells an article for $98 gaining 25%.
The wholesale merchant sold to the retailer at a profit of
12%, and the manufacturer sold it to the wholesale
merchant at a profit of 16|%. What did the article cost
the manufacturer ?

48. The Mutual Insurance Co. insured a block for $45,000
at a premium of 75c. a $100. The Mutual then re-insured
$10,000 of the risk in the Home Co. at a premium of 80c
a $100, and $10,000 in the ^tna Co. at a premium of |%.How much premium did each company receive ? What was
the Mutual Co.'s net premium ?

49. Find the amount of $3000 in 2^ years at 5% per
annum, interest compounded half-yearly.

50. What was the duty on 1250 gallons of spirits invoiced
at $6-40 a gallon, there being a specific duty of $1-75 a
gallon, and an ad valorem duty of 35% ? What was the
total cost including the duty ?

51. Divide ^ by | in two ways giving a reason for each
step m the work.

52 Multiply 8765698 by 432728 in such a way that there
will be but three partial products. Check your answer.

^r.^?: ^' P'°* °^ ^°''"*^ ^^^ ^^- ^y 132 ft. has a woodshed

? /o /^ ^^ ^* ^"^^* °" ^*' ^^^^h ^an be filled to the height
of 12 ft. with cord-wood. If 20% of the part of the plot
not occupied by the shed is closelv piled with cord-wood to
the depth of 4 ft., what fraction of the pile will fill the shed ?
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54. A policeman runs after a thief who has 528 yards
start. If the policeman goes at the rate of one mile in
7 min. and the thief at the rate of one mile in 10 min., how
far will the thief have gone when he is overtaken ?

55. A farmer sells a grain merchant 33,630 lb. wheat at
$1-20 a ju., 6,817 ft. oats at 40c. a bu., 16,814 lb. rye at
80c. a bu., 12,600 ft. potatoes at 60c. a bu. Make out the
bill, inserting names, place, and date. Receipt it.

56. How much money must be put at simple interest at
8% per annum on 1st Jan., 1908, so that on 15th March
1911, there will be $198-85 interest due ?

57. How many rods of fence will inclose an acre in the
form of a square ? : i the form of a circle ?

58. A man sold i of a lot of lumber for f of what the lot
cost. What per cent, was gained on the part sold ?

59. Mr. Parker invests $42,892-50 in a 5% stock at 102
paying i% brokerage. What is his net annual income 4,fter
paying an income tax of 12i mills on the dollar on all over
$900?

60. Sold two horses for $450 each. On one I gained 20 %
of its cost and on the other I lost 20% of its cost. Did I
gain or lose on both, and how much ?

61. A man bought 24 head of cattle. The average weight
of the first three was 975 ft., that of the next four, 1213 ft.,
of the next nine, 1124 ft., and of the remainder 967 ft!
What was the average weight of the whole, and what did
the whole cost at 8^0. aft.?

62. E. Murray bought of Sherwin and Ball, 1st March
1905

: 8 ft. Rio Coffee at $-38 ; 4 ft. Tea at $-55 ; 8i doz
Eggs at $-16 ; 5i ft. Butter at $-20 ; 25 ft. Sugar at $-04*
5 ft. Mocha Coifee at $-33; 4ift. Italian Prunes at $-12
i gal. Maple Syrup at $1-25 ; 4| ft. Cheese at $-16

; f doz'
Canned Tomatoes at $1-80. Make out Murray's bill and
receipt it.

63. The owner of a house was offered $2500 for it. If
the offer had been accepted the loss would have been 16^ "^

.

The house was afterwards sold for $3500. Find the gain
or loss per cent.
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64. What is the raf

property is $850,00'
allowing the collector .,

' taxation on a town whose taxable
lie net tax being $16,150 after

commission of 5 % ?

65. A business firm fails owing W. C. Philips $3600
J. C. Owens $4000, and other creditors $2400. If the
firm's net assets were $7500, how much would Philips and
Owens each receive ?

66. In 1907 L. Thompson made deposits in his bank as
follows

:
1st Jan., Balance $306 ; 20th Jan., $480 ; 3rd Feb

$95; 26th Feb., $375; 8th Mar., $260; 10th Apr., $508*
His withdrawals were as follows : 10th Jan., $100 ; 10th Feb
$210 ; 17th Mar., $125 ; 16th May, $105.

'

(a) Rule a page for a bank-book and enter the
above sums in the proper order and in the
proper columns.

(6) What was Mr. Thompson's balance on 10th
April ?

(c) If interest at 3% is allowed on all sums from
the date of deposit to the date of with-
drawal, how would you find the interest on
Mr. Thompson's account up to 30th June ?

(d) Write Mr. Thompson's cheque for any of the
sums which he withdrew.

(e) Make out a deposit slip for $95 using bills of
different denominations to make up the
amount.

67. In calculating interest on ordinary deposits it is the
practice in most banks to use the minimum monthly
balance plan. By this the interest is made up each month
and one calendar month's interest is allowed on the smaUest
balance on deposit for that month. At the end of the
interest period, usually every half year, the interest for the
different months is totalled and put to the credit of the
depositor's account.

In Question 66 the mmimum balance for January was
9206; the January interest was therefore tV of tJ^t of $206
or $0-51. The February interest was A of xlw of $571
or $1-43.

•
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Calculate the interest for March, April, May and June,

and find the total interest due Mr. Thompson on 30th June.

68. The water that falls upon a flat roof 45 ft. x 66 ft. is

carried by pipes into a cistern 10 ft. 6 in. in diameter.

What will be the depth of the water in the cistern after a

rainfall of 3i in. ?

69. What r'te of interest does arm receive on his

money who invests it in a 4^% stock '.- 120 ?

70. A man buys a farm for $12,500 and pays down | of

the purchase money. What additional sum ought he to pay

at the end of two years, reckoning compound interest at

41% per annum?

71. (a) How often does the square of 181,279 contain

893 X 441 H- 63 ?

,u^ o- vf -5 of -4
I

t\ of 2|
. (6) Simplify: y^f^

+
-:3-:r:2"-

(c) Find the square roots of 15,625 and 146-41.

72. A man owns a lot 297 yd. long and 176 yd. wide

around wliich he wishes to plant a row of elms. The trees

are to be placed at equal intervals, one at each corner, and

as far apart as possible. How many trees will he require ?

73. On Wednesday morning, 27th April, 1910, Harvey

Brown commenced to work for George Wilson at $65 a

working month. He boarded with his employer, paying

$3-50 a week. On 27th May, Brown was paid $35 cash

and $40 on 8th June. What sum was due Brown on 5th

July, 1910, if during the term of his employment he lost

4iday8?

74. A man spent i of his money for a coat. If the coat

had cost $5 more it would have taken J of his money to pay

for it. What did the coat cost ?

75. What will be the cost of 34 th^ee-inch planks, eadi

18 ft, long and 10 in. wide at $18 per M ?

15
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76. What must be the face of a note, drawn on Ist June,
1806, for three months without interest, so that when it is
discounted at the bank at 5% on 23rd July, 1906, the
proceeds may be sufficient to pay a debt of $24-75 ?

77. What is the face of a bank draft for which I pay
$520-65, exchange being i%? Write the draft inserting
names, dates, etc.

78. A school section is assessed for $480,000. The
trustees have built a school-house costing $5400. What
will the school-house cost a ratepayer whose property is
assessed for $6400?

79. A house is worth $14,000 and its contents $10,000.
What will it cost to insure both house and contents for
75% of their value, if the premium be ^% and the agent's
commission be tV% of the risk ?

80. A merchant marked his goods at an advance of 25 %
on the cost but afterwards sold them at a discount of 8%
on the marked price. If his gain ^vas $58-50, find the cost
and the marked price.

81. Find the following results, limiting yourself to
7 mmutes, and, when you have finished, check your answers

:

(a) Add 82363
14679
93572
46837
2896
734
29
9

32716
14538
76279
68917
24639
7249
384
17

(6) Subtract:

(c) Multiply:

97,642

23.957

62-758

927

id) Divide : 500,472 by 662.

58132
42618
73617
83196
64874
92786
46989
88889

76,213

67,476
62,876
39,497

14-642

978
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82. A person bought a certain number of barrels of flour
for $4200. He reserved 40 barrels for his own use and sold
I of the remainder for $3260 which was $60 more than cost.
Find the number of barrels bought.

83. A map is drawn on a scale of one inch to 10 miles,
and a township is represented on it by a square whose side
is ^ in. How many acres are there in the township ?

84. A man wishes to have his library arranged on shelves
each containing the same number of books. He tries to
put 15 books on each shelf and finds that he has 3 left.
He then tries 16 books on each shelf and again has 3 left.

He next tries 17 books and once more4finds-3 remaining.
What is tho number of books which his library ccmtains ?
How many books must he put on each shelf, and how many
shelves must he have in order to arrange the library as he
desires ?

85. A can do a piece of work in 5 days, B in 6, and C in 8.
In what time can the three together do it ?

86. If it costs $150 to fence a square field at 75c. a rod,
what will it cost to plough the field at $1-25 an acre ?

87. It took $31-20 to redeem a note given 7 years ago
with simple interest at 8% per annum. What was the face
of the note ?

88. How much money must one invest in a 4 % stock at
102 in order to have a net income of $1585 after paying an
income tax of 15 mills on the dollar on all over $600 ?

89. A Cinadian dealer imported 210 yd. of tweed at
6s. 3d. a >'d. Find the cost in Canadian money.

90. When $19= 80 marks, and 16- 1 marks = 20 francs,
how many francs are equivalent to $611-80 ?

91. Find the value of

:

(o) (44 + iH + 5H)-m - i) X 1| + If.

i") Divide 1839247 by 165 using three factors.
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92. For every cent which A gets, B gets 2ic.; and for
every dollar B gets, C gets 25c. If amongst them they get
$13200, what is each man's share ?

93. A freight car is 36 ft. long, 3 ft. 6 in. wide, and
8 ft. high. How many cubic feet does it contain ? If its
capacity is 60,000 ft., to what height can it be loaded with
wheat ? Note : A bushel = 2218-2 cu. in.

94. A contractor undertakes a job that requires thp work
of 18 men for 15 days to complete it. At the end of 5 days
6 of the men quit work. How many additional men must
he employ at the end of the twelfth day in order that the
job may be finished within the contract time of 15 days ?

95. The end of an iron rod is 3-5 centimetres square, and
the rod is 12 metres long. Find its weight to the nearest
kilogramme, if a cubic centimetre of iron weighs 7-207
grammes.

96. Carpet of the same grade can be bought | yd. wide
at 75c. a yard, or 1 yd. wide at $1 a yard. Which width
of carpet ought to be purchased to carpet a room, 16 ft. by
14 ft., with least expense ? What would this least expense
be?

97. If a merchant marks his goodi at an advance of 25%,
what per cent, discount may he give a customer and still
make a profit of 10 % ?

98. A farmer has 400 bu. beans which he can sell at
once at $1-20 a bushel. By storing for 6 months at a cost
of $15 paid in advance, he can realize $1-30 a bushel. He
takes the latter course. Money being worth 4% per
annum, find his gain or loss at the time of sale.

99. Mr. Taylor bought a house for $8000 which rented for
$52-50 a month. The taxes were 18 mills on an assessment
of I of the value of the house, and the annual repairs
amounted to i% of the value of the house. What rate of
interest did Mr. Brown make annually on his investment ?

100. T. R. Grover invested $9600 in a 4% stock at 79f.He afterwards sold his stock at 84^ and ir.veated the
proceeds in a 6% stock at 104|. If he paid in each ^'^e
i% brokerage, find the change in his income.
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101. (a) Reduce 3i times £2 4s. to the fraction of

£3 4s. 2d.

(6) Find, to two places of decimals, the square root

of 3762, and of 68253.

102. The following figure shows the four dials of a gas-

meter. Dial No. 1 records the number of hundred cubic

feet of gas ; dial No. 2, the number of thousand cubic feet

;

dial No. 3, the number of ten-thxmsand cubic feet, etc.

Note : Read the last number which the hand has passed, or that

on which it rests.

\jMui* <a3!tSJ5&^'^ >5Jt2!^ J^tc^S^

(a) How many cubic feet of gas does the meter
register ?

(6) Find the net cost of the gas at $1-50 a thousand

cubic feet with a discount of 16f%

.

(c) Draw the figure to show the position of the

hands when 86,900 cu. ft. more gas has passed

through the meter.

103. The floor of a room 33 ft. 10 in. long and 26 ft. 6 in.

wide is to be tiled with marble squares. Find in inches the

length of the largest tile that may be used if there is to be

no waste. How many thousand tiles will be required ?

104. On counting the apples in a basket by 3 at a time,

or by 4 at a time, or by 5 at a time, there are always

2 over ; but by counting them 7 at a time, there are none
remaining. Find the least number of apples.

105. In 1909, the Champlain Cheese Factory received

$18,591-41 for cheese, and $63-43 for interest on deposits
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in the bank. The factory paid $1828-39 for manufacturing

and other expenses. George Crane, one of the shareholders,

had, at the end of the year, 71,430 ft. of milk to his. credit.

If the total amount of milk manufactured was 1,742,323 ft.,

how much of the factory's profits would Mr. Crane receive ?

106. A circular cast-iron band is 14 in. in diameter and

3^ in. thick. The hole in its centre is 7 in. in diameter.

Find tue weight of the band, if cast-iron is 7i ti .es as

heavy as water.

107. On 10th May, 1907, Wm. Turner gave Henry Sills

his note for $425 for four months, with interest at the

rate of 5% per annum. Write the note and find its value

when due.

108. A Canadian wholesale merchant bought in France

1968-5 metres of silk at 10 francs a metre. He pays 20 %
ad valorem duty and sells the silk at $2-75 a yard. Find

his profit.

109. The amount of a sum for a certain time, at 8%
simple interest, is $336, and at 7i % for the same time is

$330. Find the sum and the time.

110. On 1st July, 1910, Mr. Merritt deposits $600. On
4th August he withdraws $200 ; on 15«h September deposits

$2^5 ; on 12th October deposits $350 ; on 8th November
withdraws $175. Using the minimum monthly balance,

find the total interest at 3^ % per annum which the bank
will add to Mr. Menitt's credit on 31st December.

111. Simplify 14— I of (iV + i) + t§t
2A
3-f

112. At the beginning of the year 1908 the assets of

Messrs. Reed, Henry & Co. were : Cash, $2368-25 ; Merchan-

dise, $8372 ; Accounts outstanding, $1364-87. Their Uabili-

ties were : Notes, $2385 ; Accounts unpaid, $1694-50. At
the end of the year their assets were: Cash, $4576-28;

Merchandise, $9465; Accounts outstanding, $2425-90.

Their liabilities were: Notes, $3000; Accounts unpaid,

$1267-75. Did the firm gain or lose during the year, and
how much ?
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113. The product of four consecutive numbers is 143640.

Find tke numbers.

114. How many bushels of barley worth 62c. a bushel

must a dealer mix with 135 bushels worth 53c. a bushel in

order to make a mixture worth 59c. a bushel ?

115. The floor of a bam is 40 ft. long, 28 ft. wide, and 3
in. thick. What will the lumber cost at $35 a thousand ?

116. On 11th May, 1909, Anderson & Reynolds, of Win-

nipeg, sold Robert Mason goods as follows : 84 yd. towelling

at 18c;, 250 yd. table linen at 56ic., 160 yd. cotton at 8ic.,

120 yd. print at 15c., 15^ gross thread at $5. The account

is subject to a discount of 25%, and to a further discount

of 10% for cash, 5% for payment within 30 days, or 2%
for payment within 60 days. Make out the invoice and find

the amount that would settle the account on 11th May, 10th

June, or 5th July, 1909.

117. Certain liquors are subject to a specific duty of

$2-40 a gallon as well as to an ad valorem duty of 30%.
If on a shipment of liquor invoiced at $5-40 a gallon the

total duty was $253-26, find the number of gallons.

118. For the benefit of his son a man invests $4000 at

5 % , the interest to be compounded half-yearly. How much
will there be to the son's credit in 3 years ?

119. An agent sold 2000 lb. of tea at 60c. a pound.

After deducting his commission of 2^% he bought a draft

with the proceeds, paying i% exchange. What was the

amount of the draft ?

120. A 3-month note, dated 10th December, 1909, for

$1600, with interest at 4i% was discounted at the bank

3rd Jan., 1910, at 6%. Find (o) the day of maturity,

(6) the value at maturity, (c) the term of discount, (d) the

discount, and (e) the proceeds.

121. (a) Simpfifr in + 5f — 6i) -f- (i of 8i) of

(7i-^8f).

(6) Find the G.C.M. of 3127, 3551 and 3976.

- --•-', ".-
gl
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122. A boy had to divide 76428 by 123. He copied a
figure wrong in the divisor and obtained as his quotient 611
with the remainder 53. What mistake did he make ?

123. If for an ocean voyage the cost of a steerage ticket

is i that of a second-class
i
ticket, and the cost of a

second-class ticket is f that of the first-class, find the

amount saved by travelling steerage instead of second-class

on a boat for which a first-class ticket will cost $135.

124. Assuming that a kilogramme is equal to 2-204 ib.

and that a franc is equal to 19-3c., find to the nearest cent

the value in Canadian money of lOib. of tobacco which costs

in France 20 francs a kilogramme.

125. A householder uses 16 tons of coal which he can
buy on 1st July for $6-25 a ton or on 31st December for

$7-00. If money is worth 4 % per annum, what will be his

gain, on 31st December, if he decides to make his purchase

inJ\Uy?

126. A dealer purchases 85 horses, paying a uniform

price for each. He sells 25 of them at a profit of 20%,
40 of them at a profit of 25 % , and the remainder at a profit

of 10 % . If his whole profit is $2975, what did each horse

cost him ?

127. The price of gold is £3 17s. lO^d. an ounce. How
many ounces of pure gold will it require to make 623
sovereigns (pounds) if the value of a sovereign is equal to

the value of the gold it contains ? What will be the whole
weight of the sovereigns if the gold is but H of the whole

weight ?

128. Mr. Rice rents his farm for $480 a year which is 8 %
of its value. He pays $29 insurance and a tax of 3+ mills on

the value of the farm. If he sells his farm and invests the

money in an 8% stock at 120, will his annual income be

increased or diminished, and by how much ?

129. A shipment of grain was innnred at f% to cover 75%
of its value. The premium paid was $33-12. If the grain

was worth 92c. a bushel, find the number of bushels.
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130. A triangular trough is 12 ft. long, 10 in. deep, and
18 in. across the top. How many gallons of water will it

contain?

131. Find the value of

:

(36 X 217 X 528 X 75) (84 X 396 X 155 X 27).

132. Find the cost of the poles and wire required for a
telephone line 9 miles long, measured from the first to the
last pole, if the poles are placed 44 yd. apart and cost $110
each, and if there are two wires each weighing 180 lb. to

the mile and costing 4^0. a pound.

133. Two cogged wheels work together. On the one
there are 24 cogs and on the other 32. How many revolu-

tions will each wheel make between successive contacts of
the same cogs ?

134. If 8 lb. of coffee cost as much as 9 lb. of tea, and
5 lb. of tea as much as 48 lb. of sugar, find the cost of 30
lb. of sugar when coffee is worth 45c. a pound.

135. The average age of the pupils in a school of 300
pupils is 9-75 yr. If 20 new pupils are admitted whose
average age is 10-35 yr., what is now the total average age ?

136. A miller pays 50c. a bushel for barley, 70c. a bushel
for pease, «'.nd 75c. a bushel for corn. He mixes together 5
bushels of barley, 15 bushels of pease, and 10 bushels of

corn, and sells the mixture at $1-50 a cwt. Find his gain
per cent.

137. On 1st Jan., 1907, Mr. Rose borrows from the bank
$1500 at 5% per annum. On 31st Dec, 1907, he pays
$475 for interest and part of the principal. On 31st Dec,
1908, he pays $625. What must he pay on 31st Dec, 1909,
to settle the account ?

138. R. H. Fair has $3200 stock which pays an annual
dividend of 3 % . He sells out at 86| and invests in a 4 %
stock at 114i, the brokerage on each transaction being i%.
Find the alteration in his income and also the total amount
of the brokerage.
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139: A dry goods merchant sold some cloth at 20% less

than the marked price and still made a profit of 8i%. At
what price was the cloth marked if it cost him $240 ?

140. Find the depth of a cylindrical cistern containing

4712-4 cu. ft., the diameter of the cistern being 20 ft.

141. (a) Divide 4682973 by 378, using the factors 6, 7,

and 9, and show how to get the Complete remainder.

(6) Find the square root of 537289.

142. A street car makes a trip every hour from 6 a.m. to

12 p.m. and carries on an average 15 passengers a trip. If

the fares average 6 for 25c., what will be the car's receipts

from 6 a.m. 1st July to 12 p.m. 31st December, omitting

Sundays ?

B can
can A

100 yd. race.

By how much
143. A can beat B by 5 yd. in a

beat C by 10 yd. in a 200 yd. race,

beat C in a 400 yd. race ?

144. A flour-mill has a capacity of 1200 bU. a day.

How many bushels of wheat will the mill require daily if

the weight of the flour is 75% of that of the wheat used ?

At $3 a cwt. what is the net daily profit from the flour if

the wheat cost $1 a bushel and the average cost of grinding

is 8c. a but^el ?

145. I' in 146 days $370 amounts to $376-66, what is the

rate of interest per annum ?

146. Rule a page of a bank book. Choosing your own
dates and amounts, make eight deposit and six withdrawal

entries for any half year. Find the different balances and,

using the minimum monthly balance, calculate the interest

due on your account at the end of the half year, 30th June

or 31st December.

'

147. Supplying reasonable data for measurements, mate-

rial, labour, etc., estimate at current prices the cost of

:

(a) carpeting a room ; (6) painting a house ; (c) ploughing,

seeding, and harvesting a field of grain ; (d) building a mile

of railway : (e) building a walk of concrete, brick, or boards

;

(/) drawing earth to level a lawn and sodding the same.

m^mmmmmmm.
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148. A Canadian manufacturer imported a machine which
cost in London £85. He paid £3 10s. freight and an ad
valorem duty of 30%. What, in Canadian money, was the
total cost of the machine ?

149. K a cubic decimetre of ice weighs 918 grammes,
what is the weight to the nearest kilogramme of a rect-
angular sheet of ice 53 m long, 27 m wide and 39 mm thick ?

150. A barn is 40 ft. long and 32 ft. wide. Its roof pro-
jects 1 ft. over the gables and eaves and has.a f pitch, that
is, its height above the level of the eaves is | of the width
of the bam. How many shingles will it take to cover the
roof if 1000 shingles cover 100 sq. ft.?

151. Define Abstract Number and Applied Number.

152. Why do we begin at the units' place in the
addition and the subtraction of numbers ? Is it necessary
to begin at the units' place in multiplication ? Why ?

153. What is meant by the prime factors of a number?
Distinguish between prime numbers and numbers prime to
each other.

154. What different meanings may we give to a fraction ?

155. Define : simple fraction, compound fraction, complex
fraction, common denominator.

156. How do decimals differ from vulgar fractions? Of
what use is the decimal point ?

157. Show clearly the correspondence between the addition,
subtraction, and division of fractions, and the addition, sub-
traction, and division of compound denominate numbers!

158. Multiply f by i and give a reason for each step in
the work.

159. A boy on being asked what fj of a certain fraction
was, made the mistake of dividing the fraction by -}-} and so
got an answer which exceeded the correct answer by i^.
What was the correct answer ?

160. Three numbers of three figures each are multiplied
together. What is the greatest and what the least number
of figures which may occur in the product ?



ANSWERS
EXEBCI8B

5 — 1. 22677.

6.3328.

6.— 1. $1908.

5. $8303.

2. 26723. 3. 13193. 4. 5620. 5. 3539.

7. 4400. 8. 4412. 9. 83892.

2. $767. 3. $58,160, 4. 770 ft.

6. 264,287 ft. 7. 45,165. 8. $40,409.

9. 189,616 horses. 10. $23,296,896. 11. $6,210,721.

12. (a) 4,510,070 ac, (6) 96,169,700 bu.,

(c) 13,611,237 ac, (d) 509,449,824 bu.,

(e) 3,777,960 ac, (/) 120,183,379 bu.

13. 398,184 pupils.

7.— 1. 1,241,016. 2. 383,750. 3. 7,902,936.

4. 7,119,003. 5. 934,695. 6. 2,984,816.

7. 6,000,667. 8. 1,125,579. 9. 338,792.

8.— 1. 43,078,800. 2. — . 3. 87,827 sq. mi. 4. (a) —

;

(6) —. 5. 3,606,546 sq. mi, 6. (a) — ; (6) —

.

7. $805, 8. $1330.

9.— 1. $3553-66. 2. $6217-65. 3. $1004-19.

4. $1219-78. 5. $228-20. 6. $7011. 7. $5746-61.

10.—No answers necessary.

11.— 1. 36, 741, 622, 242, 531, 171, 232, 1551.

2. 3111, 1003, 2411, 2691. 3. 112,211.

4. 623,320 ; 131,117 ; 111,510.

12.— 1. 31. 2. 185. 3. 1277. 4. 977. 5. 1566. 6. 992.

7.994. 8.1322. 9.23186. 10.23186. 11.76814.

12. 4889. 13. 14150869. 14. 5,102,031,064.

15. 22,016,928,907.

1. $16-27, $190-75, $186-25, $126-70. 2. $37,276.

3. $2-66. 4. 139,806 ft. 5. 84 in. 6. $2,289,

7. 63278, 8. 32 qt, 9. North America by 461,947

sq, mi. 10. 8,735 British cavalry, 1 1. B, $5,339

;

C, $13,897; all had $25,451. 12. Loss, $558.

232

13.
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13.—13. 43 yr. 14.—. 15. 5 horses. 16.2,798,334.

17. No marbles more. 18. 379,708. 19. $2339.

20. 3. 21. 236,654,714 ft. 22. —. 23. —. 24. 52.

25. (a) 389, (6) 6716, (c) 65941, (d) 68842.
26. — . 27. 55 mi., 228 mi., 323 mi., 448 mi.

28. Brown lost $23770. 29. Mon., $10819-28 ; Tues.,

$7017-40; Wed., $6455-76; Thurs., $11944-21 ; Fri.,

$5917-97; Sat., $6980-67. First wk., $1357207;
second wk., $5697-92 ; third wk., $11408-04 ; fourth
wk.,$8337-95; fifth wk., $10119-31; total, $49135-29.

30. $2257-36; 31. —. 32.—. 33. $8-42. 34.—.
35. $1998-36.

14.— 1. 13,786; 27,572; 41,358; 55,144. 2. 141,468;
235,780; 330,092; 424,404. 3. 114,184; 342,552;
513,89^. 4.929,274; 1,239,032; 1,548,790;
2,168,306; 2,787,822. 5.349,624; 699,248;
786,654. 6.—. 7. 12,269,571 ; 16,359,428

;

20,449,285; 24,539,142; 28,628,999; 36,808,713.

8.60,070,352; 52,561,558; 90,105,528.

9.747,081; 581,063; 498,054. 10.—.
11.937,890; 4,085,370; 392,070.

15.—No answers necessary.

16.—No answers necessary.

17.— 1. —.
2.—. 3.—. 4. 1,075,927,682; 95,908,764;

28,451,501; 31,673,088; 327,407,970;

722,316,630; 53,224,542; 2,317,467,832;

35,357,740; 18,110,222; 45,771,106.

S. —

-

6. 544,794,832.

7-15 inclusive—no answers necessary.

18.— 1. $75, $200, $900, $1225. 2. $1-84, $4-14, $21-62.

3. 100,320 ft., 401,280 ft. 4. 273 da., 1070 da.,

4854 da. 5. 16 oz., 2704 oz., 2316 oz. 6. 9228 in.,

6365 da. 7. $1008. 8. $953-60. 9. $5670.
10. 288 da. 11. $2139. 12. $826. 13. 166,333 mi.

I mmm mmm mmm
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EXnCIBE

18.—14. 153,507 rd.

17. 292,560 lb.

20. 248 mi. 21

15. 91,289,796 ml 16. 1614 lb

18. 5984 fb. 19. $68505.

Merchant owes farmer $121*58.

19.— 1. — . 2. $8-75. 3. 7c. 4. $19200. 5. $34-65.

6. 37,756,800. 7. —. 8. —. 9. 82 da., Ill da.

10. (a) Wed., 4154; Thu., 3257; Pri., 7780; Sat.,

3760. (6) 7784, (c) 9992, (d) 578, («) 597,

(/) 18951, (g) $904-75, (h) $742-60, (i) $1629-40,

ik) $831-85, (0 $4108-60, (m) $116760,

(n) $2498, (o) $144-5v'), (p) $298-50, (gr) $4108-60.

11. $10285. 12. (a) $4275, (6) 176,673,

(c) $5,750,283, (d) 385,973,620. 13. 419,060 ft.

14. 77,539,764 ; 45,920,796 ; 63,318,834 ; 32,347,3D5.

15. —. 16. —. 17. —

.

20.—No answers necessary.

21.—No answers necessary.

22.— 1. $1250. 2. 8 pt., 37 gal. 3. 25 ft., 136 ft.

4. 33 bu. 5. 29 hr., 90 mi. 6. 212 da. 7. 52 wk.

8. 36 horses. 9. 9 reams, 6 quires. 10. 66 ft.

11. 527. 12. 33c., 99c. 13. 4673. 14. 117.

15. 23335. 16. 3i ft. 17. 123 da. 18. 342 toes.

19. 1718. 20. 65 pieces. 21. —. 22. 108 horse-

shoes, 27 horses.

23.— 1. 508.

4.298922^.

7. 13618fH-
10. 3558Hi.
13. 73908^.
16. 9633H.
19. 77077HH.
22. 4W^WS jTnrs -

25. 6341iHH-

2.309.

5. 6392fH.
o. wuiiinnr»

11. 333'fToT.

14. 9445f}.

17. 4296H.
20. 100073^^.
23. 32926HHi
26. 25460HHt.

3. u04f^.

6. 18194fH.
9. 25715HI.

12. 31683HI.
15. 6334H.
18. 100195Hf.
21. 3746.

24. 240870H4I.
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24.— 1. 301«. 2. 24953iM, 12476^, 1069f*H.
3. 14eHIH, 12ifm*. 4. $124-90. 5. $2-73.

6. —. 7. 31 suits. 8. 80 acres. 9. 7000 times,

1250 times, 1932 times. 10. 15 mi. 11. 49.

12. 14 sheep. 13. 16 tons. 14. 25 common years.

15. 40i boxes. 16. 7305 days, allowing for five leap-

years; 175,320 hours. 17. 39940^. 18. 22 rods.

19. —. 20. 40 mi.; 12 hr.

25.— 1-17 inclusive—no answers necessary. 18. 640
times. 19. —. 20. —. 21. 1619. 22. $19-50.

23. Men, $52; women, $234. 24.$112forchUdren,
$16ff for women, $168 for men. 25. $480, $2080.
26. 90 bbl. 27. 442 bu. 28. 8 payments. 29. 364
months. 30. 5280 ft., 12 mi. 31. $4-50. 32.272|i.

26.— 1. (a) 225, (6) 12. 2. 3864. 3. (a) 892^, (6) 455.
4. 14c. 5. 8c. 6. 14c. 7. 24. 8. 112 sq. in.

27.— 1. A, 9c.; B, 3c. 2. $1479. 3. 8 wk. 4. $29-40;
6 da. 5. $36 ; 35 da. 6. Total, $1369315. 7. Total,

$876-77. 8. —. 9. $489-60. 10. (a) 115 in.,

(6) 4830 in. 11.—. 12. 4 times ; 2c. 13. 3 sixths,

2 sixths. 14. $16. 15. —. 16. (a) $6260,
(6) $300-66, (c) $104. 17. (a) Total, $40-24;

(6) total, $25-96. 18. 50o. 19. $450. 20. $614-40.

21. $160. 22. 820347, 752136, 835263. 23. 384.
24. $1270-80. 25. $65. 26. $155-20. 27. 234 hr.,

373 min. 28. 12 ft. 11 oz.; 67 hr. 30 min.

29. (a) $10100-16, (6) $521955-96, (c) 643257,
(«0 732. 30. (o) 60, 34, 48 ; (6) Total, $187-76.

31. Quotient, 5 ; last remainder, 3. 32. $252 gain,

$1092 selling price. 33. 14789. 34. 5829120.
35. 1280 ft. 36. 30c. 37. 40 ft. 38. 1364 cent
pieces. 39. $18000; 30c.; A, $1800; B, $2400;
C,$120C 40.—. 41.—. 42.—. 43.—.
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28.— 1. —. 2. 800,960 oz. 3. 6 tons 4 cwt. 25 ft.

4. 33 ft. 1 oz. 1 dr. 5. 715 stone. 6. 490,288 dr.

7. 102,900,000 gr. 8. 87 ft. 6464 gr. 9. 10 tons

16 cwt. 61 ft. 2 oz. *

29.— 1. 8 bu. 7 qt. 1 pt. 2. 145 bu. 2 pk. 1 qt. 3. 543 qt.

4. 408 bottles. 5. 11-92. 6. 216 bottles ; $108.

^v 7. 530 ft. 8. $7-56. 9. 1168 bu. 3 pk. 3 qt.

' 10. 235,200 oz. n. lic.,3|c. 12. 72 da. 13. $14-64.

14. 2c. an oz.; 8 gal. 15. $5-25. 16. $12-84 loss.

30.— 1. 5280 ft., 32660 ft. 2. 1320 rails, 6600 rails.

3. —

.

4. 20, 36, 48, 16, 2 and 28i over.

31.— 1. 40 rd. 15 ft. 2. 138 mi. 109 rd. 4 yd. 2 ft. 2 in.

3. 1710894 in. 4. 0.

32.— 1. 114 sq. rd., 7i sq. yd. 2. 4840 sq. yd. 3. 1277

sq. in. 4. 6 ac. 6 sq. rd. ISsq. yd. 1 sq. ft. 99 sq. in.

5. $462. 6. $6560. 7. 32,897,152 sq. in. 8. 51200

sq. rd. 9. 0.

33.— 1. 874 cu. ft. 2. 77 cords. 3. 1 cu. yd. 9 cu. ft.

1576 cu. in. 4. 5 cords, 5. 7 cords. 6. 2 cords.

7. 5 cu. ft. 8. 198 cars. 9. 32 cords. 10. —

.

34.-1. 128 da., 110 da., 786 da. 2. 1 yr. 12 da. hr.

27 min. 3. (a) 4th Oct., (6) 23rd Oct., (c) 4th Nov.

4. 2,482,608 min. 5. 12 da. 6. 45 mi. 7. 76 min.

8. 3ihr. 9. 6 da. 10. 44 mi. 11. (a) $57, (6) $4,

(c) $2-30, id) 28i da. 12. $42-60.

35 _ 1.9". 2. 12i min. 3. —. 4. 22575". 5. —

.

36.— 1. $6-40. 2. 62i rm. 3. 15 bbl. 4. 24 rm.

5. (a) 36,892,800 times, (6) 147,268,800 times.

37.— 1. 1920d.,1248d., 2943d. 2. fil 15s. 3. £38138.9d.

4. £3 18b. 6d.

Hiii l^ii^pg_lp_^
k -a -"J*, 1^'-- T"- 1
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vaacnT ^ >AAM) 3. i mi.; 6 hr. 56 min.;

38._ 1.64yd.
2^^fi96.25 V^-'SO. 7.i.t.

416 min. 4. 64c 5.^f'^ ^q. 42 cords.

^.50. 8. 3«YXJ; %] nSOO ; C 1^-
11.70c. 12. A, *iwv,

, i6.62mi.

^^•^^^. in rJ''^i7.^
-Vd.16cu.lt.

97 rd. 3 yd. 1 ft. 8 m.
27900 weeds.

82cu.in. «•^U ^'-
^^^1*192 23. $3750.

21. 13,097.500 ins^. ^^^ll^^^,
24 (1) $114180309; if, i:;\.

(3)14734037012;
<4V942fft-

25. $383-21. 26. -. 27. .

_^ .„ ^
, i t 2 143 ton 14 cwt. 57 10.

39.-t. 31 ^«- 2 P^-.\f •

4 19 ^i. 96 rd. 4 yd. 2 ft. 9 in.

3. 1 yd. 1 ft. lOj- ;-^^^ _d 20 cu. ft. 1206 cu.m.

5. £104 19s/7id.
^'^^^X^ ^. 4 yd. 2 ft. 3 in.

7. £78 8s. 6|d. 8. 194 mi.
^ ^^ ^^ j^^

9. 3 ton 3 cwt. 7 lb. 5 oz. l«. ^ y^

56 min. t^.
405deg.5^mm.51s^^^ ^^^^^^^

8 sq. ft. 9 sq. in. t3. 39 ya. ^ i

^^^^ ^.

62^ rd. 1 «l. yd.
^^^^r^^t ^rd ft. 4 cu. n.

346 yd. 2 ft. 16. 25 cora
^^ __

17. i sq. mi. 112 sa. ac.
l^;^f^'^^^^,^, 58 ft.

19. S45 mi. 1530 yd. 20-^4
^ ^^ ^^

^^•''V\^' 24 Utiles.
25.15Hm.

23.981i/Wft- ,/1^5iUH. 28. 55 times.

26. 48 parcels and 8 ft. ?[. 51ft» ^ ^^3^

29. 25 yd. 1 ft. lljn-. ^1 yy
'9 ^, 6 da. 19 br.

31. $10. 32.21,120. 33. <yr.

40.—No answe- s necessa^^--^

41.—No answers necessary.

42.- 1. 1

7.1.

13. f
16

2.U. 3.1. 4i. 5.i *;*^-

14. i.
15. 1^.16' tV. »'•"

Mil iin
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EXESCISE

42.—19. i. 20. 2i. 21. lif 22. H- 23. A- 24. If
25. 2i. 26. f 27. iV. 28. f 29. t^. 30. l^y.

31. 2A. 32. ^. 33. H. 34. 1^. 35. l\l 36. t^.

37. lA. 38. tV. 39. ItV. 40. H- 41. i|. 42. 1:^.

43. If bbl. 44. 1 of farm, i of farm.

45. 1^ mi. 46. $Vir ; 5c. 47. W ac.

43.— 1. 12f 2. 2i. 3. 5f 4. 3i. 5. 5i.

6. 2|. 7. 6i. 8. 4i. 9. 4^. 10. 2^.
11. 7H- 12. 4i|. 13. ISA- 14. 6H. 15. 25A.
16. 14tV tons. 17. 16^ ft. 18. 8A ft. 19. 9Hc.
20. 15H hr. .21. Sf yd. 22. 105AV bu.

44.— 1. 1.

6. 2i
11. 4i.

16. 142.

21. 380.

2.6. 3. 4i. 4. 3i. 5. 5i.

7. 70. 8. li. 9. 15. 10. 36.

12. 5|. 13.22. 14.44. 15.33.

17. 19^. 18. 196. 19. 304i. 20. 151i.
22. $14-94. 23. $90-90. 24. $44-80.

25. 13f mi. 26. John, 6{ doz.; Fred., 4| doz.

45.— 1. i. 2. A- 3. Vt- 4. |. 5. A-
7. H- 8. H 9. AV. 10. A- 11. A-

13. 21. 14. 19i 15. 19i. 16. 2i 17. 6.

19. A^. 20. tV- 21. il 22. li 23. -H-

24. 20 pt., 7840 min., 54 in., 90 pence.

25. (a) 3 gal. qt. i pt, (ft) 2 yd. 2 ft.

(c) £7 12s. Id. 26. i of flock. 27. A
28. li ac. 29. i of wages. 30. By rail,

by boat, 191f mi.; by coach, 6f mi. 31

32. Form IV, 50 ; Form III, 50 ; Form
Fonn I, 125 ; Kindergartei , 25.

46.— 1. A- 2. rihr- 3. f 4. A- 5. 30i.

7. a. 8. A. 9. A. 10. $2|H.
12. 2i bu., 7 bu. 13. li ac. 14. $f
15. 4i hr. 16. 46 pieces

; i in.

6. A-
12. i
18. 5i|.

lOi in.,

of mine.

19i mi.;

. 37i ac.

n, 100;

6. lOi.

11. ^TPf.
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47.-- 1. H- 2. « 3. H 4. f 5. TBT- *• i

7. i*. 8. -Jr. 9. A. 10. H. 11. 6. 12. 6*.

13. 14. 14. 30. 15. 39. 16. i. 17. 9H. 18. 31i
19. 1. 20. $12i. 21. $9|. 22. 1 mi.

23. $mf. 24. 80i<5. 25. $1-6H.
26. 19f mi. 27. 30. 28. 47i bu.

48.— 1. i 2. If 3. i 4. i 5. ih 6. l^^V-

7. H 8. 2H. 9. 8i 10. If 11. i 12. 2i.

13. 1^. 14. H- 15. T^. 16. 10. 17. 32. 18. 10*.

19. 16. 20. 26|. 21. 18. 22. 6*. 23. 4. 24. 10.

25. li. 26. 1-^. 27. i 28. 1. 29. 29^^.

30. 17i yd. 31. $50. 32. 3A hr. 33. 14 bags.

34. 150 yd. 35. $f U. 36. 22*0.

37. 12 rd., 6A rd., l&A rd. 38. 36 da. 39. 5H hr.

49.— 1. 95ift. 2. $58i,$40f 3. 48 ft., 18 ft. 4. 250 ac.

5. $1-98. 6. $26, $19-50, 7. 15 cows. 8. i; 100 ft.

9. $4-91i. 10. $41-96i. 11. $6-25, $25. 12. $30.

13. Jones i. Turner | ; Jones $250, Turner $500.

14. 1000 miUs; ^V; $3750.. 15. $7890. 16. 215 yd.

17. i; h A; l|da. 18. 2* da. 19. $9-95. 20. 4ihr.
21. 9 and 36. 22. $13 and $49. 23. $900. 24. U,
iM, iandiV. 25. 3|. 26. $1400. 27. 21H bu.

28. 5 ft. 29. $9000. 30. 156. 31. $68000.

32. 240 ac., 180 ac., 150 ac., 330 ac, 900 ac.

50.— 1. 4| ac,, 9 ac., 12 ac., 20 ac. 2. —. 3. $9720.

4. $450. 5. $68310. 6. $1197-60. 7. 16 rd., 152 rd.

8.5060 yd. 9. $89-10. 10. $9-60. 11. 300 ft.; $60.

12. 9900 cards ; $5-94. 13. 54 posts. 14. 88 sq. in.

15. —. 16. —. 17. 14400 shingles. 18. $105.

19. 96 hundreds. 20. $4-29*. 21. — . 22. $38-26f.

23. $20-60. 24. 3 hr. 18 min. 25. $108. 26. $80.

27. 1200 sq. in. 28. 1 in., 2 in., 3 in., 10 in., n in.
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51.— 1. 7 strips ; 6 yd.; 42 jd.; $50-40. 2. $43-20, $48.

3. Lensihwise ; $88. 4. 42i yd. 5. ,14| times ; 9 in.

6. 31 yd. 7. 18t yd.; $23i.
8. 48 strips ; 128 yd.; 16 rolls ; $4-80. 9. 96 yd.

10. $3-20. 11. $5-86}. 12. 15 rolls.

52.— 1. 12i. 2. 17i. 3. 16. 4. 90. 5. 1^.
6. IIH. 7. Hi. 8. 9i. 9. 14. 10. 360 M. ft.

11. $113-40. 12. $24. 13. $32-50. 14. 19,200 bd.ft.

15. 1500 bd. ft. 16. 6600 bd. ft. 17. 5 M. ft.

53.— 1. 3960 cu. ft. 2. 220 cu. yd.; $132. 3. 168f cu. ft.

4. 126 cu. ft. 5. 30 tons. 6. 121 tons. 7. $57-60.

8. 1500 gal. 9. 360 ft. 10. 1200 ft. 11. 240 ft.;

4 ft. 12. 2 ft. 13. 211,200 cu. ft.; 1,320,000 gal.

14. 4536 bricks. 15. 2800 cu. ft. 16. 45,375 gal.

54.— 1. —. 2. 59391 ft.; 29H|i tons; 4242A ft-

3. Quotient, 3700 ; Remainder, 47. 4. $16,716,000.

5. 83 bags. 6. $1-02. 7. $8-22. 8. 1920 bu.

9. 670bu. 10. $1-50. 11. Total, $47-11.

12. 7-51 next morning. 13. $1-25. 14. $9-78.

15. 31i mi. 16. 66 ft. 17. Bal. 30th Mar. $719-71.

18. $43-61i. 19. 400 ft.; $20. 20. $31, $62, $93.

21. $17-10. 22. $1584. 23, —

.

55.—^No answers necessary.

56.- 1. 15. 2. 17. 3. 17. 4. 13. 5. 12. 6. 91.

7. 29. 8. 512. 9. 1. 10. 319. 11. 31. 12. 191.

13. 16. 14. 13. IS. 55. 16. 18. 17. 66 ft.; 18 times.

57.— 1.720. 2.1344. 3.756. 4.1650. 5.1050.

6. 16800. 7. 720. .8. 2002. 9. 144. 10. 10395.

11. 360. 12. 6630. 13. 8640. 14. 2340. 15. 9061.

16. 4464. 17. 17442. 18. 960. 19. 420 sec.

20. 146 times. 21. 106 poets. 22. 1266.
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7. 5. 8. 2. 9. 13. 10. 21. 11. 135. 12. 42.

13. 180. 14. 2717. 15. 1333. 16. 19. 17. 17.

18. 33. 19. 36. 20. 28. 21. 17. 22. 175. 23. 539.

24. 350. 25. A. 26. f 27. H-
30. i. 31.H 32. H 33. A.
36. A. 37. Hi. 38. 1^^. 39. f
42. f 43.—

.

28. H- 29. A.
34. H. 35. A.
40. «. 41. If.

59.*— 1. ~~". 2. ^, 3. """. 4. Tt» «» Te- 5. innr, "rtr, "nnr-

6. Tfri TOf ttj* 7» IT* tr* tt- 8. TiVj Tnrt tA-
^« TfT> Tnr» Tn- ^O* tif» tIt» TTf> ttI •

11 AM- JAA. A^A A»A AM-
• »• TifT» iTTr»» TtTwwt Trfo» TTrnr*

12. -ft> tT» f» TnT"

15. 2f 16. lf|.

20. li.

25. Hi.
30. f
35. 3H.

21. HI.
26. H.
31. liVr.

13. H> TT* "nr» A'
17. IH*. 18.3H-

22.iH. 23.T^.
27. H.
32. 3H.

28.TVW.
33.17t»A.

14.2^.
19.2Hi.
24.iVr.

29.0.

34. 2H
36. 46^. 37. 34H. 38. 14iWr- 39. 2HI.

40. 14H.41.4Hi. 42. 5H.

60.— 1. —. 2. —. 3. —. 4. —. 5. -f-. 6. 'A'.

7. IH 8. tVt. 9, iVr. 10. :^. 11. $92610.

12. $891. 13. 2iH. H. 7i. 15. 2i.

61.— 1. —. 2. —. 3. A. 4. H. 5. 4. 6. 29.

7. 9. 8. 315. 9. |. 10. tV. H. i- 12. 26.

13. 44f. 14. 3tV. 15. 3A. 1*. liVr 17. 24HI.
18. 3A. 19. A- 20. 7H. 21. —

.

62.- 1. -. 2. -. 3. H, A. «, h 2\, i. 4. 4i.
5. 3i, 6. f 7. 20. 8. Hi 9. 35. 10. ^.

11. 33. 12. i. 13. 54A. 14. /^.
IS. 14A. 1^. I. 17. f 18. i. 19. 2.

20. 2i. 21. 6H. 22. |. 23. 1^. 24. H. 25, f
26. 2. 27. 1. 28. 5f. 29. 10. 30. Ijir. 31. —

.

/«

MNHiiiii Atttt
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Exncm
M- 1. i«4. 2. M.

7. ^. 8. -ft-.

3. m. 4. 1. 5. 5H. 6. m.
9. ^. 10. 4i. U. 46. 12. ejti.

64.— 1. i. 2. (a) A bu., (6) 111c. 3. $343tV, $286A.
4. $26436^^. 5.162^. 6. 2| da. 7. 77bd.ft.
8. $67-80. 9. (a) I, (6) $12, $9|, $8*. 10. $8.0H.
11.108. 12. 2ajyd. 13. 3| ac. 14. (o) 6 mills,

5 mills, 4 mills, 3i mills, 4i mills, 4i mUls, 41 mills,

half as many mills; (6) $108, $12-825, $13-531^.

15. A, $162i; B, $142*; C, $59*. 16. H.
17. 12 da. - 18. $20250. 19. 5Hf hr.

20. 38H mi. 21. 600 copies ; $2.

•5.— 1. Three-tenths, seven-tenths, thirteen-tenths, two
hundred and forty-six-tenths, three hundred and six

and eiffht-tenths. two thousand and one and
four-tenths.

2. Forty-two-tenths, seventy-five-hundredths, eight

hundredths, three hundred and fifty-one-hundredths

two hundred and four-hundredths, eighteen and
sixty-three-hundredths, twenty-seven and one-

hundredth, thirty and eighty-seven-hundredths,

sixty and tlure-hundredths, two hundred and
eighteen and forty-two-hundredths, five hundred
and five-hundredths, three thousand and one and
eight-hundredths.

3. Eight hundred and twenty-five-thousandths, four

hundred and sixteen-thousandths, three hundred and
seven-thousandths, six-thousandths, two and four

hundred and twelve-thousandths, three and five-

thousandths, sixty-four and one hundred and fifty-

seven-thousandths, three hundred and nine and
forty-three-thousandths, seven hundred and nine-

thousandths, six thousand and twenty and seventy-

five-thousandths. 1

-=feir^' ^r«T mmim
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65.— 4. Four thousand one hundred and sixty-five ten-

thousandths, two hundred and sixteen ten-

thousandths, thirty-five ten-thousandths, eijrht ten-

thousandths, seven hundred and fifty-six and three

thousand one hundred and sixty-eight ten-

thousandths, four thousand two hundred and

eighteen and thirty-two ten-thousandths.

5. -6, 5-3, 7-2, 600-3, -84, 7-56, -09, 30405, 007,

•014, 11-857, 6-208, 52090027. 6. 5-0, 30, 4-3.

7. 9-00, 7-00, -30, -80, 5-70, 3-64. 8. 4000, 030,

5000, 3200, 92010, 12000. 9. 07, 015, 004, 3-2,

305, 0327, 16-7, 365008. 10. —

.

«6.— 1. 3-59. 2. 711. 3. 179-47. 4.216-692. 5. 15476-306.

6. 3283-94. 7. 118-402. 8. 140-83. 9. 788-804.

10. 18, 3-88, 24-8. 11. 8-96, 27-93, 5-887. 12. 87-64,

15-575, 19-82. 13. 22-8922, 4966147. 14. 45-53783,

997-154, 9-99577, 448757. 15. 18-89. 16. -849.

17. 2967-512. 18. 6690161. 19. 1439-0721.

20.31-9773. 21.83-3165. 22. 995-5 mi. 23.21-06

thousand cu. ft. 24. 337-63 ac. 25. 285-805 mL.

26. 29-2 parts. 27. 098. 28. -375 lb.

67.— 1. 29-6. 2. 41-31. 3. 5269081.

5. 63-08. 6. 48042. 7. 3228-396.
• 9. 0174. 10. 17250748. 11. 257004.

13. 502866. 14. 47-892. 15. -01944. 16. —. 17. —

.

18. 295:275 in. 19. 7 oz. 20.2772 ft. 21.6961b.

22. 2-5.pk., 2 pk. 1 gal. 23. 2 da. 9 hr. 7 min. 12 sec.

24. 18-8496 ft. 25. $540. 26. 39132 lb. 27. $550-74.

28. 53-9 games. 29. 35. 30. $47-52.

68.— 1. 2-5. 2. 1-72. 3. -0033. 4. -1222. 5. 3-3.

6. 15. 7. 7-5. 8. 2 78. 9. 5. 10. 235-68.

11. 2300. 12. 3070. 13. -3606. 14. .0137.

15. 125. 16. 2500. 17. 460000. 18. 0016^

4. 261-720.

8. 2-5935.

12. 25243-75.

HI
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68.—19. 200. 20. 01014. 21. 00377. 22. 708.
23.04. 24.0128. 25.—. 26.4368,00375.
27. -8, 05, 016, -875, 0625, 08, 45.

28. 67246 +
31. -4285 +.
34. 20fi).

37. 7-4 in.

40. $-81.

43. -679 +.
milk.

29. -0365.

32. 0769 +.
35. 479 bu.

38. 36-2 owt., $95-93.

41. 673-06 +«al.
44. 923596+ c. 45. 10-32+ lb. of
46. $720-77+, $604-558 +.

30. -3529 +.
33. 7-3684 +.
36. 32 mi.

39. $197-925.

42. 28-34 +.

69.- 1.A, f, I, iVlr, A, «. 2. -aV, iV, ttjW. H, tVA,
Vsftr- 3. H, tH, t*t, :^ftV, m- 4. 4*, lOi,

1

70.— 1. —

.

2. -1875, 4376, -68, -28125, 234375,
•92, -552, -0112, 425, 4875, -228. 3. -6666. .

•8333..., -6363..., 6153..., -4666..., -8235...'

•6111..., 6956..., -6428..., -5446...

4. -8574. ... 5. 60c. 6. -15625 of stock left,

$1000. 7. 1; -875; $2-10. 8. -609375; $1-96.
9. -2; $-74. 10. -625; $14-50.

71.— 1. 425 cu. ft. 2. 373-85 ft. 3. 6 hr. 41-88 min.
OP 401-88 min. 4. 3 in. 5.-305... 6.16-88...
7. 96*57 ft. 8. Each man $8, each boy $112.
9. $20. 10. 7-38 ft. 11. 47-52 tons. 12. $3000.

13. 29-529+ mi. 14.-008792. 15.-42. 16.8-32.
17. $137-678. 18. -95131c., $865-06, $655-77.
19. 10-87 ft.

72.— 1.—. 2.—. 3. —.4.—. 5. _ 6. 13-48 in.

7. $5-10. 8. $1-54. 9. 1242 mi., 32-187 Km.
10. 4584-861 m. 11. 626-336 m. 12. 5000 steps.

73.— 1. -0000000346 sq. Hm., 3*46 sq. cm.
2. 46830000 sq. Dm., 46*83 sq. Hm.

I

I

I

/
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74.— 1. 6214 cu. dm, 6214000 cu. cm.
2. 3-825 cu. dm, -003826 cu. m. 3. 48000 bricks.
4. 192 cu. m. 5. —

.

75— 1. —. 2. —. 3. 200 dl, 04 dl. 4. 9000 1.

5. $3170.

76.— 1. 123 g, 2980000 g, 4-900 g.

2. 25 mg, 3200amg, 124000000 mg.
3. 064 Kg, 425000 Kg. 863 Kg. 4. 100 Kg.
5. 257-075 Kg, 565-565 ft. 6. 63-64841 g.
7. 81-5 francs.

77.— 1. 3061 ft. 2. ft min. 3. $5128. 4. 2-4125 Kg.
5. 192 cu. m. 6. 4500 1. 7. £^44-7 Km. 8. 150 m.

78.— I. 70%, 45%, 80%, 64%, 854%.
2. 161%. 62i%, 66i%, 23i%. 42f %, 425%.
3. —

. 4. 7%, 31%, 121%, i%, 350%, 1425%.
«. A, VA, tV, Hi, is, -06, -0325, -175, 1-25625,
08333.... 6. 45; 63; 23tV; $393; 3390 ac.

7.H,54%. 8. 16f%,37i%,6|%,75%,22|%.
9. 50%, 3i%, 83i%, 150%, 1080%.

10. 800, 1400, 700, 3000, 4800, 1100. 11. $360.
12. 2751 marks. 13. 7500, 9000. 14. 299
15. 161 ft. 16. $4500. 17. A; 30%. 18. 4%
19.5259 + %. 20.16%.
22. i, 161%. 23.120%.
25. $120. $160, H, f 26. $22500.
28.25%. 29. $48. 30. $400.

79.- 1. $120. 2. $60. 3. $37-50. 4. $18-76
5. $1741-50. 6. $219-45. 7. $432. 8. 2i%.
9. H%. 10. li%. U. $1140, $1100-10.

12. $930, $964-80. 13. 150 subscriptions.
14. $160. 15. $31-50, 90c. 16. $118, $282.
17. $8. 18. 30,000 yd.; $90 ;«. 19. $60,000.
20. 29,400 ft.; $60.

21.98i%.
24. 10i%.
27. 15%.

i^iiiii iiii
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«0.— 1. —. 2. 5i, 8i, 12i, 18. 3. $15, $24^92, $60,

$176,444-36, $3170-72. 4. $410,000, $150,000,

$2,750,000, $9,125,000, $48,500,000.

5. $18, $1782. 6. $6. 7. $13.

9. $160,875. 10. $76,882-81.

12. —. 13. $30-58, $3-62.

14. TAX TABLE FOR RATE OF 4 MILLS.

8.80%.
11. $eflo*«.

Assess-
ment Tax Assess-

ment Tax Assess-
ment Tax

$1
2
3

$-004

-008

012

$4
5
6

$-016
•020

•024

$7
8
9

$028
•032

•036

TAX TABLE FOR RATE OF 8i HILLS.

Assess-
ment Tax Assess-

ment Tax Assess-
ment Tax

$1
2
3

$0035
•0070

•0105

$4
5
6

$0140
•0175

•0210

$7
8
9

$0245
•0280

•0315

TAX TABLE FOR RATE OF 8^ MILLS.

Assess-
ment Tax Assess-

ment Tax Assess-
ment

Tax

$1
2
3

$00825
•01650
•02475

$4
5
6

$03300
•04125

•04950

$7
8
9

$05775
•06600

•07425

15. $380; $2196; $8023.

Si— 1. $10. 2. $3125. 3. $11250. 4. $231.

5. $12-60. 6. $36-70. 7. $54, $234. 8. $40.

9. $160. 10. —. 11. $457-80.

12. (a) $271-621, (6) $1717H. 13. 25 %

.

14. 20%

.

«2.— 1. $105-60. 2. $12, $28, $375, $12-25, $22-65.

3. $57-81, $48606.
i
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82.— 4. $9006 int.,

$65-24 int.,

$118-59 int..

$289-04 int.,

$242-60 int.,

5. $300.

7. 5 yr.

AirswKBs

$652.91 amt.;

$4265-24 amt.;

$3843-59 amt;

$653904 amt.;

$10242-60 amt.

6. $500, $2400, $1200, $14600.

8. 6 mo., 3t«(^ yr. 9.5%.

247

10.4%,6%,3i%. 11.4i%,5%,3%.
12. $252-77. 13. 6th Oct., 1910; $12751.
14. $1-83. 15. $301-99. 16. $507-60.

17. $138-22. 18. $201-10.

19. $2020, $1620, $1636-20, $1336 20, $1356-24,

$456-24, $463-08.

83.— 1. —. 2. —. 3. $1-25, $11-25; $1-32, $14-03;

$5-15, $20-60; $7-50, $42-50; $67-50, $157-50;

$156-50, $46950; $1,593-75, $2,656-25; $2549,
$611-76; $327-60. $655-20; $97-94, $3,166-86.

4. $252. 5. —

.

«. $450, $1,866-75, $2,400, $922-50, $1,744-20.

7. $478-80, $42214, $2,650-50, $2,478-60, $523-26.

8.10%. 9.35%. 10. $20. 11. $42.

12. $2-88. 13. $4-50. 14. $66000. 15. $2-21.

16. $7-95. 17. $42. 18. $31-50. 19. $85-50.

20. $7019. 21. $60-04. 22. $202-23.

23. $128-03.

84.— 1. $562-43, 62-43. 2. $220-50, $20-60; $3787-43,

$787-43; $2331-83, $331-83; $550811, $708-11;

$7086-89, $1086-89. 3. $32473, $24-73.

4. $842-74, $42-74; $5657-04, $657-04; $2081-21,

$81-21. 5. (a) $790-08, (6) $596458.
6. $3528-68, $4620-13, $4564-66. 7. $1226-10.

8. (a) $2-45, (6) $10,377-70. 9. $4-41.

liRiiiiiiiMMiHiii^ m
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88.— 1. $375. 2. $1430.

5. $3200. 6.-A%.
9. Loss, $1125.

12. $4955. 13. $2500.

3. $180. 4. $2560.

7. 2|%. 8. $1905.

10. $33-20. 11. $4-60.

14. $4998.

15. $3193if, $2032/r, $3774^. 16. $10,000. 17. —.

86.— 1. 8th April, 1910, $29541.
2. eth Dec., 1909; 63 da., $3-45, $39655.
3. 4th A\ig., 1910; 93 da., $1401, $98599.
4. 11th Oct., 1910; 99 da., $81-37, $5,918-63.

5. 5th Oct., 1910; 73 da., $66, $5934.
6. 13th Dec., 1910; 146 da., $36, $1464.
7. sHhi, iHU, $3650. 8. $1,460. 9. $3650.

10. 9th Auir-, $615-21. 11. $608-26.

12.18th Aug., 1910; $253185, 76 da., $36-90,
$2494-95. 13. 17th Dec., 1908; $1220-55, 125 da.,

$2090, $1199-65. 14. $3660, 63 da., $42, $243i,
iV,6|%. 15.6i%.

87.— 1. $2500, $6025 ; $6000, $4455 ; $5700, $721050

•

$2300, $621. 2.30,41,55,29.
3. $216, $1150, $308, $850.

4. $500, $1500, $2500, $80,000.

5. $5, $4-50, $7, $8-25.

6. (a) ^%, (6) 7%, (c) 4i%, (d) 5i%.
7.26. 8. $350. 9. $3400, $6-25. 10. $1233.

11. $640. 12. $480. 13. $100-80.

14. 180 shares, $18000, $760.

15. 40 shares, $240, Vff, 5%. 16. 6|%. 17.8%.
18. $9 larcer. 19. $4600. 20. $9000, $7200.
21. $160. 22. $150. 23. $30. 24.40.
25. 75. 26. — 27. 7i% , $375, $525.
28. 10% , $600, $750, $900. 29. A $8000, B $7000,
C $5000 ; A $320, B $280, C $200.

^'"fe^Lj^'^:^^^'.;
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88.— 1. $413, $14.10, $2660, $3023, $47-90, $75-24,

$93*60. 2. A 40c. note and 5c. stamp, total cost

46e.; a 90c. note, total cost 97o.; a $1*50 note,

total cost $167; a $2-50 note and 40c. note, total

cost $2-96 ; a $3 note and 70c. note, total cost

$3-84; a $4 note and 80c. note, total cost $4-90;

a $5 note and 90c. note, total cost $5-97; a $5
note and $4 note, total cost $9-21 ; two $10 notes,

a $5 note and a $1 note, total cost $26-11.

3. 2c. 4. $360-45, $2002-50, $236-80.

S. $1201-50. 6. $2406. 7. $159-80. 8. $3208.

9. $720. 10. $320. 11. $140. 12. i%.
13. $6034-46, $67550, $1144-80.

14. £1315-10 +, 23471-40 + francs, 33542-97 +
marks.

99.— 1. Gain $50. 2. $365-40, $157-50, $812, $265.

3.77^%. 4. $680.

5. 33i% , 44i% , 221 % , $800, $1066*, $533*.

6. $2926. 7. $1500. 8.29*%.
9. $1180, $1150-50.

11. $115-41, $126.

14. $16-10.

17. $278-78.

20. $700, $950.

23. 52/r%. 24.6%.
27. $130.

10. $5040.

12. $24.

15. $590-83.

18. 8800 bu.

21. $99-78.

13. $320-50.

16. $2-40.

19. $55-25.

22. $297-29.

25. $1204-50. 26. 24c.

90.— 1. —. 2. 144, 225, 324, 2025, 8100. 3. 3, 4, 7,

11, 40, 90. 4. -5, i, 7, 1-2, A- «• 8 in., -3 yd.,

60 rd., i mi. 6. 32 in., 1-2 yd., 240 rd., 2 mi. 7. 18,

33, 89, 99, 125, 256, 53, 11-2, 726. 8. 117 ft.,

9. 280 rd.

•1.— 1. 62, 64, 73, 92, 2. 141, 156, 193, 256, 313.

5. 416, 527, 697, 809, 879. 4. 1679, 2718, 6211.

.^^,5:^ .:„..;
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91.- S. .36, .57. .79, 88. -17. -27. 6. 27, 34, 121,
7-01,18.47. 7. 388, -572, 34.91. 2-403. 8.1-414
1732, 2-236, 3-162, 4123, 11090. -948. 714, 2-489'

2061. 9. «.H It, II, 5t»,, 5«. 10. .866, -845,'

•522, -384, 2-121, 1-914. 11. 5%. 12. 10%.
13. 143-108 rd. 14. 33-541 rd.

92.— 1. 120 sq. ft., 60 sq. ft. 2. 121 sq. ft., 242 sq. ft.

3.47isq.ft. 4. 127ibd.ft. 5.—. 6.

—

7. 24 ft. 8. 15 in. 9. 1 ft. by 60 ft., 2 ft. by
30 ft.. 3 ft. by 20 ft., 4 ft. by 15 ft., 5 ft. by 12 ft
6 ft. by 10 ft.

93.— 1. 25 sq. ft., 5 ft. 2. 15 ft. 3. 25 ft.

4. 2262. . . . ft. 5. 31-24.... ft.

6. 14-83.... ft. 7.

—

94.—

95.—

96."

1. 44 ft., 25+ ft., laf ft., 621 in. 2. 40f ft.,

56f ft., m ft. 3. lOi ft., 5A ft., 2m ft.

4. 840 turns. 5. 12 yd. 6. 196 turns, 3^ turns.

1. 154 sq. ft., 86i sq. ft., 1134^ sq. yd.. 1886i
sq. ft. 2.m sq. ft., 176H sq. ft., 11.694f sq. in.,

1131 sq. yd. 3. 38i sq. ft., 86f sq. yd., 127^
sq. rd. 4. 50H ac. 5. 123-33. ... yd.
6. 33-46. . . . rd. 7. 154 sq. ft., 1 ft. by 154 ft.,

2 ft. by 77 ft., 7 ft. by 22 ft., 14 ft. by 11 ft
8.—.

1. 80 sq. ft., 85i sq.ft., 4i sq.ft. 2. 293i sq. ft.

3. $13-20. 4. 481i sq. yd. 5. 63 sq. in.

6. lOi ft. 7. 176 sq. in.

97.— 1. 248 ou. ft., 248 sq. ft. 2. 600 cu. ft. 3. 3620^
cu. ft. 4. 297 cu. ft., 1856i gal. 5. 7 in
6. 6tt tons. 7. —

.
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98— 1. 80 ft. 2. 55687i bu. 3. 362 tons.

4. 2205|i gal. 5. 18176 rd.

6. 480 sq. in., 432 cu. in. 7. 63^ ou. in.

3. 1628 sq. in., 4620 cu. in. 9. 80 ft. 10 in. 10.—
99.— 1. —

.

2. —

.

3. $16-23. 4. $238-70.

5. $443-18T«r. 6. 100 doz. 7. $1881.
8- ^-76. 9. $21-07. 10. $220.

11. (a) 60,175, (6) 8 times and remainder 100,
(c) 1,915,998. 12. $28-80. 13. 6c.

14. A, $840 ; B, $790 ; C, $770. 15. 5ida. 16. $5-37.

17. 44|%, $4050. 18. $691-5456, $50112.
19. $4444-80. 20. 4 hr. 48 min.

21. (a) 12i (6) 261-44. 22. $12909. 23. 45 mi.

24. 54i%. 25. $2686+, $215839+, $2374-23+,
$1381-37+. 26. 6-752651+. 27. $881-28.

28. $1319f. 29. $9760. 30. $298-42. 31. 7999 less.

32. 3cwt. 33. 2193TWffgal. 34. f. 35. 10 yr., 6%.
36. 30%. 37. $400. 38. Wheat 84c., corn 52c.
39. 14 mills. 40. 320 ft. 41. $2152-37. 42. 8 da.

43. $149i. 44. $3329-75. 45. 62ic. 46. $3ni-46J.
47. $60. 48. Mutual, $337-50 ; Home, $80

;

iEtna, $62-50 ; net premium, $195. 49. $3394-22.
50. $4987-50, $12987-50. 51. —. 52. Partial

products, 70125584, 631130256, 3786781536.
53. M. 54. Wmi. 55. $1119. 56. $776-76.

57. 50596 rd., 44-848 rd. 58. 25%. 59. $2085.
60. $37-50 loss. 61. 1068^ ft.; $2180- 16^.
62. $13-80. 63. 16|% gain. 64. 20 mills. 65. $2700,
$3000. 66. (6) $1589. 67. $1442. 68.10 ft.

fi9. 3i%. 70. $8190-1875. 71. (a) 5,257,091,

(6) 15, (c) 125, 12-1. 72. 86 trees. 73. $28-75.
74. $15. 75. $27-54. 76. $24-90. 77. $520.
78. $72. 79. $162. 80. $390, $487-50.
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•••—81. —
. 82.840bbl. 83. 16,000 ao.

84. 4083 books, 1361 books, 3 shelyes. 8S. 2A da.
86. $19.53i. 87. $20. 88. $40,800. 89. $319371.
90. 3200 francs. 91. (a> 2|i, (6) -70684,
(c) 1114eH*. 92. A, $32 ; B, $80 ; C. $20.
93. 2448 cu. ft., 4-195 ft. . 94. 20 men.
95. 105-5229 Kg. 96. 1 yd. width, $26-661.
97.12%. 98. $1510 gain. 99. 6^%. 100. $96.

101. (o) V, (6) 61-33, 261-25. 102. (a) —

,

(6) $310-621, (c) —. 103. 2 in., 32-277 thousand.'
104. 182. 105. $689-83. 106. 105,^ ft-
107. 432-34. 108. $136108. 109. $240, 5 yr.
110. $10-66. 111. If 112. $4173-81 gain.
1 13. 18, 19, 20, 21. 1 14. 270 bu. 1 15. $117-60
116. $17892, $188-86, $194-82. 117. 63 gal

*

1 18. $4638-77. 1 19. $1168-54. 120. (a) 13th Mai-.
1910; (6) $161835; (c)69da.; (d) $18-35; (c)$160o'
121. (a) 6tW ; (6) 53. 122. Copied 5 instead of 3
in divisor. 123. $54. 124. $17-51. 125. $10
126. $175. 127. 160 oz.; 174^ oz. 128. Diminished
by $30. 129. 6000 bu. 130.93|gal. 131. 2i
132. $542-90. 133. 4 and 3 revolutions respectively.
134. $1-25. 135. 9-7875 yr. 136.24if%.
137. $556-50. 138. No change ; $7. 139. $325
140. 14-99 + ft. 141. (a) 12388 ; remainder, 309

;

(6)733. -142. $177750. 143.39yd. 144. 5226* bu-
$1412-20. 145. 4i%. 146.-. 147.-'
1 i8. $654-80. 149. 51233 Kg. 150. 17,640 shingles.
151 to 158 inclusive—no answers necessary.
159. f 160. 9 figures, 7 figures.
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